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Preface

I grew up in a town called Bremerton, Washington. The town is

situated on the Kitsap Peninsula right in the middle of Puget Sound.

Given its location so close to the ocean, there are a lot of navel installa-

tions in the vicinity. Themajority of the residents worked at the Trident

Missile Base (nuclear missiles), the Keyport Underwater Warfare Base

(torpedoes), or the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard (ship repair). This

type of employment created a huge middle class. In addition to these

blue-collar workers, Bremerton had a supporting cast of people there

to help with every need. Doctors, lawyers, shopkeepers—you name

it—they were there to support the town and the surrounding area.

One of the residents, a lawyer, had a huge house built on property

overlooking one of the great views of Puget Sound and Mt. Rainier.

It was a beautiful home fit for the very successful family. In addition

to the home, the property sported landscaped gardens, elegant trees,

and garages designed for 6 to 10 cars. People from Bremerton would

take visitors on drives around the town and, invariably, swing by the

lawyer’s house to have everyone gawk at the fancy house on the hill.

Oddly, over the years, very few, if any, people ever saw the inside

of the house. If anyone was allowed on the property, it was to tend to

the gardens or clean the various fixtures. If there was a gathering of

friends, the entertaining was done on the grounds, not in the house.

This type of behavior got everyone to wonder what wonderful trea-

sures were inside. It led to a mystique about how fancy it must have

to be to keep others out. How else would such privileged people live?

Everyone could see how successful the family was. Who could hold it

against them to be so private? They lived in luxury, as everyone could

see, and everyone aspired to have the trappings of success just like the

lawyer’s family.

Now why, you must be wondering, would I bring up a story about

a house in Bremerton, Washington, in a book about demand-driven

distribution? Something happened to that house that I will explain at

the end of the book. The house has become a metaphor for when I

xi
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xii P R E F A C E

examine highly regarded and not so highly regarded companies and

their supply chains.

Let’s face it, companies like to dress themselves up. Just like

the people of Bremerton, Washington, executives see other highly

regarded organizations from the outside and wish their companies

could be just like the lawyer’s house in my story—the envy of all who

see it.

While the outside might be awe-inspiring, it is the guts of the orga-

nization that make the products. Many C-level executives look at sup-

ply chain as the underbelly of their company. The black hole, if you

will, of activities where products are pushed out and revenue comes

back in the form of a balance sheet and/or income statement. In my

35-plus years of working in and around supply chains I find executives

treating supply chains like our lawyer friend inmy story—as something

inside the organization that is not to be seen by the outside world.

With that said, please enjoy the book and wait until the end to find

out what happened to our Bremerton, Washington, lawyer and how it

relates to demand-driven distribution.
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and increase revenues by tens of millions. However, in the process I

have gotten to experience, first hand, how unknown shortcomings in

enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and reliance on ancient

replenishment methodologies have pushed some of the best buyers

and inventory control managers to the breaking point.

I have found, through my experiences, that when you understand

the shortcomings of the present inventory systems you embrace the

benefits of inventory and replenishment optimization. It can be a leap

of faith, but it does not have to be a black-box leap of faith. You can

have a tremendously positive effect on an organization and personnel.

Inventories come under control, buyers have more time to spend on

value-added activities, and the top-line revenues and bottom-line costs

of the company dramatically improve. Anyone can ratchet down days

of supply over the short run to meet a number, but when an organi-

zation right-sizes an inventory for best results you might even get a

buyer to smile.
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When people talk about inventory optimization I am always sur-

prised at the number of definitions that are rolling around out

there.Most C-level executives know it has something to dowith

reducing or right-sizing inventories and that it really helps control sup-

ply chain costs. The career path of that C-level executive can morph

her viewpoint aboutwhere that optimization resides. Indeed, the closer

you get to the customer, the more optimization means replenishment.

This means a retail executive has a far different view of optimization

compared to that of a manufacturing executive.

For many, the focal point of supply chain efficiency projects is

to uncover and exploit cost discrepancies positioned by supply chain

partners in the name of “optimization.” For instance, in the article

“Optimizing Replenishment Policies Using Genetic Algorithms for

Single Warehouse/Multi-retailer System,” W. Yang, T. Felix, S. Chan,

and V. Kumar cite how huge savings can be achieved by adhering to

a methodology of quantity discounts in transportation cost models.1

This technique of uncovering supply chain inefficiencies to fill the void

with cost savings shifts costs onto another portion in the supply chain.

It is rampant inside companies and between external trading partners

in almost all industries. Obviously, the whole point of optimization is

to take advantage of every opportunity of cost savings, not just taking

advantage of trading partner inefficiencies. Optimization is not simply

shifting the costs from one location to another. Optimization is all

about the actual elimination of costs and the savings enjoyed by either

the network as a whole or the end customer satisfaction.

This is why we oftentimes find supply chain executives perplexed

about where to start in developing a fact-based pathway to better sup-

ply chain dynamics. There seem to be a million different definitions

of what inventory optimization is, depending on what flavor of opti-

mization is in vogue. At one time the flavor might be network design

to drive best positioning at the moment of a warehouse. Another time

it might be a theory of constraints project to uncover bottlenecks in the

company supply chain that can be smoothed out. Conversely, it might

even be a project about SKU (stock keeping unit) rationalization for overall

portfolio profitability. I have heard them all batched under the banner

of inventory optimization. However, nothing has created more confu-

sion than a definition driven out of the just-in-time wave of supply
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chain efficiencies—the idea that a company that practices pull supply

chain methodologies will suddenly enjoy massive inventory savings

and replenishment nirvana. Nothing could be further from the truth.

There is nothing wrong with the assumption that replenishment

is what drives supply. In fact, given my background I would almost

wholeheartedly agree. Over the past 30 years supply chains are shift-

ing from being supply-driven (push) to being demand-driven (pull).

While the theory is easy to imagine, the devil is in the details. There

are decades of supply-side or push-style supply chain practices in place

throughout organizations. You can’t simply flip a switch and make

your supply chain work in a new way.

Originally, the thought of most companies was to make a complete

shift from push to pull as a way to have a nimble and/or agile supply

chain. In an article written back in 2003,2 Erik Kruse talks about some

of the disastrous results companies incurred when they took perfectly

good operating systems that insured efficiencies when producing large

quantities of standardized products and attempted to make smaller

batches of products to quickly react to customer demand. He points

out an AMR Research study that supports his claim of inefficiencies.

In that study, it was shown that companies tend to reconfigure their

physical networks without introducing new processes that would help

in the transition. Kruse points out that if customers don’t buy what

the efficient operations are producing, then the efficiency metric isn’t

really measuring true efficiency.

This brings up an interesting paradox. If you only use supply-side/

push methodology, your operations can be extremely efficient. Large

amounts of standardized product can be positioned, but if the customer

is not buying the product at the same rate, the real efficiency is lost. In

turn, if you shift to a demand-side/pull methodology, you reduce the

production cycle and produce just enough to satisfy customer demand.

When this occurs, you lose your manufacturing efficiencies, and you

run the risk of not fulfilling unexpected customer demand.

Various large-scale supply chain movements like just-in-time, effi-

cient consumer response, and collaborative planning, forecasting, and

replenishment have all been rolled out in the name of creating a more

responsive organization. The introduction of enterprise resource plan-

ning (ERP) and supply chain management (SCM) solutions in the late
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1990s helped these movements gain traction, as technology interacted

with methodology. Oddly, as technology and methodology intercon-

nected, it seemed as though the supply chain industry was simply cre-

ating a bigger, better, and faster replenishment engine as a way of

having an optimized supply chain. What is becoming more and more

apparent, though, is that replenishment can only do so much in an

effort to become demand driven. In the end, replenishment can only

attempt to compensate for out-of-balance inventories.

THE PATH TO DEMAND-DRIVEN SUPPLY

This book is designed to take business practitioners through the funda-

mentals of inventory optimization so that they can attain a demand-

driven supply. If you are looking for a book that will spell out stochastic

algorithms, you’re in the wrong place. Virtually every book written on

the subject of inventory optimization (IO) seems to be done by academics

with complete focus on proving that the stochastic algorithms they

used during their studies are sound and repeatable. The rest of the

inventory optimization publications could be categorized as “snake

oil” whitepapers. Why snake oil? From the early 2000s through 2010,

various inventory optimization vendors tried to differentiate them-

selves by claiming their “math” was superior or they had proprietary

algorithms no one else could provide. There was little wonder the

industry had confused the market.

The business world has heard about the subject of inventory opti-

mization, but has trouble linking the solution to themany supply chain

problems they might have in their organization. My goal is to pro-

vide a business perspective on why current inventory systems subopti-

mize the supply chain and why faulty replenishment processes lead to

wasted time and effort. In the end, I hope the reader would come away

with a good understanding of why optimized inventory and replenish-

ment helps overcome in-system weaknesses and deliver results. We’ve

come a long, long way, and it seems as though we only have a few

more hurdles to go before we become part of the end game known as

demand-driven supply.

When I am in front of executives who think replenishment cures

their supply chain, I often ask the question: “If replenishment takes
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care of inventory ills, what caused your inventory to be sick in the

first place?”

Although it is not the only place of supply inefficiency, let’s take

a look at the grocery supply chain in the United States. Because of

the normal interactions people have with their grocery stores, they

can recognize some of these push-style methods that companies use to

entice you to buy products you wouldn’t otherwise have purchased in

the name of pushing products through the supply chain.

SHIFTING FROM SUPPLY-DRIVEN TO DEMAND-DRIVEN
METHODOLOGIES

Thirty-five years ago, just before the demise of the so-called push sup-

ply chain in grocery products, I made a personal transition from being

a supply-driven buyer to being demand-driven buyer. First of all, at the

time I didn’t know what any of this supply–demand mumbo-jumbo

meant, and, second of all, I never set out to be a buyer in the

first place.

So You Think You Can Do Better?

I was working as a key account manager in Portland, Oregon. My

job was to manage grocery headquarter accounts for best results in

sales. It was getting close to the end of the fiscal year, and we were

slightly below the numbers I needed to bring in. One of my accounts

was a co-op wholesaler who supplied almost all of the large, inde-

pendent grocery stores in the northwest region. My buyer, Joanne

McBride, did not have any direct responsibility for the advertising,

but purchased for both turn and promotional merchandise. I was good

friends with her. I was also really needling her to order a little more so I

could make my year-end numbers. What she did next changed my life

forever.

She looked at me and said in a very tired and very sarcastic voice,

“Bob, you think you’re so hot stuff. Why don’t you do it?”

I was stunned. Now what am I going to do? However, never being

the one to back down, I said, “Okay,” and picked up the two orders

so that I could get the heck out of there. I went downstairs to the
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lunchroom with a calculator and a very sharp pencil. The only instruc-

tions I got from her that day were the following:

◾ There are four numbers that show the running “as-is demand”

by week with the most recent on the left.

◾ If there are any ads planned for the product, they will show up

above the order line with the price and the placement—feature

or subfeature.

◾ The order suggestions are forecasted only for turn volume. You

must figure out what needs to be ordered for the advertising.

◾ Once you have the total amount, make sure the goods can fit

in a truck ranging from 38,000 to 44,000 pounds.

For the next two-and-a-half hours, I was sweating bullets. After

using up the calculator batteries, most of the pencil, and the entire

eraser, I was able to put together two trucks for the Portland ware-

house and one truck for the Medford warehouse. I took the orders up

to Joanne and handed them over for the judgment. She looked at them

and said, “Not bad, but anybody can buy once. Let’s see what you can

do over the long haul.”

Yep, you guessed it—Iwas suddenly doing vendor-managed inven-

tory (VMI) 20 years before it was cool.

Let’s not get ahead of ourselves here. I wasn’t shifting the prod-

uct ownership points or taking on an official role of a VMI person. I

was just a key account manager who got handed the keys to a trea-

sure chest. My job at that point was to go into the wholesaler, pick up

the computer-generated ordering output for the two wholesaler ware-

houses in Oregon, and develop orders to cover general turn volume

and major advertising.

At the time—remember, this was the mid-1980s—there were two

completely different inventory management philosophies between a

grocery vendor and a grocerywholesaler. Grocery vendors were graded

on sheer volume. Total shipments was the key performance indicator

(KPI), with little focus on the actual consumer consumption until after

the fact with POS data from IRI or Nielsen. On the flipside, the grocery

wholesaler focus was on efficient inventory turns out to the stores.

In the middle of this conflict was an old adage uttered by just about

every grocer vendor in the business: “A happy buyer is a loaded buyer.”
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The crux of this statement was that in order for the grocery wholesalers

to be efficient, you should keep them in an overstock situation so that

they would have to do something to get rid of the stock. Moreover,

if they were overstocked with your products, they couldn’t do any-

thing with a competitive product. Therefore, if you had an overstock

on a product that was so far out of whack that a wholesaler had to run

a feature ad, you ended up moving a lot of stock, and the ad was a

bonus to get customers to buy your product. Interesting paradox—in

order to drive volume through the wholesaler warehouse, the more

inefficient you made them, the better the overall volume would be.

So, guess what happened?

I did what every red-blooded vendor rep would have done. I put in

over three months of unneeded, redundant inventory in the blink of

an eye to makemy year-end numbers. Heck, mymanagement thought

I was the greatest buyer of all time. I had made my numbers, and now

all I needed to do was set up a whole bunch of ads, and the excess

product would disappear. There was a flipside to this elation.

I had betrayed Joanne’s trust. As a “real buyer,” I had dug myself a

pretty deep hole. I knew I had screwed up badly, but I couldn’t figure

out how to get rid of the excess inventory. It was time for me to go eat

some of that long-deserved humble pie and have a meeting with the

real buyer. I had practiced the loaded buyer/happy buyer philosophy,

but I wasn’t very happy.

She took it pretty calmly. Actually, she was much calmer than I

would have been if some dumb guy likeme hadmessedwithmy inven-

tory. She told me that I had made the same mistake many first-time

buyers make and I had put my personal needs ahead of her company.

(Ouch, that one hurt.) She sat me down for the next hour and taught

me the basics of rule-of-thumb inventory management.

Rule-of-Thumb Inventory Replenishment Management
circa 1985

◾ If you have a lead time of a week, always have one week’s sup-

ply for the demand and one week for the safety stock.

◾ Never buy more than five weeks’ supply at a time, unless you

have committed orders.
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◾ If you have a subfeature ad, buy two weeks’ supply.

◾ If you have a feature ad, buy four weeks’ supply.

◾ Keep a close eye on products with pull dates.

I felt very conflicted as I left her office. Here was a seasoned

buyer trusting me with $5+ million in yearly sales. On one side, the

supply-side mentality from my company’s management thought I was

the fox in the henhouse, but on the other side, I could see there was

a real art/science to this replenishment and inventory management.

Nobody had ever told me about pull supply chains, but I could see

there was something to the idea of naturally pulling products through

instead of making myself miserable with overstocks. I just had this

feeling that I could really make a difference.

It took me close to two months to reduce the inventory through

bleeding off the excess stock and minimizing the buying. During

that time, I spoke regularly with the advertising managers based at

the wholesaler warehouse about their planning cycles and expected

ad lifts from various advertising formats. They knew about my new

role and took me under their wings. They must have seen the

hangdog expression I had from doing the buying and gave me some

pointers.

They started me down the pathway of calculating lift, profitabil-

ity, and basic rules of category management. I had a few items that

were giving me fits from the lack of inventory bleed, and I talked a

few of the ad guys into running some subfeatures to help me get rid of

product. Once I got the inventory into a manageable level, as shown

in Figure 1.1, I went back to Joanne to better understand the connec-

tion I needed to have between buying and advertising to pull product

through. If any of you out there have had to deal with a co-op whole-

saler, you know there is little you can do besides being amerchandising

conduit for the membership stores. You can certainly set up products

to be promoted, but there is very little influence brought to bear on ad

price or display activity at the retail stores. The co-op wholesaler just

does not have the retail clout that a chain store merchandiser might

have. Given that downside, it was also the perfect testbed for a dumb,

newbie buyer managing his own products. I learned, pretty fast, that

oversupplying for limited demand was a recipe for disaster. I guess I
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Figure 1.1 Inventory Bleed-Off of Davis Product Portfolio

needed to start acting like those big-boy chain stores and manage my

demand.

Every quarter, I would attend a merchandising meeting with the

brand managers frommy company to plan out the promotion budgets.

Up until that time, I would take what the brand managers felt I needed

and present the packages to the ad managers at the accounts for the

upcoming period. My normal acceptance rate was 50 to 60 percent,

and I got so-so promotional lift and market share impacts from my

merchandising. Well, now that I was a hotshot (and totally out of my

league) buyer taking care of about 30 percent of the market volume, I

just turned the tables on those brand managers.

Prior to my sitting downwith the company brandmanagers, I went

to each of the merchandising managers at the co-op wholesaler and

discussed what I needed to do to plan out advertising on my key prod-

ucts. I had a pretty good stable of products, so I knew it was a win-win

proposition. I didn’t have any funds when I sat down with the mer-

chandising managers, but we had an agreement that if we shook on

it, I would get them the ad funds and unit costs required to support

the plan. Now I could sit down in these quarterly planning meetings

with the brand managers and lay out complete merchandising pack-

ages they could take to the bank. It didn’t take long for word to get

out about the guy up in Portland who managed his own products with

30 percent of the market’s volume.
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Inside of six months after taking on the responsibility of my prod-

ucts, my overall volume had increased by almost 15 percent. Remem-

ber, this was after digging a three-month overstock hole in the first

weeks of the fiscal year. That being said, there were two key perfor-

mance indicators I was even more excited about, which my company’s

managers didn’t understand. My inventory turns were up by almost

30 percent, and my out-of-stocks were down to less than 2 percent.

I had a few bumps in getting those brand managers to commit, but I

was doing much better with using my trade funds. I was now at an

88 percent acceptance rate, and the market share on my portfolio had

gone from 30 percent to 32 percent.

Around this time, I got my first offer (of three) to become a

full-fledged buyer. You would not believe what a huge boost of

confidence that gave me. I was getting the hang of this idea of pulling

products through the system instead of shoving the product through,

as most vendors in the grocery industry had practiced for 30 years. I

turned down the offer, as I felt I had a lot more to give as a vendor

rep, and I was just having too much fun breaking the mold as this

newfangled vendor/buyer.

MOVING TO A DEMAND-DRIVEN SUPPLY

The better I got at managing my portfolio at the co-op wholesaler,

the more pressure I got from my managers to push product into the

account. The weird thing was that after being so indoctrinated in the

push mentality, it was, suddenly, so easy to see through the faulty

thinking.

Everything about a push supply chain has to do with what was

described early in the chapter—make it inefficient by packing somebody’s

pantry. It didn’t matter whose pantry, just pack it full. In essence, if you

could create something so inefficient that you force someone else to

fix it to get rid of the product, you were successful. With that kind of

thinking, you are not focused on customer needs. You are just thinking

about your quarterly sales quota. I was amazed at the lengths some

participants would go to create inefficient push supply chains.

The late 1980s were a tough time to be a brand-new vendor man-

agement inventory practitioner. Don’t worry, though, I was laughing
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all the way to the bank. While all the others were trying to continue

their ways of pushing product through, I was learning more and more

about pulling product through by catering to the customer’s desires. It

took 30 years for someone to put a name to what I was doing, but they

now call it demand-driven supply.

I started looking into tweaking the inventory levels. Everyone was

ratcheting down days of supply at the end of the quarter to make the

numbers look better, but all I ever was able to do by practicing that was

run out of stock on a boatload of items. I couldn’t keep the inventory

down very long without a lot of grumbling by the retail store owners

and managers. I was getting ready for a yearly business review (funny,

I was going to give myself a business review of my own buying activ-

ities for the year, but I was going to be giving it to my buyer/mentor

Joanne). I noticed a strange set of problems:

◾ Approximately 70 percent of my products were in a constant

overstock situation when using the one week for demand and

one week for safety stock rule-of-thumb calculation.

◾ About 20 percent of my products seemed to be understocked

using the same rule.

◾ Advertised items tended to have a very high probability of being

out of stock using the rule-of-thumb ad-buying process.

◾ My company had a problem supplying highly advertised prod-

ucts in stock during heavy promotional months. It did not have

good visibility into the advertising support in the field until it

was too late to react.

◾ The entire product portfolio was backhauled by contractors to

the co-op wholesaler, and therefore I was not responsible for

the logistics. That being said, I did notice the backhaulers were

delivering product anywhere between one and four days late

on 30 to 40 percent of the shipment only needing two days’

transit.

At the time I made my business review to “myself” (okay, Joanne

was in the room, too), I recommended that we shift our thinking on the

rule-of-thumb inventory management techniques from simple days of

supply and begin to look at servicing the stores with a combination
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of demand, demand fluctuation, actual market data from Information

Resources Incorporated (IRI), inventory costs, and logistics costs. Those

recommendations came after I had just shown everyone that in the

year I had beenmanaging the product portfolio, I had gotten inventory

turns up to some of the highest in the account. My overall volume was

up by 30 percent in Portland and 40 percent in Medford. According to

IRI numbers, I had increased the market share of stores covered by the

co-op wholesaler from 5 to 10 percent on my products.

I was ecstatic and wholeheartedly agreed with myself, but Joanne

had some reservations. Allowing a vendor this kind of access to

competitive information could, potentially, compromise the whole-

saler’s market standing by allowing communication of ad events to

other competitors. However, using upstream communications to my

company would allow for better advertising performance on key

items. It was decided that I would communicate long-term advertising

schedules so that my company could gear up to support the ads I set

with the accounts. My hope was that this visibility to the lower level

of the supply chain would give me better ad support.

CREATING MY ISLAND OF EFFICIENCY

I was able to morph the simplified rule-of-thumb ordering processes to

a forecast using IRI advertising lift information, coupled with a safety-

stock add-on of one week’s average demand. Over time I used this

projection to get to within a 5 percent accuracy of the actual volume.

The process really helped in controlling the infamous 20 percent of

the portfolio that was always in an understock mode. Products getting

advertised created a far higher fluctuation in forecast confidence, and,

at the time, we had no real way of focusing on that demand.

However, the overall rule-of-thumb process of keeping two weeks

of stock on hand was killing me. Whenever I tried to increase my store

service level, my inventories soared. Conversely, when Joanne asked

me to lower the inventories at the end of a quarter, my out-of-stocks

increased. If I stayed in the status quo, I could handle the overall inven-

tory situation.
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There was one other thing that was driving me crazy. My company

was horrible in terms of providing consistent lead times and shipping

complete orders, even though I was providing much longer lead-time

notice. I would call into our customer service representative and com-

plain about orders showing up three days late from a distribution cen-

ter only 500 miles away. In turn, Joanne would get calls from the

customer service rep saying that products a, b, and c would be shorted,

and did she want to backorder them? Joanne just took a message and

gave it tome. Keeping a tight leash on inventories with a supplier noted

for inconsistent delivery is a nightmare that I could not control.

This led me to a realization that no matter how hard I tried, in

the current situation, I could only create efficiencies in my portfolio.

I started to call myself the island of efficiency. In my own little world,

I was able to bring inventories into a very lean position and increase

my turns to the point of being in the top five of all portfolios, but no

matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t do any better because of the outside

influences.

This put me into a position where 95 percent of all buyers in supply

chains find themselves. First, we become prisoners of what we can see

and the reactions to what we see. Depending on where you are in the

supply chain, the vision is opaque. This is especially true the further

up the chain you are from the original demand. In turn, the reaction

is also blunted. At the end of the chain, the reaction to the demand is

all-important. This is why replenishment becomes so important at this

point. Smaller inventory quantities and fluctuating demand can put

a strain on you to react. Since the immediate upstream location does

not know of the demand until you order, the reaction could be delayed

or nonexistent. The human response is to couch your replenishment

“bet” with extra inventory, just in case you have a supply disruption.

If you have never seen this kind of supply chain reaction to walled

communications in a supply chain, I would strongly advise you to play

the MIT Beer Game3 to understand the effects of creating islands of

efficiencies.

For those of you who don’t know about the MIT Beer Game it is an

experiential learning business simulation game created by a group of

professors at MIT Sloan School of Management in the early 1960s to
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demonstrate a number of key principles of supply chain management.

The game is played by teams of at least four players, often in heated

competition, and takes at least one hour to complete.

The purpose of the game is to understand the distribution-side

dynamics of a multiechelon supply chain used to distribute a single

item, in this case, cases of beer.

WHAT IS AN ISLAND OF EFFICIENCY?

I have looked everywhere to find a generally accepted supply chain

definition for the term island of efficiency. You see it everywhere in sup-

ply chains, but there is no simple explanation for the phenomenon.

Given that state of affairs, let me take a stab at it.

The Intended Island of Efficiency

Wewill review this, at length, later in the book, but the Kanban system

developed by Toyota is a classic example of creating an island of effi-

ciency (see Figure 1.2). Kanban is not an inventory control system. It is

a scheduling system that enables users to determine what to produce,

how to produce it, and howmuch to produce. However, the technique

helps drive the inventory into position where it is delivered just in time

for it to be used. In Kanban, inventory is evil. Therefore, the less you

hold, the better. The key to Kanban that Toyota quickly learned is the

ability to communicate outside of the island. If you didn’t commu-

nicate, the lean inventories could be quickly eaten up by unforeseen

activities.

Offload

Inventory

Figure 1.2 The Kanban System
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In my role as a pseudo-VMI buyer I was practicing a lot of Kan-

ban techniques to ensure the inventory could be held at a lean level,

but that I would still have the ability to shift strategy when needed.

Communication was everything, and the goal of the intended island

of efficiency was to make sure my little link in the chain would work

as effectively as possible.

As we will soon see, it cannot be overemphasized how the Toyota

Kanban production efficiencies have influenced modern distribution

supply chain techniques in the last 40 years—for better and for worse.

The Unintended Island of Efficiency

In the intended island of efficiency, everyoneworking in their little link

in the chain thinks they are pulling their own weight and effectively

moving product to the final customer-facing location. As indicated in

Figure 1.3, the arc data are severed so that very little immediate com-

munication is actually propagated. What happens when there are bar-

riers set up in technology that short-circuit the very best of human

intentions and turn little links in the chain into what could best be

described as inventory elephants on parade? Each chain link looks effi-

cient, but when looked at as a whole, the supply chain takes on the

appearance of bloated elephants. Each elephant is holding onto the

tail of the one in front and blindly following the lead. More important,

the further you get away from the initial customer demand, the more

bloated the inventory gets. What would cause efficient links to turn

Information

Vendor DC

Store

Store

Store

Inventory

Figure 1.3 Unintended Island of Efficiency
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into an inefficient chain? In almost every occurrence, it is a combina-

tion of technological shortcomings and human nature trying to correct

it. In almost every instance, human intervention was to create a bigger

and faster replenishment process.

In essence, an unintended island of efficiency is created when (1)

the downstream demand has been accumulated and presented as an

aggregated total, (2) there is a delay in the initial demand from the

original customer, (3) your service level need is an average, and (4)

the upstream supply is expected to be at a 100 percent service level.

1. The downstream demand has been accumulated and presented

as an aggregated total.

When demand is rolled up, the accumulated safety-stock

calculations also get rolled up. This is the essence of the bull-

whip effect. There will be larger and larger redundant stocks in

place to cover this nonexistent demand variance.

2. There is a delay in the initial demand from the original customer.

If the demand used for the link in the supply chain is not

the initial customer demand, there is a delay to accumulate the

demand at the upstream location. This accumulation creates

a distortion of time so the forecasted demand is less and less

accurate—and late in arriving.

3. Your downstream service level need is an average.

Each downstream link in the chain might have a specific

service level need, but there is little ability to discern differences

between products and locations, so an average is used. You end

up averaging to a small percentage of actually correct service

level and leave the rest to fend for themselves.

4. The upstream supply is expected to be at a 100 percent service

level.

This is the bane of every buyer. A variance of demand creates

a small to mid-size safety stock requirement, depending on the

variance. A supply variance can be disastrous because instead

of a small variance on one product, the supply variance makes

for late arrival of lots of products. Several trucks showing up

late by two days can put a whole product portfolio in jeopardy.
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Late shipments and/or incomplete shipments take up most of

the time a buyer spends on tactical activities. The natural reac-

tion is to hold more stock to cover for the event of less than 100

percent service level.

These four issues have created massive problems for companies

as they have tried to move to a more demand-driven supply model.

During the period from 1995 to 2005, companies used their newly

purchased ERP systems to help counter the problems encountered

with supply chain issues. In turn, when it was found that new and

better processes needed to be put in place, SCM systems continued to

build out functionality. The efforts to overcome these inventory prob-

lems were most often focused on the great equalizer of out-of-balance

inventories: supersizing the replenishment system with better and

better transactional rigor. In hindsight, were we just trying to make

a better and better bandage? In reality, the focus might have been

better spent looking at why the inventories were out of balance in the

first place.

How did we get to this place where technically “advanced global

supply chains have added upward of 30 percent higher inventories

than needed and actually reduced overall service levels”?4
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Push supply chain methodology: In 1640, Mary sits in front of

the fire on a cold evening. She makes three candles and puts them

in the corner of her dining room. The next day Linda, Martha, and

Sally stop by Mary’s house to share coffee and scones. They see the

candles and decide to buy all three candles.

Pull supply chain methodology: While having coffee and

scones in 1640, Linda, Martha, and Sally tell Mary they need candles.

That night Mary sits in front of the fire and makes three candles and

puts them in the corner of the dining room. Linda, Martha and Sally

stop by the next day and buy the candles.

Not too tough to figure out, eh? In one example, Mary knew her

friends needed candles, and in the other she had a good idea they

needed candles. However, today’s supply chains are in an identity cri-

sis because of the demand-based definition of what “Mary knew her

friends needed candles” really means.

PUSH AND PULL SUPPLY CHAINS

The original definitions of push and pull supply chains are pretty

self-explanatory. The pull supply chain was predicated on known

demand from specific customer needs. This was considered to be

a build-to-order model. The classic view of a build-to-order supply

chain was Mary’s example of her friends asking her to make candles

for them. A product was simply not built until it was ordered.

What was required for the pull model to work effectively?

◾ Customization of the product was paramount.

◾ Demand from orders was known.

◾ Customer did not expect the product to be immediately

delivered.

◾ At every step of production and distribution, there were mini-

mal inventory carrying costs.

The push supply chain was known as the built-to-stock model.

This process was developed so products were manufactured in antic-

ipation of customer needs. The idea was that the inventory could be
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built cost-effectively and delivered against potentially known demand.

In this example, Mary builds some candles in anticipation of her friends

needing some the next day.

What was required for the push model to work effectively?

◾ Customization was limited.

◾ Demand patterns were predicable.

◾ Customer expected to take ownership of the product quickly.

◾ There was an expectation of inventory costs somewhere in the

supply chain.

If you look at the two models, the separation is predicated on

customization, acceptable inventory, and understood or anticipated

demand. Up until the Industrial Age, almost all supply chains were set

up on the pull method except for the delivery of seasonal foodstuffs

to market. In the early days, things were pretty much made to order.

The Industrial Age, and especially the production capability of Henry

Ford’s Rouge Plant in Michigan, showed what kind of production

savings could be had when a push model was enacted. By reducing

the customization and giving customers an inexpensive, standardized

product, Ford was able to get huge savings by driving long production

runs with little or no downtime.

The automated production process with long runs gave customers

products at low cost as long as they were willing to accept the stan-

dard output. As the old joke use to be told, “You can have a Model

T in any color as long as it’s black.” With so many things being mass

produced and the customer being dazzled with ever-increasing arrays

of outputs, it was easy to accept the efficiencies of the push model. The

problem that always becomes prevalent is that there are only a certain

number of products that can be delivered to customers by having a lot

of inventory built up by production. After a while, the need to have

something that everyone else has is satisfied, and the consumer goes

on to something else. If one looks at the Ford situation, the inexpensive

Model Ts and Model As sold well until they had saturated the market

for the inexpensive cars. Once that happened, the broad array of Gen-

eral Motors cars started taking over the market by giving the customer
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High

Low High

Push

Pull-Push or Push-Pull

Pull-Push or Push-Pull

Pull

You can’t build inventory,
but you can afford small lots.

You can build inventory and
you can afford small lots.

You can’t build inventory,
but you can afford small lots.

You can build inventory,
but you can’t afford small lots.

Demand
Uncertainty

Economies of Scale

Figure 2.1 Push-Pull Quadrant

Source: Adapted from D. Simchi-Levi, P. Kaminsky, et al., Designing and Managing the

Supply Chain: Concepts, Strategies, and Case Studies (Boston: Irwin/McGraw-Hill, 2003).

a choice. Even so, the choices were standardized, since GM cars were

being produced on separate, smaller production lines.

The push-pull quadrants shown in Figure 2.1 demonstrates the

problem facing manufacturing when dealing with the economies of

scale and demand uncertainty. The simple cost of changing over aman-

ufacturing line precludes small lot size production.

This tradeoff between efficient production runs and the distribu-

tion of nonstandardized products has been at the heart of the supply

chain dilemma. The push model would dictate that production bene-

fited as long as there was some kind of known or predictable demand

pattern that the production could build to. The pull model would not

be able to effectively compete except in an extremely volatile demand

environment. Therefore, as long as demand was predictable the push

model would win out as the most economical model.
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ENTER TOYOTA AND THE KANBAN SYSTEM

In the late 1940s, Toyota of Japan was looking for ways to compete

both domestically and internationally. It had seen the shift of con-

sumer preferences in automobiles move away from the standardized,

one-size-fits-all mentality to a market where consumers wanted a

choice in makes, models, and most important, customized options.

If a car was to have choices in its makeup, a single production run

was not feasible. The parts needed to accommodate those choices had

to be on hand so production could nimbly shift back and forth between

options. This flexibility required a lot more parts on the production

floor, with no way to correctly anticipate the consumption until the

car was moving down the assembly line.

Of all places for Toyota to look for guidance in operational efficien-

cies, a grocery supermarket in the United States called Piggly Wiggly

would seem odd. However, both industries were morphing from a

structured experience model to a new one centered on choices. At

the time, the grocery industry was moving from a store model where

the products were behind the counter to a model where products

were right where the customer could pick and choose for themselves.

Instead of dictating what the customer bought, the Piggly Wiggly

grocer had to anticipate the demand and only carry what the customer

wanted. This shift in paradigm in another industry caught Toyota’s

eye. Here, the grocer held just enough products to cover demand,

and allowed customers to pick up what they needed and to proceed,

unimpeded, to the checkout counter with their purchases. The idea

was to understand that the granular demand was for the respective

parts of an automobile and have just enough inventories to supply the

production of the cars for the day.

Toyota developed a signaling process called Kanban that would

work the same as a grocer seeing a bin of apples being consumed.

Kanban literally means “signboard.” The Kanban signboard is a card

or ticket showing the consumption of a part. The Kanban becomes the

pull or actual demand. The idea here is that the predictable demand is
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difficult to see so the production system needs to be very quick to react

to a shift.

The Kanban card signaled a shift that propagated up through

the supply chain. Therefore, the card not only told the production

floor what to use, it signaled out both to manufacturing and raw

materials that consumption had happened, and the reaction was

systematic. Over time this card system developed into an electronic

process that would signal everyone in the supply chain, from vendor

onward, that demand was sensed, signaled, and acted upon. The

Kanban system that started in Toyota is now used in such systems

as SAP, Oracle, and Infor to signal actual demand so that Kanban

triggers can be created for purchase orders to vendors and internal

facilities. This methodology is known as “deterministic demand” and

has been used in production planning for decades. Deterministic

demand requires large amounts of historical information to come up

with predictive models with little deviation of demand.

Now, before we get too far along in this story, what would have to

be in place for a Toyota/Kanban system to be successful beyond just

the place on the supply chain where it was practiced?

The answer to that is that the upstream supplier must know the

actual demand with enough advance notice to be able to react to the

demand efficiently. The problem with that premise is that the Kanban

system is sending actual sales numbers. This number was fine as long

as there were no unpredictable swings in the Kanban consumption.

Given the long production run functionality and the fairly predictable

demand for that production run, the Kanban consumption signal was

fine. However, if there were any kind of deviation in that demand,

there would be a huge burden placed on the immediate upstream sup-

plier to that production point in the supply chain. Unpredictability is

the nemesis of the Kanban system—and just about any other.

FROM KANBAN TO JUST-IN-TIME PRODUCTION

In a way, Kanban brought a sense of structure to the production side

of the supply chain. By focusing on the direct correlation between

demand and the need for a part or product, Kanban created the actual

demand for consumption triggers in production. These triggers were
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constantly reviewed to increase efficiencies. By definition, inventories

were considered the result of inefficiencies. Inventory, therefore, was

evil in the Kanban system and needed to be done away with if the

Kanban system was to be perfected.

Oftentimes, Kanban and just-in-time (JIT) inventory management

strategies are considered to be one and the same. However, in actuality,

Kanban is away of achieving JIT strategies byway of signals for product

availability and the speed it takes to replenish. The ability to mea-

sure availability, scheduling, and replenishment gives users the option

for improvement of processes. The focus on improvement dovetails

with the JIT philosophy of return on investment through reduction of

in-process inventory and associated carrying costs. A quick notice of

an inventory or stock reduction is at the heart of JIT.

The Kanban/JIT philosophy had strong influences on production

scheduling all through the 1960s and 1970s and was a key component

to similar movements such as lean manufacturing. All seemed well on

the production side of the push supply chain. The lean manufactur-

ing focus placed more and more efficiencies to the production side of

the equation, but as was discussed earlier, this also created an island

of efficiency problem in the organization. The effective application of

JIT production capabilities cannot be done in a vacuum. Without the

outward view into the whole organization the “opposite of the desired

result” can occur.1 The first opposite of the desired result issue cen-

tered on quality. It was one thing to have a part ready to be consumed.

If that part is not acceptable, the entire system grinds to a halt, caus-

ing higher than expected downtime costs. In the situation of Toyota,

Toyota engineers created a range of tolerance for product or part accep-

tance to overcome the quality issue. Parts had to constantly be tested

for acceptability, and vendors had to be held to a high standard for the

JIT system to work consistently and not have production slowdowns.

Quite literally, supply disruptions in the JIT are almost worse than an

unforeseen upward blip in demand.

Again, the production side seemed to have the lead in this

supply chain efficiency process, but unless the whole organization

supply chain was aligned, the potential for total efficiency could be

jeopardized by simply moving inefficiencies to either the vendor or

the downstream distribution system. On the vendor side, in order for
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JIT to work there needs to be a strong collaboration for both demand

signals and product quality. Toyota has done a good job at maintaining

these strong collaborative relationships with its vendors. This is not

always the case in vendor relationships. Vendors have a difficult role

to play in the JIT supply chain because often they do not have any

visibility into the actual demand and must rely on incomplete or

intermittent information to make supply decisions. This can create

problems in their own supply chains. Over the past 20 years, vendors

involved in JIT supply chains often have charged a 5 percent surcharge

to counter potential JIT supply chain costs shifted from the upstream

customer to the vendor or supplier.2

Why did this happen?

WHAT IS NEEDED FOR A JIT SYSTEM TO WORK
EFFICIENTLY?

Just-in-time inventories run on a pull supply chain philosophy. Kan-

ban/JIT is based on actual demand measurements. As the production

process occurs, parts are consumed, and the Kanban signals are alert-

ing the system that the inventory is being depleted. As the depletion

of parts proceeds to a specific point, the parts inventory is replenished

by a vendor/supplier. Early adaptations of JIT/Kanban used simplistic

demand models as a plan for inventory placement. In the instance of

Toyota a last-year’s sales history was the beginning point for produc-

tion plans.

So, you’ve got a production-based supply chain set up with inven-

tory positioned to support exactly what you did last year. You can

imagine how difficult it is to supply this JIT/Kanban supply chain if

(1) demand is more unstable than expected and (2) you are a sup-

plier and you have to chase the actual consumption numbers provided

by the Kanban signals. Now you see why whenever JIT management

is discussed the ultimate need for the system to work is a very com-

pliant supplier/vendor. By Toyota’s own admission, the success of the

JIT/Kanban system required vendors to be very reliable because to

have any disruption of the JIT supply chain would result in costly pro-

duction halts. In fact, most JIT practitioners winnow their suppliers
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down to a select number of trusted suppliers who work as collabora-

tively as possible just as Toyota did years earlier.

A good example of this type of relationship would be the interac-

tion between Dell Computer and its suppliers. Dell works on a JIT-pull

supply chain methodology where a customer can order a computer

with various options and Dell will build it to specifications. In order for

this JIT system to work, Dell cannot keep large amounts of computer

part inventories onsite, so it relies on a supplier network to react to

parts consumption just like that of Toyota. Dell expects the supplier to

provide a high service level and speed of replenishment in order to be

considered part of the Dell supplier system.

So what did the Dell suppliers do to accommodate the Dell

requirements? They did the same thing the Toyota suppliers did:

Position parts inventories as close to the Dell facilities as possible

and maintain larger than normal inventory levels to accommodate

potential demand volatility. This movement to the end of a supply

chain with extra inventory is a classic accommodation method for

suppliers needing high service levels, and it is done extensively in JIT-

pull situations.

Given the change of behavior by the suppliers to the JIT-pull envi-

ronment, did the total supply chain become more efficient? Maybe,

but in most cases the costs of the JIT supply chain shifted to the sup-

pliers, and the efficiencies went to the production system. Dell and

Toyota definitely realized an increase in efficiencies, but at what costs?

As indicated before, suppliers who understand JIT supply chains usu-

ally understand there is going to be a minimum of a 5 percent hike

in costs.3

As an aside, when one looks beyond the Dell & Toyota situation,

there is a specific industry that has taken this Kanban/JIT process to

the extreme. That would be the retail/consumer packaged goods (CPG)

industry where the retailer has become the “tail that wags the dog.” In

virtually no other industry has a trading partner shiftedmore inventory

onto the vendor than in consumer packaged goods during the quest to

become “pull supply chain” centric. CPG vendors have a myopic view

of the final consumer, and it has grown over the past 30 years. Retail-

ers in the space have actively reduced their inventory days of supply,
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while the CPG vendor’s inventory has grown. Indeed, the Kanban/JIT

5 percent inventory shift has occurred and, in many cases, has doubled

to 10 percent. According to a recent Gartner study, the days of supply

inventory split between retailers and vendors in CPG is at all-time highs

and bigger than just about any other industry.4

Whether it is Toyota, Dell, or any other practitioner, the JIT-pull

methodology was getting noticed. There is no denying the production

efficiencies of keeping limited stock on hand and replenishing just what

needed to be consumed sounded great. Indeed, it seemed like the per-

fect answer to all supply chain problems. From the mid-1980s through

mid-1990, JIT was the new methodology of the moment in supply

chain practices. It was during this time that many supply chain exec-

utives and academics were looking at how the production methodolo-

gies of JIT could be expanded into the distribution chain. This is also

where the blurring of the lines between push and pull supply chain

practices got out of control. Supply chain people were enamored with

the concept of only making what was requested. Just as our puritanical

concept at the beginning of the chapter suggests, if Mary knows what

she needs to make, she doesn’t need to have a lot of inventory. With

the idea of only having to stock enough to supply known demand, like

that found in a JIT-production system, the distribution supply chain

could become super-efficient.

A BROADER VIEW OF JIT/KANBAN IN ACTION

Lora Cecere and Abby Meyer cite various industries in their article

“What Drives Supply Chain Excellence,” which discusses improve-

ments in supply chain costs and responsiveness. In their research they

look at six different industries: high-tech and electronics, consumer

packaged goods, food, chemicals, industrial, and pharmaceuticals.

Each of these industries has had variant levels of success in devel-

oping strong and responsible supply chains. There is an interesting

factor in place when looking at these industries. In industries where

there are strong retailing entities at the consumer-facing end of the

supply chain, the industry tends to lag in supply chain metrics. In

consumer packaged goods and food, the retail entities are practicing

JIT/Kanban-type activities. In an effort to push costs back onto the
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vendor, the retailer is relieving itself of certain inventory carrying

costs. The problem is that just like the production in JIT/Kanban the

costs are shifted, but not eliminated. Over the past 10 years, according

to Cecere and Meyer, the industries where the vendor has more

influence with the end customer had better inventory control, as a

whole, compared to industries that were retailer centric.5 A supply

chain that is dependent on reacting to customer demand must have

visibility down to that customer. If it doesn’t, it has to rely on a delayed

and aggregate demand signal. This aggregate demand signal creates

a bullwhip effect and is subject to shifts in cost burdens that flow up

the chain. As the Cecere and Meyer article stresses, industries need to

rethink their practices and gain organizational alignment to redefine

supply chain excellence.6

THE KNOWN DEMAND BECOMES
THE PREDICTABLE DEMAND

Push and pull supply chains go back to Mary and her candles.

At some point a supply chain makes a leap of faith from known

demand to predicted demand. Known demand will be orders, but pre-

dicted demand is the forecast. Companies that rely on small lot sizes

and orders can deal with a truly custom-based pull supply chain. Very

few modern supply chains are built to sustain that kind of production

schedule. Once we have production schedules and cost of change to

production increases, there needs to be some kind of predictability to

the demand stream. This allows for anticipation.

The tipping points between a full-blown built-to-order supply

chain and a build-to-inventory supply chain fall into four categories.

Let’s take a look at Mary’s situation.

1. How much customization is required?

In the make-to-order/pull situation, there can be as much

customization as required because each unit of production

is based on a known order. Mary could be making specific

candles for each of her friends based on what they requested

of her. In modern-day situations, Dell is doing the same thing

with computers. You won’t see Dell computers in a retail store

because each is built to specific criteria put forth on the order.
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2. What are the delivery expectations?

The customer expects a lag in delivery with a make-to-order

situation. The more customized it is, the more delay is usually

expected. JIT morphs this a bit because production parts are

expected to be delivered quickly. However, the actual parts to

be delivered are pretty standardized and are not customized in

the true sense of the pull environment.

3. What are the minimum inventory costs?

In Mary’s candle situation, she is going to keep on hand just

enough inventories to make, on average, enough candles for the

next day’s customer orders. In a production environment, the

known finished goods inventory dictates how much raw mate-

rial inventory needs to be on hand.

4. What is the known demand?

Mary knows she has three orders she needs to fill for

her friends. Does she expect someone to just show up at her

doorstep tomorrow and demand a candle? Not likely, as she

will tell the demanding interloper that he will have to wait

until she can make that candle.

Mary’s husband, George, comes downstairs after listening to the

conversation between Mary and the interloper asking for a candle at

the door. He says to Mary, “What if you make two or three candles and

put them in the corner just in case someone comes to the door asking

for a candle? How many more candles could you sell in a month?”

Mary says, “Well, I get two to three people aweek coming by asking

me for a candle that they need immediately. Given that, I would say I

could sell eight to ten more candles.”

George gets to thinking for aminute and asks, “Mary, are they picky

about what the candle looks like, or would they just take the normal

candle you make?”

Mary laughs and says, “They would take whatever is on hand.”

BetweenMary and George, they figure out that Mary hardly needs

any additional raw materials to make the additional candles. If one

of her friends orders the same candle that is in stock, she can save

time by just pulling the candle from out of the corner and giving it to
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her friend. The time saved by not having to make a custom candle goes

to efficiencies of time. SinceMary can turn out an average candle in less

time than she needs for the custom candles, she is working less time

in the evenings. Finally, word gets out that Mary has candles readily

available, so you don’t have to wait to get a custom candle. Now more

and more people are showing up at her door wanting a regular candle

instead of a custom candle. Mary’s candle business is booming. The

business is morphing from a pull supply chain to a push supply chain.

What happened to Mary’s business?

◾ Custom to standard: People were willing to accept a tradeoff for

availability.

◾ Speed of delivery: There was an unrealized market for Mary’s

standard candles.

◾ Inventory costs: The efficiencies of making and storing a stan-

dard candle made having the candle as a finished good instead

of raw materials less expensive.

◾ Known demand was shifting to predictable demand.

Anyone who had been around the distribution supply chain busi-

ness in the 1990s can remember where they were when someone

said “just-in-time inventory.” It was like Mary’s husband, George, was

the distribution manager sitting in some meeting in every company

across the globe and blurting out, “just-in-time distribution!” Distri-

bution supply chains could become super-efficient if the rules found

in JIT production could be morphed to the distribution system. The

question was, what needed to be morphed? Production could already

handle amake-to-stock situation, andmost of the cost of inventorywas

understood. Therefore, two key ingredients to a JIT distribution system

were (1) reaction time or speed of delivery and (2) making predictable

demand known. This is the point where the lines between a push and

pull supply chain not only got blurred, they got obliterated. At the time

when JIT distribution became a vogue methodology, the push system

was suddenly “bad” and the pull system was “good.”

The key driver of this morphing is not customization, speed, or

costs. The actual driver is the definition of demand. When Mary and

George were sitting down in their version of a sales and operations

planning (S&OP) meeting, they were talking about the tradeoffs
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between building to order and building to stock. They realized they

had a market for standardized candles that people would buy because

they needed them rather than wanting something specific. They

needed the candle quickly, so speed of delivery was important. The

third, but not final, aspect of the process was the tradeoff between

holding inventory in a raw-material state versus a finished-goods

state. In this case, Mary and George saw very little cost penalty if there

was the ability to get close on their estimate on what was needed to

cover the build-to-stock finished candles. This leaves us with the final

aspect—demand.

When a company is confident about the demand, planning

becomes much easier. There literally is no planning in a make-to-order

pull system. All you have to do is manage the finished goods delivery

expectation and order raw materials to complete the production

process. The rub is when a company uses a push methodology and

there is a lack of confidence about the demand. We will see, in future

chapters, the complexities organizations will go through to forecast

demand so that there is confidence in the demand numbers. In turn,

entire processes are set in place to help individuals collaborate to

sharpen those statistical estimates with expert knowledge or intuition.

In the case of Mary and George, they were relying on guesstimates

from Mary’s experiences with her friends over the past few months.

In a way, this was no different from the methods used by JIT Kanban

production companies: Use actual sales as a baseline planning estimate

and keep constant focus on the amount of inventory consumption

to see if you were trending up or down to the previous year’s

consumption.

THE JIT PRODUCTION SUPPLY CHAIN WEAKNESSES
BECOME AMPLIFIED IN THE DISTRIBUTION CHAIN

The biggest weakness in the JIT production supply chain was the abil-

ity for suppliers to quickly react to unexpected needs of the production

line. The Kanban system would alert everyone to the consumption,

but if there was a larger than normal pull on parts compared to last

year, the supplier had to react. If the supplier didn’t react, the result

was a slowdown or stoppage of production. As we saw, the natural
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reaction of suppliers in a JIT system was to carry extra stock to buffer

themselves from this problem. In turn, those that knew about the JIT

situation would build into their supplier estimates a 5 percent increase

in costs due to the pushing of those costs from the customer to the sup-

plier inventories and logistics. The JIT production system is very good

at optimizing the inventory costs and production costs at the single

facility. The weakness is that it just pushes inventory costs onto other

participants in the supply chain.

SOME DISTRIBUTION ISSUES

Now let’s move the horizon so we are not looking at a production

facility and backward into suppliers. Let’s move the visibility to the dis-

tribution system within a company. We are now positioned between

production and the final customer who is consuming products. In the

JIT production system, the suppliers were the buffer to variations in

consumption at the production level. They had to react quickly or

the production system would suffer. The JIT production system was

practicing pull methodologies, and the cost savings were very good.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, management was hearing about

this new efficiency process and how it could work in the distribu-

tion channel. You can imagine the concern on the face of the distri-

bution managers—could their own production system react like the

upstream suppliers, and where would those predictable demand num-

bers come from?

As stated before, if you know what the demand is, planning can

be quite simple. The problem for the distribution chain is to figure

out where the demand is coming from and how far ahead of time it

is really known. Distribution managers must position product to react

to demand, in most cases anticipated demand, not known demand. If

this was a true pull methodology chain, they would simply move it to

where people ordered it from. However, in the newly developed pull

distribution chain, the organization’s “production” becomes the “JIT

supplier,” and now the end customer expects uninterrupted supply

chain service. Something tells the passive observer in this little story

that an organization is not going to give up all of these newfound
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efficiencies just because distribution can’t tell how much product

needs to be ordered.

THE CUSTOMER PUSHES BACK

The ever-more-demanding customer expects to have an uninterrupted

supply of goods just like the JIT-focused production environment.

However, in the distribution system the organization is in a tough

situation. It can’t push the costs to another part of the chain without

pushing it onto itself.

Increasingly, retailers have pushed working capital back in
the supply chain to suppliers and suppliers have done the
same, pushing working capital to their suppliers,
increasing the total cost of the supply chain.7

Even before JIT methodologies began to filter into the supply

chain, retailers practiced one major aspect of the process. By relying

on dependable and compliant suppliers, the retailer could push

inventory costs back up the chain and squeeze more efficiencies

into their systems. Retailing lives on the ability to quickly react to

ever-shifting customer demand patterns. If the retailer can get the

supplier to react quickly to the changing demand in a reliable way,

the required inventory the retailer must carry can be shrunk. In the

past the retailer would extract cost efficiencies by way of promo buy

picking, forward buy options, or taking advertising monies. However,

now retailers see the ability to push long-term efficiencies by trading

on the same JIT processes found at Toyota or Dell. By negotiating with

a vendor on replenishment efficiencies, the retailer can push the costs

back into the vendor’s supply chain. A two-day reduction of days of

supply from a vendor can have a massive return in freed-up capital

over time. This reaction time negotiation creates a dilemma with the

vendor. Now, with a need to quickly react to a retailer’s service level

demands and a faster turnaround in replenishment, inventories need

to be pushed closer to the retailer. Given that there are more regional

warehouses than plant warehouses at the end of the vendor chain,

the inventory gets multiplied.
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Even more of an issue is the problem of known versus expected

demand from the retailers. The mantra of the pull-based JIT system

is the dependency on known demand to create the efficiencies. If the

retailer(s) don’t share demand information in enough time for a ven-

dor to react, the vendor is forced to place inventory in “anticipation”

of the demand, whether it is known or not. With the inability to effec-

tively see end-user demand, and the need to provide high service levels

in a shorter period of time, the required distribution inventory needed

will have to rise regardless of how efficient your production system is.

THE SQUEEZE IS ON

The distribution supply chain is being squeezed at both ends. The

JIT/production processes are in place so that there will be enough

inventory on hand to execute long production runs. Given the reliance

on organizational needs to be efficient in operations, the company

will continue to focus on keeping the JIT/production in place and

only make tactical changes when the need arises. In turn, the end

customer is demanding ever-increasing efficiencies in service level

and replenishment speed without the benefit of known demand. The

distribution chain has become the barometer of internal efficiencies in

the organization. If the system is in harmony, there will be just enough

inventory available to satisfy the end customer with the agreed-upon

service level. If it is not in harmony, the organization can be caught in

a bullwhip of overstock and understock inventories and/or obsolete

products. The inefficiencies of a distribution chain can show up in

just about every line in a company balance sheet or operating income

statement. It used to be that executives thought of a supply chain as a

black hole where product simply moved through the company. Now,

it has become apparent that not only can an efficient distribution

system save money, it can define the company itself as well.

CREATING AN EFFICIENT SUPPLY CHAIN USING JIT
FUNCTIONALITY

For a moment, let’s go back to our candle analogy to see how

companies have reacted to this squeeze of JIT methodologies. Mary’s
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initial business was built on known demand. Customers were willing

to wait for delivery of a custom-product built specifically for them. It

was found that more and more customers were in need of a standard

candle and would purchase it at the time of need. In most businesses,

Mary’s standard candle would become the staple of the company. In

Mary’s case, she is dealing with a single product at a single location.

What happens if Mary expands her business?

Her three friends become distributers for Mary’s candles. Immedi-

ately, Mary runs into a problem. Her friends don’t know about custom

candles and that different colors are customization. They just want the

standard candle, but they want the standard candle in different colors.

To make matters worse, her friends have no idea what the demand

is for the various candles—they just need a lot of them. Mary starts

making a lot of standard candles in different colors and sending them

to her friends. Over time, the feedback is that some colors sell better

than others, and the sales of the various colors also have some kind of

dependency on the time of year.

The brown candles sell well in the fall, the red candles sell well

in the winter, and everything slows down in the summer. Mary is

starting to see the benefits of forecasting and seasonality. While it is

not known demand, she is getting better at anticipating the customer

demand. There is something else she is noticing. The cost of coloring

the candles increases the cost of materials and the cost of labor, and

makes it very difficult to put together a good assortment of candles for

a shipment to her friends.

What if she only makes white candles and provides colored wax to

her friends so they can dip the candles in front of the customer when

they want a specific color?

In production circles, this is called postponement. By postponing the

final steps of production until the right moment, the company takes

advantage of several key aspects of the production and distribution

model. In the end, it is breaking down the process and creating a JIT

methodology where it makes sense to hold product in postponement

production (pull) or move forward with a full production to supply

(push):

◾ Keeping inventory positioned as raw materials instead of fin-

ished goods, you can keep costs lower. Mary was able to shift
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raw materials costs to her friends, but the cost was less than it

would have been for finished candles.

◾ By delaying the final steps of production, you have a better idea

of the correct demand for the item and can reduce variability.

Since Mary’s friends were dipping candles right in front of the

customer, they only had to come up with an aggregate demand

for white candles and make the change at the last minute.

In our little analogy, we see how companies use JIT mythologies

to assign processes to specific products. This process of figuring what

products should be included in a push or pull methodology is focused

on the tipping point. At some point along the production/distribution

cycle, there is a point where it is more advantageous to maintain ready

inventory in a raw material form and build to a need compared to

building to a specific demand number with a single version of the

product. The problem with this kind of decision making is in the com-

plexity. In Mary’s situation, she has, basically, one product and a few

color variations. The complexity arises with many products, especially

when production runs are introduced. Since you might have thou-

sands of products in different sizes, colors, and flavors, it is a very

difficult process to figure out the tipping point for each product. In the

end, most companies try to lump similar items together in an effort to

reduce this complexity, but any time you have aggregations or lump-

ing you take the average, and to a large extent it is almost impossible

to get the push/pull correct. It is just too complicated, and the split-

ting of the tipping is based on so many factors that inefficiencies get

amplified.

PUSH-PULL TIPPING POINTS

Finding the tipping point of products or the known tradeoff between

holdingmaterials in awork-in-progress cycle as shown in Figure 2.2, so

that there is a completion of production, was the perfect way to marry

the push and pull mythologies from an internal position. If the product

was more customized in nature, the production could wait for an order

to create a Kanban-type reaction. If the product was customizable at

a later date, a postponement method could be assigned to help in the
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1 2

Decision Tipping Points

Supply Chain Flow

Supplier
Regional

Warehouse
Distribution

Center
Store Customer

3 4

Figure 2.2 Inventory Decision Points

Source: Adapted from Vivek Sehgal, “Push or Pull?” Supply Chain Musings, October 7,
2009.

differentiation. Finally, if a product was standard enough that large lots

of product could be produced, it could be positioned when needed.

IN SEARCH OF TRUE DEMAND

Companies found that the principles of JIT inventories created prob-

lems in the distribution chain. There was only a small supply of com-

pliant, understanding participants on whom costs could be offloaded

at either end of the chain. The result was an expanding safety valve

of inventory accumulating in the distribution system. Tipping points

worked well inside the organization, but once the distribution chain

was touched, the majority of products had to be positioned or placed

at various tipping points in the distribution chain to overcome response

times of the end customer. Pull supply chains require customers to be

compliant to time so they get the custom product they ordered. Just as

Mary found, if a product is deemed to be standard, the speed of deliv-

ery overcomes the pull process and a different form of demand must

be acceptable aside from orders.

While there are many advantages to the pull approach—
higher service levels, lower carrying costs, decreased
inventory levels and fewer markdowns—there are some
drawbacks. Chiefly, companies that rely solely on pull
replenishment are susceptible to forecast inaccuracies if
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inventory planning is done incorrectly. A forecast is simply
a guess since consumer-buying behaviors are not always
predictable. Basing a forecast entirely on what products
sell or are invoiced for may result in a self-fulfilling
prophecy in which the company only plans and
replenishes based on past performance. In order for pull
planning to be successful, it must be based on true demand.
That alone can present a major challenge for today’s
companies. By pulling inventory into its network, retailers
and suppliers can only carry inventory based on what they
believe their consumers will want to purchase.8

(Italics added.)

A pull supply chain has always been based on true or actually

known demand, but this is where the vision gets a bit murky. What

does true demand mean, and when, if ever, does it become the actual

demand that powers a pull supply chain?

◾ Is the demand the result of consumption at customer-facing

locations such as stores?

◾ Is the demand upstream the result of the downstream consumer

demand or the downstream warehouse demand?

◾ How long is it before a forecast becomes true demand?

◾ Does the demand signal become true just because you believe

it to be better?

◾ Do you have enough time to react to the true demand when it

finally becomes known?

The search for true demand as a driver of the supply chain in the

1990s created a morphing of the push and pull methodologies into

something that is literally run by all organizations today: the push-pull

hybrid. This hybrid model is based on the premise that you push pro-

duce and pull distribute. The focus of the push-produce side of the

equation is on costs, while the pull-distribute side is focused on service

level. Therefore, there needs to be a synergy between production plan-

ning and sales so that the true demand can be communicated and acted

upon in the most cost-effective manner and with the highest customer

service levels.

However, one of the biggest problems found in this hybrid model

is that the true demand signal morphs as it travels through the
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organization. It comes in as a granular point-of-sale input based on

individual products and individual locations and then aggregates up

into the organization. Once inside the organization, true demand

transitions from a service-level key performance indicator (KPI) found

in distribution and moves into a cost KPI in production. This inward,

organizational focus creates an amplification of all of the JIT issues

found in the production process. Each step in the organization is

trying to optimize itself against the potential gap in supply. As we

found in the JIT environment at Toyota, Dell, and others, there was a

tendency to push costs onto the upstream location/supplier. However,

in organizations practicing a push-pull hybrid methodology, each step

in the supply chain is sending amplified signals to each upstream

location. This is not just the aggregated “true” demand (actually,

just predicted demand); it is sending along all of the baggage of the

forecast, like aggregated forecast variance and aggregated average

service levels.

As previously stated in “From Push to Pull—Perfecting theMeans,”

suppliers who had experience with JIT processes understood that there

was a 5 percent cost shift if a contract was accepted with a JIT customer.

Remember, this is just a one-link-in-the-chain separation between a

supplier of raw materials and a production site. If you take all of the

links in an organizational supply chain and extrapolate the pushing

and pulling of costs, it is not surprising to get the following result:

AMR’s study found that some companies in this hybrid
mode have incurred up to a 5 percent higher supply chain
operations cost with up to 30 percent higher inventory and
significantly lower customer service.9

Conventional wisdom led many operations managers to focus pri-

marily on operating their businesses as efficiently as possible. They

believed they could be most successful if they strived for high prod-

uct volume, high product standardization, and a continuous process.

However, turbulent and misunderstood demand left them with excess

inventory.

In the early 2000s, the introduction of inventory optimization

was heralded as a perfect platform to reduce inventories and increase
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service levels. Early adopters were getting tremendous returns, but for

the most part, the solutions were being ignored or had morphed into

replenishment models.

Over the next few years, several large-scale adopters of inventory

optimization began to realize huge savings in their inventory positions

and reached almost unheard-of service levels depending on their need.

It was during this time that I, as a product manager, began to notice

how our inventory optimization users were gaining efficiencies.

In almost every case where an inventory optimization installation

was successful, the user was shifting away from forecasting demand at

every level of its supply chain hierarchy to communicating the leaf

node or customer-facing demand signals up through the hierarchy.

This shift of focus coupledwith linking the supply chain together via arc

data facilitated a synchronized supply chain that zeroed in on supplying

to customer demand. It was an epiphany. Forward-thinking compa-

nies were using inventory optimization to make their push-pull supply

chains work the way they were designed to work.

Up until inventory optimization was introduced, companies had to

rely on alerts and reports to overcome their inherent transactional sys-

tem shortcomings. With inventory optimization, the corrected inputs

are positioned so that the system can react to predicted demand in

an optimized and logical fashion. I was finally able to see inventory

optimization for what it was—the last step in creating a supply chain

that leans toward customer satisfaction but maintains the lowest cost

inventory. In essence, inventory optimization becomes the hyphen in

the push-pull supply chain.
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Throughout the 1990s, organizations were upgrading their internal

computer systems to embrace enterprise resource planning (ERP)

systems from companies like SAP and Oracle. These systems

were designed to facilitate all of the transactional activities that would

occur and provide aggregated and hierarchical reporting. Given that

a supply chain is like a river running through an organization, it was

only natural for the ERP system to be used for inventory control and

replenishment planning. It is interesting that the just-in-time (JIT)

and ERP movements intersected as both were rising at the same

time and, because of their respective shortcomings, quite naturally

dovetailed together.

This dovetailing is due to the single site or facility concentration

of JIT and ERP. As you remember from the previous chapter, the JIT

production methodology focuses the cost improvements on produc-

tion and moves the inventory risk back onto the supplier. The ERP

system, due to its underlying data structures, makes assumptions about

upstream and downstream inputs so that it can focus on the costs at the

single location. The focus of a methodology and a technology toward

single-echelon efficiencies allowed a lot of JIT methodologies to tran-

sition into the ERP calculations that are still in inventory management

processes to this day.

DENORMALIZED TABLES

The transactional nature of ERP systems requires them to operate in

near–real time using normalized tables—large tables that have been

converted into a number of smaller tables to eliminate as much infor-

mation redundancy as possible (see Figure 3.1). The small tables, called

star schemas, are arranged so that the user can extract the information

needed from other tables. Each table can quickly make the correct con-

nections to other table combinations to retrieve necessary information.

For instance, as the result of star schemas extracting data from various

tables, a call center agent who needs some, but not all, customer infor-

mation would see the name, address, cell phone number, cell phone

model, and previous notes when responding to a technical problem.

When the user needs online analytical processing (OLAP) denor-

malization, data are extracted, transformed, and loaded (ETL) from
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Data
DataData

Data

Data
Data

Data

DataTransaction

Figure 3.1 Normalized Tables Grab Small Bits of Data to Complete a Transaction

normalized tables into a format that can be analyzed (instead of sim-

ply being displayed). This array of table information for OLAP is called

a snowflake schema and is designed to quickly pull data into usable

OLAP cubes that can be viewed from several different perspectives.

For example, OLAP data could be viewed as combinations of infor-

mation over time; OLAP cubes are the basis for analytical review of

transactional activities.

Denormalized tables create problems when users attempt to

perform higher-level analytics or optimization with them. Analyt-

ics and optimization require calculations using variables—lots of

variables. While most normalized tables and schemas adhere to a

three-normal-forms (3NF) design, the number of variables required

for optimization creates extremely large numbers of denormalized

tables. The difficulty comes in when arranging the denormalized

tables into logical snowflake patterns, because in fast-moving trans-

actional systems, computing performance can and will erode quickly.

In response, ERP developers created shortcuts to circumvent the

problems caused by variables. The concerns then become ones of

confidence: whether the information has value, is deficient, or is mis-

leading because of some miscalculation or because of a misalignment

of table data (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Denormalized Tables Process

The opportunities for miscalculated or misleading information

are nearly infinite. Consider, for example, the complexity of a simple

product like shampoo. Where did its raw materials come from? How

many warehouses stored the materials? Where did the raw materials

get combined, processed, and manufactured? The complexity grows
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exponentially when considering the millions of product combinations

produced by consumer packaged goods, electronics, food and bev-

erages, health-care products, pharmaceuticals, and industrial and

durable goods companies.

Because of the enormity of the data requirements, high-powered

analytics and optimization processes normally run as weekend batch

jobs, to extract, transform, and load data from disparate, diverse

sources into an optimization run. The objective is to pull this infor-

mation together so that the system can attempt to understand the

complex networks of inventory flow.

ERP systems have a limited ability to create denormalized tables.

The requirement is to have large-scale batch runs outside of the trans-

actions so that optimization can occur with high levels of confidence

without degrading performance. Since batch run optimization is not

inherent to ERP systems a shortcut process is introduced to create

islands of efficiency, where it views a location or node as a single

entity and then attempts to compile data specific for that location to

produce projected best practice rules for the item-location pairings.

Manufacturers and retailers know that efficient management of

their supply chain can be a competitive differentiator, but they struggle

with customers’ ever-increasing demands on overtaxed transactional

and operational systems.

Industry executives increasingly acknowledge that moving from

a push environment, where suppliers have relative control over

their inventories, to today’s pull environment, where customers

dictate inventory, adds extra volatility to their ERP and supply chain

management (SCM) systems. As a result, manufacturing compa-

nies are hedging their bets by acquiring and maintaining safety

stocks to counteract the potential disruptive forces of unanticipated

customer demand. From an SCM systems perspective, companies

are using workarounds or special alert systems developed on an

ad-hoc, reactive basis. The companies have still failed to achieve an

optimized, balanced, or efficient state of inventory due to the inherent

structure of ERP systems that creates problems for those trying to

reduce safety stocks with analytics and optimization. What holds

ERP systems back from conducting their own advanced optimization

activities?
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SEQUENTIAL OPTIMIZATION

The ERP processing of single, node-based denormalized tables is called

single stage calculations or sequential optimization, where (as shown in

Figure 3.3) the islands of efficiency links in the chain are optimized,

and the system goes to the next link up the chain to continue opti-

mization in sequence. The ERP process is locked into this sequential

optimization format; there are few or no arc connections between the

link locations, a limitation that reduces the number of variables that

can be used, essentially creating a de facto optimization process of

its own, with little flexibility or agility. Arc information is the intro-

duction of unique relationships between inventory locations and the

products being housed. For instance, actual service level requirements

and actual lead time variability from upstream and downstream loca-

tions are considered to be arc information. Arc information creates the

ability to see changes in such things as demand more quickly or antic-

ipate shifts in inventory needs due to changes in variability.

While sequentially optimized islands of efficiency do generate some

benefits, they also will amplify demand variations and literally make

supply variability invisible. This occurs because they operate without

knowledge of or visibility to communications within the chain, making

it nearly impossible to maintain optimized inventories. The bullwhip

effect can then throw everything else out of alignment when compa-

nies are attempting to use transactional ERP or SCM systems to develop

optimized supply chain planning.

The following sections examine these activities and why they cre-

ate problems in a transactional ERP or SCM system.

DemandCustomerLocal DCRegional DCPlant

Sequential

Variance

Figure 3.3 Sequential Optimization Process
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UPSTREAM SERVICE LEVELS

Figure 3.4 depicts how the ERP or SCM system tries to optimize the

customer-facing storefront (POS_1) with a 95 percent service level.

Because the shortcut process in the transactional system is to optimize

the island of efficiency, it is not going to cross over any variables from

the upstream location (WH_1). The system’s business rule or assump-

tion is to provide a 100 percent service level at WH_1 to the down-

stream customer-facing location (POS_1).

Because there is no assumed uncertainty in the supply of inventory,

the downstream POS_1 has an artificially low safety stock position. The

demand variable has been factored in, but the supply variable has been

withdrawn from the equation, and the buyer would become under-

standably panicked, possibly rushing stock from an internal warehouse

or outside vendor because of unforeseen supply issues. The buyer suf-

fers the consequences of removing the supply variability factor from

the inventory calculations.

Supply variance can be a much more disruptive occurrence than

demand variance. A demand variance is a small factor compared to

WH_1

WH_1

POS_1 Service level = 95 percent

POS_1 Service level = 95 percent

Sequential

Systematic

Service level assumed 100 percent

Service level assumed 90 percent

•

•

For a sequential
approach, the
upstream service
level is always 100
percent, assuming
availability is infinite.
This is never the
case. Single-echelon
systems do not have
inputs for upstream
service levels.

• Multiechelon
systems allow inputs
for upstream service
levels and take into
consideration the
uncertainty of
resources from
upstream.

Figure 3.4 Upstream Service Level Assumption

Sequential optimization assumes the upstream service level will always be 100 percent,

whereas systematic optimization recognizes that upstream service level varies.
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the total demand. The overall demand is forecasted and the variance

is factored in as a safety stock risk. This is a problem constrained to a

specific product and can be seen in advance. A supply disruption or

delay can be devastating. First, it is not known until it occurs and it

can span many products. Suddenly, products that should have been

delivered are days or weeks away from being in the inventory flow.

The problem is amplified because there was not variance positioned

for a safety stock. The out-of-stock is broad based and across many

products or a single one in a potential promotion. It is no wonder that

buyers fear the infamous supply disruption!

One immediate remedy is to reduce the expected service level to 90

or 95 percent. This would require the system to develop large numbers

of denormalized tables to account for each service level combination,

adding enormous complexity to the transactional systems’ attempts to

optimize the data.

In these circumstances, most organizations will try to circumvent

the problem by either artificially increasing the safety stock on key

items at customer locations or trying to create an early-warning

system for potential shortages and increasing stock at the upstream

location. Both workarounds create additional inventory. In fact, the

second workaround actually amplifies the next problem occurring

in sequential optimization—accounting for accumulated demand

variance.

ACCUMULATED DEMAND VARIANCE

Accumulated demand variances create the need for additional short-

cuts and have the effect of producing more inefficiency. Figure 3.5

depicts customer-facing locations having service level requirements

based on the upstream location always having stock and each of the

POC nodes having a 95 percent service level based on a demand

projection with a built-in demand variance. Islands of efficiencies exist

in every downstream location because each passes on its accumulated

demand variances back to WH_1. This dramatically increases the

inventory in WH_1 to overcome the assumed 100 percent service

level required and prompts the first wave of the bullwhip effect.
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•

•

Since it is sequential,
WH_1 has no visibility
of the demand
patterns of POS_1,
assumes the pattern
to be 200 every two
weeks.
Problem compounded
with introduction of
POS_2.

•

•

•

Multiechelon system
accounts for demand
patterns downstream.
Takes into account
“skuloc”ID.
Treats POS_2 as
unique with its own
service level.

WH_1

WH_1

Service level assumed 100 percent

Service level = 90 percent

POS_1 Service level = 95 percent

POS_1 Service level = 95 percent

POS_2 Service level = 95 percent

POS_2 Service level = 95 percent

Sequential

Systematic

Sale of 100 every weekOrder of 200
every two weeks

Figure 3.5 Demand Variance Assumption

The accumulated demand variance is pushed upstream with sequential optimization, but

systematic optimization treats each downstream location as a separate, nonaggregated

demand signal.

When distance and time increase from the initial demand signal,

the systems produce notifications that more accumulated inventory is

needed to offset the demand amplification. Termed redundant inven-

tory, this escalating stock-up is in reaction to the accumulated demand

variance repeated over and over. Upstream parts suppliers in the auto-

motive industry have been rendered insolvent after being stuck with

massive, obsolete inventories due to this kind of bullwhip effect.

MULTIPLE HIERARCHIES OF SERVICE LEVEL
REQUIREMENTS

When ERP systems see accumulated demand working its way up the

chain, they view that demand as an aggregated total and do not provide

any additional insights into the different service level requirements

necessary to meet that demand, either by site or by stock keeping unit

(SKU). This causes the organization to protect itself with even more

safety stock add-ons than it would have done in the previous two
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examples of assumed upstream service levels and demand variance.

In the first example, based on the assumption of upstream service lev-

els being 100 percent, the downstream buyer knows this not to be true

and will automatically hedge against running out of stock by creating a

rule-of-thumb days or weeks of supply requirement. In most instances

the response is to overcompensate so that there is a reduction of alerts

to potential out-of-stocks. The second example, based on aggregated

demand variance, is a lot like a person driving down the road mak-

ing small adjustments in steering instead of massive swings back and

forth. The aggregated variance makes the buyer swing wildly between

high and low inventories trying to adjust to the amplified swings in

demand. In an effort to smooth the fluctuation, the buyer will try to

overcompensate by having more and more safety stock on hand, thus

raising inventories.

The usual workaround for adjusting inventories to accumulated

demand is the installation of simple ABC classifications. In an ABC

classification process, the A items will have an importance placed on

them via cost, profitability, or customer need. The B and C items will

have less importance. This classification process allows users to focus

on the important products first. However, the ERP system struggles

with millions upon millions of product and location pairings in a com-

plex supply chain (see Figure 3.6). Whether it’s a downtime service

level agreement with huge penalties, or ensuring that enough cases

of cola are at a featured event in a company’s mountain and beach

stores, incorrect service levels will create problems. The second part

of the workaround is to assign review time with alerts for analysts to

examine the A items that are beyond established tolerances.

THE EFFECTS OF ERP SHORTCOMINGS

Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are just three examples of what happens when

the shortcomings of the ERP system create islands of efficiency. Once

each step or island of efficiency has been streamlined, they are linked

together in a sequential line or links in the supply chain. That, coupled

with the JIT methodologies of internally focused efficiencies, creates

an increasing burden on the upstream facilities to support downstream

demand. Indeed, each downstream location acts like a Toyota Kanban
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WH_1

WH_1

Service level assumed 100 percent

Service level = 90 percent

POS_1 Service level = 95 percent

POS_1 Service level = 95 percent

POS_2 Service level = 90 percent

POS_2 Service level = 95 percent

Sequential

Systematic

Sale of 100 every weekOrder of 200
every two weeks

•

•

•

Downstream is
aggregated to one
demand.
No concept of POS_1
and POS_2.
Hence only one
service level.

• Each site is unique,
hence carries its own
service level.

Figure 3.6 Unique Downstream Service Level Process

Sequential optimization cannot recognize different service levels, but systematic

optimization allows for downstream location-product combinations to have unique
service level requirements.

production location trying to push its inventory needs upstream in

an effort to make itself more efficient. The offloading of inventory

to upstream locations does not create more economical or efficient

supply chains. The ERP “driven” supply chain pushes inventory inef-

ficiencies upstream. Given that by nature supply chains tend to hold

lots of inventory in the end, pushing inventory upstream would seem

the right thing to do. The problem occurs when the upstream loca-

tions cannot react to demand changes in the customer-facing inventory

locations. An upward shift in demand creates a slow reaction, and a

downward shift creates the potential of massive obsolescences.

The Result of Performing High-Powered Analytics
and Optimization with Normalized Tables

I was involved in a project around 2005 to measure the effects

of analytics and optimization on a system using normalized tables

where no shortcuts were in place to sidestep the calculation prob-

lems. The company I was working with wanted to develop a
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transaction-based optimization model. The idea was to make an ERP

system do optimization.

Efficient normalized tables were developed so that just about every

information requirement could be surfaced in a manufacturing or dis-

tribution environment. From those tables, data could be ETL’ed into

usable forms for calculations. Once the data were ready, the pathway

was cleared for if/therefore calculated tables for the optimization to

progress.

Everything was fine until the system topped out at about 500 items

in a single-echelon model. At that point, model performance started to

slow down considerably. Indeed, if a second echelon was introduced,

the system literally toppled over. If the number of SKUs was increased,

even in a single-echelonmodel, the performance slowed to a crawl and

toppled over at 1,000 SKUs.

I wish I had kept those performance charts. It became obvious that

complete optimization without shortcuts in the calculations in a trans-

actional system had little scalability.

Following is an example of JIT burdens being pushed upstream in

a world-class organization.

SHIFTING COSTS ON A BALANCE SHEET

As discussed, single-service-level inventory management creates prob-

lems for large manufacturers through no fault of their own in seeking

various remedies. One leading consumer goods company attempted

working with its vendor-managed inventory (VMI) system to catego-

rize all products and load all its important customers into a massive

Excel spreadsheet and then updated the results on a monthly basis.

The results allowed it to assign service levels to the major customers,

major products, and the collective advertising budgets. From this infor-

mation, the company was able to update upstream inventory loca-

tions with spreadsheet-assigned inventory projections. For a while, it

seemed to work: The company was winning industry awards for its

ability to perform VMI functions. However, in its efforts to support

VMI, the company had simply transferred the inventory burden up

the chain. In order to maintain the service levels required by the cus-

tomers, the organization was spending massive amounts of money on
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expedited orders from its internal warehouses. The realized inventory

savings were quickly consumed by cost of goods sold. No doubt the

organization had a good idea, but its execution using the technology

in place prevented a real solution.

MOVING THE FOCUS AWAY FROM INVENTORY TO
REPLENISHMENT

As we will see later, the outgrowth of the ERP shortcomings was not

to correct the normalized table problem because it was a baseline com-

ponent of the way a transactional system worked. The shortcomings

of ERP systems pushed development to an easier solution to overcome

inventory issues. The focus shifted to replenishment. The way to han-

dle out-of-balance inventories was to create amassive check-and-balance

inventory management system based on replenishment. If you’ve ever

noticed, inventory management is all about segmentation, monitoring,

and reacting. Replenishment becomes, in essence, the great equalizer

for out-of-balance inventories.

Segmentation

Companies have unlimited ways to segment products into manage-

able buckets. The concept is to limit the number of products that have

to be reviewed and acted on so that the buyer/planner’s time is most

efficiently used. In most cases, the basic segmentation is called ABC.

About 10 to 15 percent of all products are considered to be A items in

a buyer/planner’s portfolio. These items are the most important to the

company by way of profitability or customer need. Often A items will

have higher service level requirements by way of special customer con-

siderations and must be watched carefully due to the ERP service level

shortcomings. The B and C items have lower importance and, usually,

have far fewer restrictions on service level or speed of replenishment.

In many cases, companies that have more in-depth contracts for

replenishment and/or service levels will install a second tier of segmen-

tation called strategic/nonstrategic products. A good example of this

type of segmentation would focus on a product defining a company’s

reputation. For instance, General Electric might have an important part
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that is critical for running a hydroelectric generator. If that part were

to fail and not be replaced quickly, it would cause a tremendous cost

burden on a power company. General Electric would have that part

designated as an A/Strategic product.

While not the only other segmentation methodology, there is one

called forecast/lead-time analysis that is gaining ground in the supply

chain industry for its ability to divide products out by the ability to react

to demand signals in a timely fashion. Products are looked at with a

focus on the product’s replenishment lead time versus (1) the ability

to know the demand and (2) the ability to understand the demand

variance. Therefore, products whose lead time outstrips the ability to

order to the anticipated or known demand must be monitored much

more closely than those that can simply be ordered before there is a

demand spike.

Oddly, there is a point of diminishing returns. How many different

ways can a company segment out important products and fashion

different ways to monitor and manipulate them? In some cases,

buyer/planners have taken a 10 to 15 percent A item bucket and

expanded it out to 30 to 50 percent of their product portfolio and

quadrupled their workload without any reduction in inventory.

Monitoring

Oh, what would the life of a buyer be without monitoring problem

products? Everyone has horror stories of buyers poring over reports

trying to get a clearer picture of replenishment trends. I did it back in

the 1980s! The first action is to segment the products into manageable

buckets that will allow the buyer to reduce the overall workload.

However, as with everything it still boils down to the infamous

80/20 rule: 20 percent of your products cause 80 percent of the

headaches.

I visited a company that was globally recognized as a leader in

collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment (CPFR). Their

planners had extremely close relationships with their retail partners,

and yet they had to deal with close to 20 different reports that matched

inventory management, replenishment, and demand plans with dif-

ferent key performance indicators (KPIs). It was like watching a chess
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game being played on 10 different boards at the same time. With the

CPFR vendor/retailer relationship so focused on on-time deliveries and

service level, the reporting andmonitoring took on a life of its own. The

vendor staff was being graded from two directions: (1) maintaining a

98 to 99 percent service level with the same level of on-time deliveries

and (2) recouping the extra cost of participating in the CPFR program

by having lower, more responsive inventories.

The problem the CPFR practitioner had, and most other companies

have, is that replenishment is a tactical activity attempting to control a

strategic plan. The buyer is constantly fine-tuning the tactical activities

to overcome the errors in the strategic plan. A good example of this

would be when there are unforeseen increases in demand on a prod-

uct being held to an artificially low safety stock. We have all seen this

with working with ERP systems. The old-fashioned way to cut fat out

of the inventory at the end of the quarter or fiscal year is to ratchet

down days of supply. With fewer days of supply, any deviation from

demand or supply targets will create an alert and/or a report anomaly.

If the product is an A-type classification, the buyer will take action to

manipulate the replenishment plan.

Reacting

Invariably, the buyer is left with the ol’ equalizer to inventory

problems—manipulating orders. While expediting or speeding up of

orders is the most costly option, buyers have to deal with the full range

of options as products slip and slide between being understocked or

overstocked. The difficulty most buyers have in dealing with reacting

to replenishment is the decision lead time. In other words, how do

you know there is a problem? This last segment of the replenishment

opens up all kinds of problems because of the explosion of products

in vendor and retailer portfolios. Due to the slower volume of many

products and the sparse or intermittent demand, it is way too late to

react to inventory problems with replenishment activities. You have

too much inventory before you even realize it.

This last issue is one of the key reasons ERP systems that com-

ply with island-of-efficiency methodologies push inefficient inventory

strategies into the supply chain: the long tail problem.
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THE LONG TAIL

If you align all of the stock-keeping units (SKUs) produced by a com-

pany by sales volume from highest to lowest, the result would be a

curve somewhat like that represented in Figure 3.7. The inflection

point of the curve is at 50 percent. The head of the curve would be

the SKUs doing 50 percent of the high volume, and the tail would rep-

resent the lower 50 percent of the slower-moving items. The graph in

Figure 3.7 is fairly typical with about 30 to 35 percent of the prod-

ucts doing 50 percent of the high volume and 65 to 70 percent of the

products doing the rest of the volume.

An interesting observation I have experienced over the years is the

executive versus operational viewpoint of the 50 percent inflection

point. Invariably, executives tend to have a much higher estimation

of the SKUs representing the head of the graph compared to oper-

ation personnel. Oftentimes the estimation is in a 40 percent range.

This could be due to the higher-level executive view of product fam-

ilies instead of the individual SKU level visibility. In turn, operational

personnel tend to give muchmore emphasis to the tail products. I have

heard operation personnel give a rating of 80 to 85 percent tail prod-

ucts when the real number was 60 to 65 percent. Given the problems

tail products provide to buyers and planners, it is easy to see why this

might happen, as we will see later.

50 percent of the volume

SKU Count

Head The Long Tail

S
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o
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Figure 3.7 The Long Tail Visualized
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The SKU distribution is often pushed by the industry or silo the

company is in. For instance, smaller companies with laser focus will

have a much more even distribution of products along the curve. On

the other end of the extreme, spare parts and/or retail organizations

can swing from 2 to 8 percent of the products in the portfolio doing 50

percent of the sales volume. While it would be wonderful to strip away

items from the product portfolio, those companies in the service-type

industries have to maintain those SKUs to fix machines and cater to

broad consumer tastes. While there is a winnowing of products in all

portfolios, the long tail will always be a problem.

What is wrong with the tail?

Products with high volume are pretty easy to manage. Their overall

performance might have seasonal swings or be affected by consumer

loyalties, but by and large, the sales volume stays within an expected

performance parameter. Forecasts have a strong likelihood of being

accurate. The demand by geo is known, so companies can position

inventory where the demand is most likely to occur. At the other end

of the scale are products in the tail of the sales volume. In the tail,

products tend to have much slower or almost nonexistent volume.

The demand might even be intermittent, sporadic, lumpy, or just plain

sparse. Moreover, there may be little if any information to tell the com-

pany where the demand might occur. Now a company has little to go

on to position inventory to cater to the limited demand.

The first issue with long tail products has to do with the sheer num-

ber of them. As companies introduce line extensions of products, the

proliferations of SKUs multiply. Most companies have the intention of

sun-setting items as new products are introduced, but due to a variety

of reasons these SKUs continue on. This is usually due to service level

commitments or regional acceptance of an item over other regions.

In most cases, the goal is to have another company’s items be discon-

tinued so that the limited-volume item in the portfolio will carry on

where the competitor’s item didn’t. Conversely, a service parts com-

panymakes a commitment to hold replacement parts for a product into

the future. This is usually for a 10- to 15-year life of a washing machine

or car. At the end-of-life process, around 10 years, the chances are

dwindling that the part might be used, but it still has to be held—just in

case. Love it or hate it, this carrying on of dead-man-walking products
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might increase shelf presences, market share, or just-in-case needs,

but it wreaks havoc on the supply chain management system, income

statement, and balance sheet.

The second issue with long tail products has to do with the disag-

gregation of products further and further down into the distribution

system. This is known as end-of-chain explosion. Oftentimes compa-

nies will strive to maintain a 95 to 98 percent service level across the

board on their portfolio of items. It is easy to do with those head prod-

ucts. However, tail products create ever-increasing inventory loads.

The forecasts at this granular level tend to have wide variances or con-

fidence levels. This leads to high levels of safety stocks on items that

might sell only a little, if any, in a month. As you multiply the number

of locations at the end of a supply chain, you can see the amplifica-

tion of the extra “unneeded” safety stocks. The first thing that comes to

mind of every supply chainmanager is to pool the slower-moving items

at an upstream location. The product occurs when lead times for the

customer are factored in. The customer does not want to wait, so the

product gets pushed out to the final resting place and inventory builds.

Obviously, regional distribution can alleviate some of the problem—an

item that just doesn’t sell in the Southwest does not need to be stocked

in the Southwest, but with the global economy it is difficult to antic-

ipate the geo-requirements of products. Companies are left to create

all kinds of business rules to help them cover the sparse or sporadic

demand on these slower-moving, hard-to-forecast items in the tail.

The last and biggest problem facing the tail products is the demand

variance amplification as the demand aggregation moves up the chain.

Tail products have a much higher bullwhip effect than the head prod-

ucts. Demand variance of tail products wallops the organization with

a double whammy. The high demand variance of slow-moving items

is a much higher percentage of the total inventory needed. Intermit-

tent or sparse-demand products have a naturally higher variance. With

lower demand, the resulting safety stock will be higher than what

is needed for high-volume, easy-to-forecast products in the portfolio.

As this variance is aggregated and passed up the chain, the resulting

safety stock gets higher and higher. It is not out of the ordinary to have

so-called safety stocks at the central distribution center higher than the

total yearly volume of a sparse-demand tail product.
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This led a leading supply chain analyst, Lora Cecere, to exclaim,

“In this scenario, traditional inventory techniques—safety stock logic

based on normal demand distribution—just doesn’t work!”1 The

premise of her assertion is that the classic, production modeling, deter-

ministic demand systems housed in present-day transactional ERP or

supply chain management systems don’t have the ability to correctly

position inventories in the distribution chain. Production inventory

modeling, based on the old Kanban systems, relies on deterministic

demand, but distribution systems act in a more stochastic or random

manner.

As we have discussed previously, the curtailing of denormalized

tables in the ERP/SCM-transactional systems has created a lack of vis-

ibility, so that each node or link in the chain does not have the knowl-

edge to act as a cohesive unit. The deterministic chain does two things:

(1) It creates an under-reaction to potentially random signals, in the

deterministic chain, it discounts a random trend until it is considered to

be a long-term trend, and the chain will ramp up or down depending

on the direction; and (2) the sequential process of creating an effi-

cient node or link before moving up the chain creates a lag in the

response time.

Consider the natural reaction to these two actions. If there is a

downturn in sales of automobiles at the customer level due to eco-

nomic pessimism, the demand signals may be delayed for upwards

of a month or two, depending on the overall aggregation of demand

signals. The consumer pessimism has not been factored into the fore-

casted demand models, and there is a lag in getting the proper forecasts

calculated. Upstream at the corporate headquarters there is visibility

to a trend, but it is not recognized as a general downturn yet. Since

there is now a slightly higher than normal inventory on cars, a dealer

incentive is placed on high-inventory cars to move them through the

system. The incentive helps move some cars, but production has not

been slowed as management saw the trend as a temporary problem.

After several months, production levels have pushed too many cars

into the system, and the incentives are not moving the expected vol-

ume. Production is curtailed by 30 to 40 percent to help move the

inventory glut through the system. We are now about three to four

months into the consumer pessimism, but the demand signals are just
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getting back to the production vendors. The production vendors have

been following demand signals from the auto production facilities and

have just realized a 30 to 40 percent reduction in demand. Their inven-

tories are now out of balance to the point that they have backloads of

inventory that will take them a year to draw down. Those vendors are

in a cash crunch—huge amounts of capital are tied up in potentially

obsolete inventory, and they are tied to an auto production system that

has stopped. They have no place to go to unload excess inventory. This

is an example of a devastating bullwhip effect across companies, but it

can happen within a company’s supply chain, too.

MAKING MISTAKES FASTER

At the time of development, the combination of ERP functionality with

JIT methods did not create obvious mistakes or problems. Indeed, the

formalization of activities provided rigor to supply chain management

that had not been in place before. Once the electronic communica-

tions were established between internal operations and out into the

vendor community, orders could be processed using electronic data

integration (EDI); technological advancements led to better and faster

replenishment activities. However, just as I had found holes in my buy-

ing wisdom during my time as a pseudo-VMI practitioner, other, much

more advanced practitioners were witnessing problems put forth by

both Kruse and AMR studies—the conflicting methodologies of push

and pull supply chains were promoting larger and larger inventories

when all of these technological advancements were being put in place.

While I was working on orders with a calculator and a pencil, the

development of the transactional ERP system pushed speed and preci-

sion into the replenishment mix. These new replenishment procedures

were based on something called economic order quantities (EOQs).

WORKING WITH ONE HAND TIED BEHIND YOUR BACK

The idea behind an EOQ is the balancing of the overall cost of order

compared to the cost of holding the inventory. The result is the low-

est possible cost of an order to maintain the proper inventory levels.
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Figure 3.8 Economic Order Quantity Decision Model

As you will see, once again, a production scheduling activity has been

morphed from one side of the supply chain and into the distribution

chain, with dubious results.

Economic order quantity is the order quantity that minimizes total

inventory holding costs and ordering costs as shown in Figure 3.8.

It is one of the oldest classical production scheduling models. The

framework used to determine this order quantity is also known as

the Barabas EOQ model or Barabas formula. The reasoning behind

the EOQ model was to create a quantity threshold where the cost

of ordering and the cost of inventory were factored into the overall

replenishment process so that the right amount of inventory was

purchased for the demand in an efficient manner. Up until noted

production engineer Ford W. Harris’s work, inventory purchasing was

all art and very little science. The model was developed by Harris in

1913, but R. H. Wilson, a consultant who applied it extensively, is

given credit for his in-depth analysis.

However, the EOQ applies only when demand for a product is con-

stant over the year and each new order is delivered in full when inven-

tory reaches zero. There is a fixed cost for each order placed, regardless
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of the number of units ordered. There is also a cost for each unit held

in storage, sometimes expressed as a percentage of the purchase cost

of the item.

The required parameters to the solution are the total demand for

the year, the purchase cost for each item, the fixed cost to place the

order, and the storage cost for each item per year. Note that the number

of times an order is placed will also affect the total cost, though this

number can be determined from the other parameters.

Six underlying assumptions must be made in order for the EOQ

formula to work:

1. The ordering cost is constant.

2. The rate of demand is known and spread evenly throughout the

year.

3. The lead time is fixed.

4. The purchase price of the item is constant (i.e., no discount is

available).

5. The replenishment is made instantaneously; the whole batch is

delivered at once.

6. Only one product is involved.

EOQ is the quantity to order, so that Ordering Cost + Carrying Cost

finds its minimum.

So, whywould I say that using the EOQ process might create a situ-

ation where the practitioner is working with one hand tied behind her

back? The issue is that the same limiting factors found in transitioning

deterministic production modeling (Kanban and JIT methodologies)

into the random activities of distribution can be found in the economic

order quantities process.

At issue are the topline limitations shown above, such as constant

ordering costs, known demand spread evenly over the year, fixed lead

times, and no discounting. At the heart of the drawbacks are these

more nebulous factors that tend to create problems:

◾ EOQ cannot calculate batch sizing based on costs. If the
costs of ordering shifts from single product, a layer of product,

a pallet of product, or a full truck of product, the EOQ for-

mula will not take that consideration into the equation. Most
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ordering is done in a batch process. A minimum is derived,

and multiples of those minimums are the order points. There-

fore, we often see products with a layer of a pallet minimum

order, and the order is multiplied by the layer up to a total on

a pallet. There might be price breaks if thresholds in the batch

sizing are reached. This might be a truckload discount or an

end-of-quarter quantity discount.

◾ EOQ does not account for backorders. If an account delays

the acceptance of a shorted order with a backorder, the EOQ

will cast a blind eye to the backorder and create a later over-

stock situation. The backorder dilemma is often seen within

ERP systems, and a business rule is put in place to recognize

the backorder as a segmentation of a new order being gener-

ated down the road. If there are financial ramifications to the

backorder such as a discount or cost break, the system will be

hit with deductions and accounts payable slowdowns, not to

mention receiving issues.

◾ EOQ cannot optimize service levels based on costs. EOQ

has a reliance on days of supply or days of inventory. The

rule-of-thumb basis of days of supply sets up a broad net to all

activities around that point of inventory level. If the criterion

is set on “35 days of supply,” the ordering on all products will

be based on the same flow for the inventory level and the

same replenishment plan. However, in the real world, only a

small percentage of items actually are driven by those specific

days-of-supply numbers. Most products are either above or

below that rule-of-thumb “35 days” or whatever is chosen as a

baseline. What actually happens is the products with too much

inventory days of supply get set up on a pathway to constantly

be overstocked and those with too few days of supply get set

up to constantly be understocked.

SO, HERE WE ARE

Organizations have heard the siren call of efficient pull supply chains

and have been working to implement them so that they can be
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responsive and nimble. Over the past 20 to 25 years, work has been

done to bring order to the inventory and replenishment processes by

developing ERP and supply chainmanagement systems so they cater to

this need for a more efficient supply chain. However, as we have seen,

the development has been based on the old Kanban/JIT production

processes that push costs around—not eliminate them. The develop-

ments of islands of efficiencies in the supply chain have just made

the inefficiencies more accurate and faster. As Kruse explained, the

underlying premise of shifting supply chain costs made the push-pull

hybrid supply chain increase the overall costs by 5 percent at best and

much more if any incorrect assumptions are made along the way.2

We have supply chains built on a premise that a certain rule-

of-thumb days-of-supply key performance indicator will allow for

demand and supply variation and a replenishment process that creates

delays in response times. Each link in the chain is vying with links

both up and down the chain to hold the least amount of inventory

needed. Just like the old Kanban systems, they are built on the

premise to shift costs up the chain and shorten the replenishment

cycle to circumvent the shortage of inventory when the rules called

for too little stock. The delay in demand signals and the inability to

see demand changes beyond the next level below creates the dreaded

bullwhip effect. Given that each link in the chain is attempting to

be as efficient as possible without regard for the total network, the

result will be redundant safety stocks, incorrect replenishment, and

out-of-stocks on key high-volume products. In a way, after billions of

dollars have been spent to improve supply chains over the past 20 to

25 years, the underlying structure has made them no different from

the one I was trying to improve on as a pseudo-VMI person way back

in the 1980s.

The old inventory management techniques just don’t work.3

NOTES

1. Lora Cecere, “Of Long Tails and Supply Chains,” AMRResearch Report, January 2008.

2. Erik Kruse, “From Push to Pull—Perfecting the Means,” Supply Chain Resource
Cooperative, September 4, 2003, http://scm.ncsu.edu/scm-articles/article/from-
pushtopull-perfecting-the-means.

3. Cecere, “Of Long Tails and Supply Chains.”

http://scm.ncsu.edu/scm-articles/article/from-pushtopull-perfecting-the-means
http://scm.ncsu.edu/scm-articles/article/from-pushtopull-perfecting-the-means
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Ihave been surprised at the number of times “days or weeks of sup-

ply” comes up during a discussion about supply chain efficiencies.

Going all the way back to my first attempt at getting an order correct

I was instructed to keep in mind “the weeks of supply” rule of thumb.

One of the most enjoyable experiences (read funny) was listening to

an inventory control manager talk about how he would “ratchet down

days of supply” at the end of the year to make the balance sheet and

income statement more acceptable. This executive talked about the

fine line he walked between lost sales and reduced inventory. Anyone

who has worked in supply chain management has been in those shoes.

In order to meet organizational performance indicators, an inventory

control manager has to face crippling customer service issues over the

short term to get inventory under control for a finite period and then let

it bounce back to “normal.” The result is a temporary fix tomake things

appear acceptable, but the underlying problem continues to limp along.

That problem is inventory placement based on rules that are good

for only about 10 percent of the products.

As we saw in the previous chapter, enterprise resource planning

(ERP) and supply chain management (SCM) systems are built using

shortcuts to overcome the absence of relationships between links in

the supply chain. There are assumptions put in place, like always

having 100 percent service level from the upstream location. These

types of assumptions pervade the system. The use of days or weeks

of supply is a classic rule-of-thumb key performance indicator (KPI)

for inventory health. The computation of days or weeks of supply

provides the system with an inventory range to keep the inventory

levels within by placing a high and low tolerance and coupling the

order lead time and ordering costs to allow for an economic order

quantity. Together they make up the logic in the ERP system to run in

harmony.

RULE-OF-THUMB DAYS/WEEKS OF SUPPLY EXPOSED

So, here we are with inventory control managers around the globe

practicing short-term “ratcheting down days or weeks of supply” to get

inventories in line just long enough to get the numbers in and release

the pressure and ERP systems that are built along the same lines of
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Figure 4.1 Rule-of-Thumb Inventory Levels

rule-of-thumb days or weeks of supplies. What could possibly happen

to cause problems in a supply chain?

Let’s take a look at the classic days-of-supply problem shown in

Figure 4.1.

Within this figure, the inventory control manager has set all

of the stock-keeping units (SKUs) at a 35 days inventory KPI. This

one-size-fits-all rule of thumb is used in inventory management and

is the backbone of ERP system control. Literally, everywhere I have

gone in my travels to review and improve supply chain techniques I

run into the problem of buyers and analysts recognizing the infamous

10 percent problem. Our teams started doing tests of the data to try

to figure out whether this 10 percent rule happened more often than

we thought. We found that it did and we called the 10 percent the

Goldilocks products (see Figure 4.2).

Everyone remembers “Goldilocks and the Three Bears.” In that

story, Goldilocks tries out the three bowls of porridge and finds one

too hot, one too cold, and one just right. The same can be said for

products in a rule-of-thumb days-of-supply situation. In our reviews of

various companies, we found that, on average, about 10 percent of all

products fell into a situation where the rule-of-thumb days-of-supply

inventory was “just right.” On either side of that 10 percent sweet spot,
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Figure 4.2 The Goldilocks Effect

the products tended to fall into a 70/20 split of overstocks and under-

stocks. In most cases, 65 to 75 percent of the products in question had

way too much stock on hand to cover the expected service level. On

the flipside, 15 to 25 percent of the products did not have enough stock

on hand to cover the expected service level. If you are a buyer, you

know all about the amount of time you spend in your portfolio trying

to handle the problems—the infamous 80/20 rule—you spend all your

time tracking and covering the 20 percent of those products that are

chronically understocked.

Here is where things can get a bit sticky as inventory management

meets reality. Let’s suppose that you want to increase customer satis-

faction and increase service levels. By increasing days of supply, you fix

the problems for a few of the 20 percent products. However, given that

ERP systems cannot differentiate service levels of products the whole

portfolio has to go up (see Figure 4.3).

As you drag the inventory of the portfolio along, the 20 percent

products begin to be part of that “just right” 10 percent. Starting with

the products closest to the left of the 20 percent, they start to be

enveloped by the 10 percent. Let’s say, for argument’s sake, you move

the portfolio by 5 percent. You now have 15 percent of your products
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Figure 4.3 Increasing Service Level by Raising Days of Supply

in the understocked category, but you have increased the overstock

category to a 75 percent range. Your inventory just skyrocketed for a

very nominal increase in customer satisfaction due to increased service

levels. We have often seen inventories increase by 15 percent to get

as little as a 2 percent gain in service levels because you are dragging

along already overstocked items that represent 70 to 75 percent of

your portfolio.

The last process is the one that gets everyone in trouble. Indeed,

whenever I am out in the field talking about being more efficient and

reducing inventories I can see in the eyes of the listeners the number

of times they have fallen into this trap. In this case, either at the end

of the year or when some executive has decided to be more efficient,

the decision is made to ratchet down days of supply (see Figure 4.4).

When you shift the product portfolio to run leaner, you don’t have

the heavy overstock problem to help you soften the blow. The inef-

ficiencies of the understocked products are amplified and they are,

usually, the most important products to both the organization and the

customer. The products in the understocked 20 percent most affected

are not the ones closest to the “just right” 10 percent. They are at

the right side of the graph and have the biggest out-of-stock potential.
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Figure 4.4 Reducing Inventory by Lowering Days of Supply

As you push the portfolio to fewer days of supplies, this amplification

gets huge. First, there is little benefit of the move of the “just right”

10 percent down into the overstocked products. In this situation, if

the portfolio moved 5 percent, that means just a very small portion

of the overstocked 70 percent had any significant improvement. Sec-

ond, the overstocked 70 percent got very little benefit in inventory

reduction across the board. The sheer number of items will affect the

inventory. Last, the propensity of the top-level 20 percent to go out of

stock rises far faster than the overall reduction in stock. You might get

a 15 percent increase in stock to a 2 percent gain in service level; for

trying to increase stocks for better service levels/customer satisfaction

you get a massive whiplash to stock reductions. In many cases, orga-

nizations can see a 5 to 7 percent service level decline to 10 percent

stock reductions over a long period of time.

This is the perilous position buyers and analysts get into when they

have to ratchet down days of supply. Anyone can do it for a short period

of time, but a company can risk customer satisfaction and company

image if there is an attempt to hold it down over the long term.

Over the years, I have found this definition of inventory optimiza-

tion (that you can lower inventories) has stopped more engagements

than just about any other reason. The company has a problem with
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inventory—too much cash is being eaten up in obsolete inventories,

there are huge out-of-stocks, and customer service is at all-time

lows—but the minute executives hear “lower inventories,” they

remember trying to do that at the end of quarters and the end of

the year only to have to raise inventories after seeing short-term

gains. If they are at the lower end of the supply chain, they think

of their buyers trying to expedite shipments while inventories are

held artificially low. This lowering of inventories in a Goldilocks

environment of days of supply is a no-win situation.

INEFFICIENCIES OF RULE-OF-THUMB DAYS OF SUPPLY

As you can see in Figure 4.5, rule-of-thumb days of supply works

pretty well when there are low expectations of service level. The over-

all costs stay fairly low. However, when service levels start to climb

into the 90-plus range, the costs begin to climb exponentially. Why is

this so?
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Figure 4.5 Cost of Inventory against Service Level Based on Rule-of-Thumb Days
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Lora Cecere says, bluntly, but oh, so well: “In this scenario,

traditional inventory techniques—safety stock logic based on normal

distribution—just doesn’t work.”1

The inefficiencies of the rule-of-thumb days-of-supply problem go

everywhere in the supply chain. Think of all of the various outlier

reports produced to help buyers catch part of the infamous 20 percent

understocked problem or the efforts of some to artificially increase or

decrease inventories like I did 25 years ago inmy efforts tomakemyself

more efficient. Another problem rule-of-thumb days of supply creates

is the aggregation issue.With the proliferation of products and the push

to having replenishment locations closer to the customer, the multipli-

cation of the days of supply creates a massive bullwhip effect when the

rule and the resulting “redundant safety stock rolls up the chain.”

This last issue, of rolling up aggregated inventory based on a rule,

shows up as different problems in different companies. However, there

seems to be two kinds of issues. The first is the rolling amplification,

where stock gets larger and larger the further you go up the supply

chain. The second is the echelon reaction that occurs at each step up

the chain.

The rolling amplification contributes to the bullwhip effect (see

Figure 4.6). The bullwhip effect is driven by a delay in demand sig-

nals being processed up the chain. Unless there is an immediate signal

of a demand change to all participants in the chain, the signal gets

muddled.

There is an old game called Telephone that illustrates this point. In

the game people sit in a circle. A message is whispered into the ear of

the first person. Once the message has been heard that person leans to

the next and whispers it until the message goes all the way around the

DemandCustomerLocal DCRegional DCPlant

Sequential

Variance

Single echelon

Figure 4.6 Sequential Optimization/Bullwhip Effect
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circle. The message cannot be repeated if it is not heard the first time.

Each person has to repeat the message the best he or she can. There

are very few times the message actually gets all the way around the

circle intact. Indeed, even single-word messages get morphed into just

about anything.

The point of the game brings to bear the problem of passing

demand signals from one island (link in the supply chain) to the next.

Oftentimes, an organization will forecast for each distribution center,

plant, or store. By doing this, the demand signal goes through its own

Telephone-like process. First is the delay, and second is the amplifica-

tion. If each island is being forecasted as a separate entity, the granular

aspect starting in the stores creates a larger than needed statistical

variance due to sporadic or intermittent demand. This creates a need

for additional safety stocks since there is lack of confidence in the

forecasted number. The cumulative number from this aggregation

with significant variance is now taken on by the upstream distribution

center. The distribution center can’t see the customer-facing demand.

It has to rely on the cumulative number moving up the chain. The

separate forecast now being generated for the distribution center is

now creating its own bias byproduct. This continues on and on up

the chain to produce the dreaded bullwhip effect. This bullwhip goes

both ways. The high-up part of the chain gets the brunt of this action.

At best, it cannot react to demand above expectation and the result

could be periodic shortages. However, it can be catastrophic if the

opposite happens. What if there is a massive slowdown in demand

over a long period of time? The auto industry is a perfect example

of this situation. Automotive parts suppliers to auto manufacturing

assembly lines can be wiped out if their inventory suddenly becomes

obsolete and they are left with massive amounts of capital tied up in

useless inventory.

Most everyone has heard of the bullwhip effect and how it can

cause havoc in the supply chain. A great teaching example of this

can be found at www.beergame.org.2 The game can be played online

and allows participants to work together in solving distribution issues

around the delivery of beer to thirsty college students.

After this rolling amplification or bullwhip effect has taken place

there is a much more silent killer of supply chain efficiencies. Creating

http://www.beergame.org
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a rule-of-thumb days or weeks of supply number creates a false sense

of security at the mid-range warehouses. This is what I call “echelon

leveling.” In this situation, the effects of the 70/10/20 rule distribution

against products can cause problems at distribution centers.

The best way to explain this phenomenon would be to take the

example of a major North American fast-moving consumer products

company (see Figure 4.7). The organization had developed and imple-

mented a vendor management inventory (VMI) division to handle the

inventory control and replenishment of the largest retail customers

in their portfolio. Over the course of several years, its VMI program

was winning awards in supply chain excellence. Its efforts were being

touted by trade groups, vendors, and retailers as the model for the

future. I went to this organization to get inputs on how it managed

this successful process from a software and process perspective. Over

a two-day period I was simply awestruck at how efficient its VMI

personnel were and the constant interactions between vendor and

retailer. It was amazing and a testimony to how the organization

could outperform its competitors in both speed of delivery and

order fill rates. The organization was great at its job and customers

loved it.
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Figure 4.7 False Demand Signals Due to Echelon Leveling
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When I was there, one of the VMI people suggested I go talk to

“her boyfriend.” While she was responsible for the distribution center

to customer logistics or outbound deliveries, her boyfriend was one of

the many “internal logistics” managers at the company. He was not

directly tied to the VMI operations, but he had to deal with both their

activities and the movement of products with normal distribution. He

was a delightful young man who, you could tell within minutes, was

under a tremendous amount of strain.

He explained to me that in order to have the high fill rates and

delivery speed expected from the key retailers, he and the rest of the

internal operations team had to constantly reposition distribution cen-

ter inventories. The days-of-supply threshold was too narrow to react

to upticks in demand on the most visible and volatile products. There-

fore, he constantly had to shift product from one peer warehouse to

another because the upstream plant warehouse did not have the time

to replenish correctly.

The poor boyfriend was dealing with echelon leveling. The plant

warehouse above the distribution centers was restricted on the

amount of inventory that could be placed by the production schedul-

ing. The stores were unable to hold stock due to capacity issues. The

retailer wanted to hold a limited amount of stock because it is in a

VMI environment and that was what it signed up for. The resulting

pressure was the same thing that happens in the JIT/Kanban world:

The pressure gets shifted to the vendor distribution center. However,

the biggest effect is on the infamous 20 percent of the products that

don’t have enough stock due to the limits from the days-of-supply

rule of thumb. Instead of increasing days of supply in the distribution

centers (DCs), the DCs are getting good reviews for staying within the

days-of-supply threshold and for fast inventory turnover—on paper,

they’re doing great.

The problem is the leveling. The shifting or leveling of inventory

between warehouses creates two streams of supply, but only one rec-

ognized stream of demand. This can happen just about anywhere in the

chain, but the biggest problem seems to come into play at vendor ware-

houses close to the point of ownership transfer. The demand forecast

is flowing up from the downstream location and the days-of-supply

number is played on that expectation. For argument’s sake let’s say
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that the expectation is for having 200 cases to account for 14 days of

supply and you want to have your inventory turns at 12 to 14 times.

What happens when you introduce a second, hidden stream of

demand? When a product gets transferred around, it is covering the

initial demand, but that demand stream is moving up the chain,

not sideways. What if we add an unexpected demand of 100 cases

funneling through that warehouse out to a retailer from sister ware-

houses? The upstream plant did not see the demand come from a

single location—it is being both shared and hidden as a total from

the lower echelon. The upstream plant will see the 100 cases, but

the leveling of product did not allow for the true demand to come

from the proper location. What it sees is a lowering of the volume at

the inflow warehouse and an increase in the other two warehouses

that supplied the lateral transfer. What ends up happening is the

affected distribution centers continue on with the noted days of

supply and their cumulative inventory turns get better, but there is

not a realignment of days of supply to compensate for the increase in

business. In the end, the tightly held days-of-supply sharing artificially

lowers down the actual service level attainment because inventory

levels needed are shared and flowing to two streams of demand and

being graded against a single stream of demand. The better those VMI

people got at dealing with the customer, the more our poor boyfriend

felt like he was getting hit from all sides.

TURNING DAYS OF SUPPLY ON ITS HEAD

The past 20-plus years of supply chain processes have been based

on production rules from the initial development of JIT/Kanban.

As the ERP systems were built out they took the learnings of the

production processes and made them their own. This marriage of

siloed JIT/Kanban rules and ERP was made in heaven. The normalized

tables in the ERP systems found their match in the siloed models. With

each siloed link in the chain being optimized the process mimicked

production optimization as defined by JIT/Kanban principles. The

outgrowth of that system—days of supply—has created inefficiencies

where any attempt to move toward lesser inventory or greater

customer satisfaction is met with spiraling costs or lost sales.
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What if we turn days of supply on its head? Instead of making days

of supply the result of the equation, what if we make it the result of a

requested service level that the days of supply would adhere to? What

if we linked the siloed links in the chain? What if we could create indi-

vidualized days of supply that were integrated throughout a network

so that they acted more efficiently? (See Figure 4.8.)

Over the past 10 years, inventory optimization has entered into

the discussion surrounding supply chain efficiencies. The concept of

inventory optimization is to create individualized inventory policies so

that each product/location combination is uniquely fashioned to keep

the costs as low as possible while attaining an optimized service level.

The policies create individualized inventory ranges for products based

on a service level to balance the costs against the demand and lead-time

variations.

For simplicity’s sake let’s suggest that you wanted to make all of the

products attain a 90 percent service level at the customer-facing loca-

tions. This process would take the rule of thumb out of the mix and

replace it with individualized days-of-supply computations. Therefore,
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Figure 4.8 Uniquely Optimized Inventory Levels Based on a Balance of Service Level and
Costs

Creating uniquely optimized inventory policies for every product/location combination
makes each assignment of days of supply a perfect Goldilocks result. All inventories are

“just right.”
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instead of having everything at 35 days of supply the result would be

each product having its own days of supply focused on a 90 percent

service level. Now, when you want to make a change in the service

level or days of supply, you aren’t saddled with the inefficiencies when

dealing with the 70 percent of the overstocked items or the 20 percent

of the understocked items. This individual assignment process actually

provides even more benefits. When dealing with individual computa-

tions for service level, you can provide (1) individualized safety stocks,

(2) individualized order-up-to levels, and (3) order point thresholds so

the replenishment process links to the inventory levels correctly.

When you link individualized service levels to products, you are

going beyond what the ERP system can do, and you have the abil-

ity to make that ERP system run better. Remember, ERP systems are

built on the island-of-efficiency premise and the linkages are limited.

In ERP systems, upstream locations are always at 100 percent service

level, and the upstream location can’t recognize multiple service lev-

els from locations below it; hence, rules-of-thumb days of supply. The

ability to open up the ERP system to multiple service level compu-

tations provides three distinct advantages. The first is the ability to

create individualized days-of-supply numbers. The second is to adjust

the service level and not have to deal with moving already inefficient

days-of-supply inventories. The last is having the ability to adjust ser-

vice levels individually:

◾ Individualized days of supply. Within this computation

there is an optimized balance between the cost of the inven-

tory and the service level required. This can tell you where

your inventory is relative to where it needs to be, instead

of having arbitrary days-of-supply numbers placed upon it.

This means there is no longer a Goldilocks assignment where

limited numbers are just right; you have a map of what it

takes to make sure all of the products are just right. As you

can see, in the chart shown in Figure 4.9 the individualized

days-of-supply numbers are dramatically different from a

simple 35-days-of-supply rule of thumb. As we will see later,

this optimal-versus rule can have a dramatic effect on how you

manage the inventory.
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Figure 4.9 Adjustment of Inventory by SKU/Location Granularity

◾ Adjustments of individual inventories (vertical arrows).
This is one of the hardest actions to take in an ERP system.

An ERP system will not allow you to adjust the service level

requirement of individual products or small groups of products.

This falls outside the range of days-of-supply rule-of-thumb

assignments. A valued customer comes to you and wants

to sign a service level agreement where you will provide a

98 percent service level on a group of products at a specific

warehouse. In the rule-of-thumb days-of-supply environ-

ment you can’t take specific products and adjust them to a

specific service level. You are bound by the days-of-supply

restriction.

◾ Individually assigned location/product inventory poli-
cies. When you have individually assigned location/product

inventory policies instead of broad-based rule-of-thumb

days-of-supply assignments, the adjustments of those policies

become much easier. In the previous example in which the

customer wanted to have a 98 service level placed on a few

products at a single location, a simple adjustment could have

been made to the 98 percent service level and the optimized

system would adapt to the new requirements.
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CREATING THE EFFICIENCY ENVELOPE

The ability to close some of the shortcuts in the ERP systems allows

the product portfolios to have a much more dynamic way of reacting

to changes in strategy. As you can see in the graph in Figure 4.10, the

two methodologies hover close together at the lower ends of the ser-

vice level thresholds. However, as the service level gets to the 85 to

90 percent level, the difference widens. Once it hits the 95 to 97 per-

cent range, the days-of-supply methodology takes off exponentially,

whereas the optimized service level methodology continues on to the

98 to 99 percent level at a far lower cost.

The efficiency envelope is created when the rule-of-thumb days

of supply are measured against the optimized inventory policies that

generate inventories based on a service level outcome at the lowest

possible cost and assigned to individual products. The envelope is

designated the difference between the lowest acceptable service level

and the highest service level reasonably attainable. In this diagram

we have chosen 90 percent at the low end and 99 percent at the

high end.
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Figure 4.10 The Efficiency Envelope
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In a simplistic fashion the practitioner could choose to keep

the service level at 90 percent and enjoy the new lower inventory

levels. This strategy would enable the company to free up cash from

inventory and be a much more nimble organization. Companies

that do this kind of strategy are those that might have a problem

with obsolescence and/or bullwhip problems. On the other end of

the spectrum the practitioner might want to embrace the 99 percent

service level and gain additional market share by way of reduced

lost sales and increased customer satisfaction. Indeed, the possibilities

are endless with ways the efficiency envelope can be used to exam-

ine strategy. More important, the ability to measure the difference

between individual products and their present-versus-optimal inven-

tory position can help develop unique portfolio strategies to maximize

both inventory efficiencies and revenue expansion.

In most cases, when an organization looks at reevaluating its

rule-of-thumb ERP strategy and moves toward an optimized state,

it is motivated by a potential reduction of inventory. This is logical.

Inventory efficiencies are rarely thought of for increasing revenue,

but this is a perfect example of taking advantage of revenue and costs.

The 70 percent (or more) of the products in the portfolio that are

thought of as overstocked compared to their actual inventory need to

reach a 95 percent service level. Over time, these products will bleed

off inventory and fall in line with the optimized level. As shown in

Figure 4.11, this is going to have a tremendous effect on the balance

sheet with regard to decreased working capital invested in inventory

and cost of goods sold.

The inventory reduction is a huge opportunity, but in most cases,

it does not get the C-level executive excited because reduced working

capital is usually looked at from the perspective of increased oppor-

tunity costs and efficiency. The key to the real benefits of changing

your strategy away from rules and moving to optimization is found

in the operating income statement. As the products in the lower half

increase their inventory positions and come into line with the required

stock to attain the 95 percent service level, multiple lines on an income

statement are affected. First, the supply chain costs will stabilize due to

a marked reduction in the number of expedited shipments. Second,

the reduced inventory and focused inventory level reduces the cost of
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Revenue
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Figure 4.11 Effects of Optimized Inventories on the Balance Sheet and Income Statement
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goods and speeds up inventory turns. However, the biggest benefit will

be when the revenue number goes up as “in-stock” products allow for

less out-of-stocks and overall increased sales and revenue.

THE JOURNEY, SO FAR

In the past 30 years, the supply chain has been asked to take on a lead-

ing role as a facilitator for the proposed pull methodology needed to

be more responsive to demands of the customer. This new and reac-

tive supply chain would enable practitioners to quickly act on demand

signals and get product to the customer “just in time.” The model to

be used was being practiced throughout the production segment of the

business and should easily be transitioned into the distribution stream.

Learned best practices could be easily moved from one side of the busi-

ness to the other.

The problem that almost immediately cropped up was that a pull

methodology did not align to all product strategies due to the required

customization needed for pull process to work. A pull system had

always required the customization to be considered acceptable to the

consumer; otherwise, the delay to get non-customized product was

too long and unacceptable.

From this situation, the supply chain developed the hybrid

push-pull model to mimic all of the required actions needed to deliver

both standard products and custom products. This hybrid push-pull

methodology is in place in just about every organization and provides

the backbone to supply chain management to this day. At issue is that

the methodology mimics the same problems the JIT/Kanban systems

developed in production: It does not reduce costs so much as push the

costs around. In the production model, the costs moved back to the

vendor with such things as speed of delivery and increased inventory

to anticipate unforeseen demand. The result was a 5 to 10 percent

increase in the cost of doing business with a production JIT/Kanban

system. In turn, the internal supply chain of a company did not have

the capability of sloughing off costs to a vendor and simply moved

costs around to different links in the chain.

At the same time these actions were taking place in the supply

chain, organizations were in the process of installing ERP systems.
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The effect was to marry the two projects and they were willing

participants that allowed for siloed efficiencies. The JIT/Kanban

system wanted to create single locations of efficiencies and the ERP’s

internal table system catered to the separation of locations for best

results. This marriage of methodology and process developed the

island-of-efficiency system where arc data are lacking to overcome

the problems of normalized tables, but more important, mimicked the

JIT/Kanban methods.

This ERP-based JIT/Kanban process is now in place just about

everywhere, but inventories continue to climb. Inventories are out

of balance, responsiveness is slow, and any attempt to solve the

problem either increases out-of-stocks on important products or

creates more inventory than what was in place already. In short, costs

are up and customer service is down. Even more at risk are seemingly

well-structured supply chains being pushed to the limit by internal

transfers and expedited shipments to create the illusion of efficiencies.

In the end, the systems are being pushed to the brink by the

reliance on archaic rules and the inability to view demand and cost

across the network so that the network acts in concert. We have seen

how the system can be modernized by simply changing the way weeks

of supply is validated to deliver a service level and how assigning

unique “policies” to individual product and location combinations

can take away huge inefficiencies and lead companies to finding both

reduced inventories and increased revenues.

This journey has led us to a crossroads: Continue on with the ways

of the past or embrace how optimization can transform the organiza-

tion so it can finally be both responsive and efficient.We’ve seenwhere

we’ve been; now let’s see where we’re going.

NOTES

1. Lora Cecere, “Of Long Tails and Supply Chains,” AMRResearch Report, January 2008.

2. Kai Riemer, “The Beergame Portal.” University of Sydney and University of
Münster—Department of Information Systems (IOS work group), 2007–2012, www
.beergame.org.

http://www.beergame.org
http://www.beergame.org
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Ihave had the great fortune of working with three gentlemen who

have influenced me when it comes to all things inventory optimiza-

tion. Tugrul Sanli, Jinxin Yi, and Xinmin Wu have, literally, taught

me inventory optimization over the past 12 years. As I started to write

this chapter, I looked for the best way to share information about the

inner workings of inventory optimization without going overboard on

technical jargon. The more I looked around, the more I kept coming

back to the same information. Drs. Tugrul Sanli, Jinxin Yi, and Xinmin

Wu have been the authors of the SAS Inventory Optimization User Guide

since it started publication back in the early 2000s. Over the years, it

has been upgraded with new information as it became available and

included in the solution. I spoke with each of them about the use of

their information in this book, and I am particularly thankful that they

gave me the opportunity to pass on a lot of the information found in

the SAS Inventory Optimization User Guide for reference material. While I

have added verbiage here and there, the technical information comes

directly from the user guide at SAS.

HOW DOES INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION IMPROVE
THE ERP SYSTEMS?

So, what does inventory optimization do to counteract the short-

comings found in present-day enterprise resource planning (ERP)

and supply chain management (SCM) systems? In a nutshell, it turns

days of supply on its head so that each and every product/location

combination has a unique inventory policy assignment so that the

days of supply become a result of inventory constraints and costs are

applied to a service level need. More importantly, though, it opens

up the linkages between the supply chain locations so there are no

longer rule-of-thumb assumptions and the information flows as a

single voice.

A good way of understanding the effects of inventory optimiza-

tion on a supply chain system is to take a look at the information flow

from inputs to outputs (see Figure 5.1). As stated before, this is not

a book written for the PhD, looking to validate the inner workings

of a stochastic algorithm. It is a book written for the businessperson

thinking of using inventory optimization properties to advance his or
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Figure 5.1 Input and Output Flows of Inventory and Replenishment Optimization

her supply chain requirements. As such, the view of the inputs and

outputs will be at a high level, focused on how the information flows.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INVENTORY POLICIES
AND REPLENISHMENT PLANS

The inputs to the inventory policy calculations span across the struc-

ture of the supply chain, the unique cost interactions of the prod-

uct and the locations, the variations of demand and supply, and the

demand patterns of the product. These interactions are, then, focused

on keeping the lowest possible cost equated to a service level require-

ment. Where the product rests in the chain will dictate the projected

service level. The most important component of the calculation is the

required service level at the final customer-facing location.

THE NETWORK STRUCTURE

The network structure is important for the system to understand.

Given that the final customer-facing location is supreme in the

development of the policies, all other upstream locations are set up to

support that leaf node or final resting place service level. For instance,
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the customer-facing location has a requirement of a 98 percent service

level. This does not mean that every step in the upstream locations

will have to have 98 percent service level to keep the customer-facing

location in stock for a 98 percent service level. As we will find out

later, given such constraint inputs as lead time, order frequency, and

demand confidence, the upstream locations could get by with much

lower service levels.

The inventory costs at the various locations where the product is

stored are the costs the system is looking to minimize. The assumptions

about the cost structures are important. There are three types of costs

that are taken into consideration as constraints:

1. Ordering costs are the costs incurred every time a replenishment

order is placed. This fixed cost includes the expense associated

with processing the order and is usually independent of the size

of the order.

2. Holding costs are the costs of carrying inventory and might

include the opportunity cost of money invested, the expenses

incurred in running a warehouse, handling and counting costs,

the costs of special storage requirements, deterioration of stock,

damage, theft, obsolescence, insurance, and taxes. The most

common convention is to specify holding cost (per-period per

unit) as a fixed percentage of the unit cost of the item. This cost

is then applied to the average inventory.

3. Penalty (backordering or shortage) costs are the costs incurred

when a stockout occurs. This cost might include the cost of

emergency shipments, cost of substitution of a less profitable

item, or cost of lost goodwill. For instance, will the customer

ever return? Will the customer’s colleagues be told of the poor

service? The most common convention is to specify penalty

cost as per-period per-unit and then apply it to the average

number of backorders.

In practice, it is often difficult to estimate the ordering (replenish-

ment) cost and the penalty cost. As a result, practitioners often put

restrictions on the ordering frequency rather than estimate the cost of

ordering. Likewise, specific target levels for service measures can be

substituted for the penalty cost.
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THE SERVICE LEVEL

Service-level measures are often used to evaluate the effectiveness of

an inventory replenishment policy. You can influence policy calcula-

tions by imposing desired service-level requirements. Inventory opti-

mization usually supports the use of three different service constraints:

1. Fill rate is the fraction of demand satisfied directly from on-hand

inventory. Fill rate is one of the most frequently used service

measures in practice. You can set a minimum fill rate as a service

constraint.

2. Ready rate is the probability of no stockout in a review period.

You can set a minimum ready rate as a service constraint.

3. Backorder ratio is equal to the average number of backorders

divided by the average demand. You can set a maximum

backorder ratio as a service constraint.

These service constraints provide different ways of penalizing back-

orders. When fill rate is used as a service measure, the focus is only on

the number of backorders, whereas with back-order ratio as a service

measure, the focus is on both the amount and length of backorders.

When ready rate is used as a service measure, the focus is not on the

number or length of backorders, but on whether a stockout occurs.

Setting a high target service level might result in high inventory

levels, which can be very costly if demand is intermittent (slow mov-

ing). In these cases, estimating penalty costs and performing a cost

optimization might be preferred.

Oftentimes, there are other inventory optimization measures to

evaluate the performance of a policy, as follows:

◾ Average ordering frequency is the number of replenishment

orders placed per review period. You can set a limit on the aver-

age ordering frequency.

◾ Average inventory is the average on-hand inventory at the end

of a review period.

◾ Average backorder is the average amount of outstanding back-

ordered demand in a review period.

◾ Inventory ratio is the average inventory divided by the average

demand.
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◾ Turnover is the average demand divided by the average

inventory.

◾ Average cost is the average cost of holding and replenishment.

◾ Incurred per period is if the backorder penalty costs are present,

these are included as well.

THE LEAD TIME AND LEAD-TIME VARIANCE

There are three aspects of lead time that are important to the inputs

of inventory optimization. The first is the actual or mean lead time.

This lead time is a function of the time it takes to order plus the time

it takes for the inventory to arrive at the new location. Inventory opti-

mization tends to use a mean average of the lead time to account for

slight variances. Let’s say that the order time is one day between the

inventory position being evaluated and an order being placed. Once

the order is placed, it takes the time to pull the order, put it on a truck,

and transport it to the new location as six days. This makes the total

mean lead time of seven days. The second part of the lead-time input

is the variance away from the mean for orders. In this case, is the ven-

dor or upstream location consistent in taking seven days total from the

time of order evaluation to delivery? This variation, if not taken into

account, can be a real problem for the replenishment system and one

of the key points lacking in ERP systems. It is an easy input to pull from

warehouse management systems (WMS) by pulling the actual delivery

versus predicted delivery. Once this has been included in the computa-

tions, a much more accurate safety stock number is developed. Last is

the lead time/demand input for recognition of fluctuation in demand

beyond the ordering lead time. If there is a nonstationary demand with

a lead time longer than the review period, a replenishment system will

lag behind or be ahead of the true demand number. To overcome that,

it will take an average of the demand and position it within the lead

time to help raise or lower the amount within the lead-time period

when required.

ORDERING RULES

It is important to bring up, at this point, an outgrowth of the lead-time

situation that leads into ordering rules. Oftentimes, replenishment
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systems will be set up to review an inventory position periodically.

In a majority of cases an inventory might be reviewed weekly. This

periodic review places an artificial lead time that might lead to holding

excess stock. Given the cost and demand, there are times when a

much shorter review period is required. This change from periodic

is called continuous review. In most cases, the term continuous is a

misnomer. The review is still periodic, but the time horizon is greatly

reduced to twice a day or daily. The key to this being an advantage

against periodic review is the cost of ordering. If the cost of ordering

is extremely low and low quantities can be ordered, the continuous

review can reduce the lead time and, therefore, reduce the inventory

carrying costs.

Therefore, the important aspects of ordering rules center on the

ordering lots, ordering minimums, and the ordering frequency. Inven-

tory optimization takes the process of economic order quantities (EOQ)

and adds into it the constraints normally found in replenishment activ-

ities. A good example of this would be that an EOQmight come out as 3

on a slow moving item. However, the optimization system will under-

stand that the lot size minimum of the product is a layer on a pallet

equal to 12. This means the order will have to be increased or delayed

until there is enough demand to equate to an order of 12. Conversely,

the order is increased by a multiple of 12 for each layer on the pallet.

On the final point the frequency of the orders is taken into considera-

tion. The 12 order would be much easier to attain in a weekly periodic

review than in a continuous review done daily.

DEMAND

This topic causes the most understanding of what the input is, but

the most misunderstanding of what the input does. On the subject of

demand or demand forecasting, the increase or decrease will have a

serious effect on the replenishment side of the fence. The effect on

the inventory policy side is much different. Interestingly, this topic is

the one that causes the most confusion to executives when they are

looking at inventory optimization as a contributor to their activities.

The effect of the demand velocity will certainly have an influence

on the amount of inventory required. However, the confidence level or

variance of the demand is far more important to the inventory policy
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than the actual demand number. The confusion factor comes down to

how executives view replenishment versus inventory. Replenishment,

again, is all about reaction, whereas inventory policy is all about hold-

ing inventories at a point where replenishment can act within effective

tolerances and not react to wild swings of purchasing.

This means that the important aspect of demand for the inven-

tory policy is the size of the demand variance against the expected size

of the inventory requirement. This is important on both sides of the

demand spectrum. For instance, even if there might be 1,000 widgets

a week being forecasted, if the demand variance is only 1 to 2 percent,

that means there only needs to be a safety stock of 10 to 20 widgets

on hand to satisfy the extremely high confidence level. On the flip-

side, an intermittent demand product might only sell 1 widget every

otherweek, but the forecast confidence is low at 20 percent. This would

mean a high number of low-volume widgets on hand to counter the

low demand/high variance dilemma.

DEVELOPING POLICY OUTPUTS

Inventory optimization calculates four types of replenishment policies,

based on the specified policy type:

1. SS = (s, S) policy: When the inventory position falls to or below

the reorder level, s, an order is placed so as to raise the inven-

tory position to the order-up-to level, S. In other words, if the

inventory position is y and y is less than s, then an order of size

S – y is placed. The (s, S) policy is sometimes referred to as the

min-max policy. Note that the size of the replenishment order

is always greater than or equal to S – s.

2. BS = (s, S) policy when S = s + 1 (base-stock policy): When the

inventory position falls to or below the reorder level, s, an order

is placed so as to raise the inventory position to the order-up-to

level, S. When S = s + 1, the (s, S) policy is called a base-stock

policy. (A base-stock policy is also called an order-up-to policy,

one-to-one replenishment policy, or installation stock policy.)

3. NQ = (s, nQ) policy when you have a fixed ordering cost for each

lot ordered: You incur a fixed ordering cost for each lot ordered.
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When the inventory position falls to or below the reorder level,

s, an order is placed to bring the inventory position just above

s. The size of this order is a multiple of the base lot size, Q. In

other words, if the inventory position is y and y is less than s,

then an order of size nQ is placed, where n is the smallest integer

such that y + nQ is greater than s. In this case, both s and Q are

decision variables; you can use the LOTSIZE = option if Q is to

be a previously specified value rather than a decision variable.

When Q = 1, the (s, nQ) policy becomes a base-stock policy.

4. RQ = (s, nQ) policy when you incur a single fixed ordering cost:

You incur a single fixed ordering cost independent of the num-

ber of lots ordered.When the inventory position falls to or below

the reorder level, s, an order is placed to bring the inventory

position just above s. The size of this order is a multiple of the

base lot size, Q.

Now that we have a basic understanding of the various inputs that

go into the calculations of inventory optimization policies, let’s take a

look at the various ways the output can be produced. It is important to

understand that outputs can be different, depending on whether you

are looking at a single-echelon, two-echelon, or multiechelon output

with replenishment. Therefore, let’s take a look at each combination.

The Single Echelon

The single-echelon problem is the most simplistic and, in most cases,

mimics what happens in ERP systems due to the overall lack of arc

data flowing from one location to the next. The key differential is that

the optimization results will allow for individualized policies, whereas

the ERP system will run on the rule-of-thumb days or weeks of sup-

ply. However, it is good to see the effects of the single echelon before

advancing to more complex models in dual- and multiechelon models.

A single-echelon model follows the concept of a single warehouse,

group of warehouses, or stores that do not ship to each other. They

occupy a single level in the hierarchy. As such, the input table is sim-

plistic and would look something like the one shown in Figure 5.2. The

main inputs are holding cost, fixed costs, mean or average lead time,
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Figure 5.2 Single-Echelon Input Data

mean or average demand, demand variance, and the required service

level. From these inputs, the inventory optimization procedures are

going to produce an output that will be consumed by the ERP system

to optimize the inventory positioning away from rule-of-thumb days

or weeks of supply to a unique inventory policy specific to the cost and

demand inputs (see Figure 5.3).

At this point, it may be advisable to refer back to Figure 5.1. The

output of the policy data set fulfills two functions: policy and reporting.

The first part of the results will be the “output.” Referring to

Figure 5.3, the required output for inventory optimization would be

Figure 5.3 Single-Echelon Data Output
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the “order-up-to level” and the “reorder level.” As you can see from

the “Obs” or five “SKUs,” each has been assigned a specific policy

output instead of a rule-based days or weeks of supply.

◾ Reorder level: The reorder level is the inventory level at which

a replenishment order should be placed.

◾ Order-up-to level: This specifies the order-up-to level, S, for

(s, S) policies or the sum of the reorder level and the base lot

size, s + Q, for (s, nQ) policies.

Each of these policy parameters is assigned to the product/location

combination and moved to the ERP system for execution. Each of

these assignments overcomes the 20/10/70 problem of rule-of-thumb

assignments. These policies give the product/location combinations

the ability to be right-sized and, if needed, moved individually or in

mass if a different service level is required. To illustrate this point,

stock-keeping units (SKUs) C and E had mean demand numbers

of 116 and 134.5, respectively. In a rule-of-thumb scenario, they

would most likely have had similar inventories. However, due to (1)

different holding and fixed costs and (2) different demand variances,

the inventory positioning is dramatically different in the optimiza-

tion mode. Indeed, the slower-moving SKU C has a higher policy

requirement due to lower costs and a higher demand variance. In the

rule-of-thumb assignment mode, SKU C would have been in the 20

percent understock category.

The rest of the output from the inventory policy optimization has

to do with reporting. Each of the reporting key performance indicators

(KPIs) in Figure 5.3 can be used for review and alerting to potential

problems. Those KPIs are as follows:

◾ Average inventory:Average inventory is the average on-hand
inventory at the end of a review period.

◾ Average backorder: Average backorders is the average

amount of cumulative backorders in a review period.

◾ Average order frequency: Average ordering frequency is the
average number of replenishment orders placed per review

period.
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◾ Average cost: Average cost is the average cost (including hold-
ing, ordering, and backorder penalty costs) incurred per review

period.

◾ Inventory ratio: Inventory ratio is equal to the average inven-

tory divided by the average demand.

◾ Backorder ratio: Backorder ratio is equal to average number

of backorders divided by the average demand.

◾ Turnover: Turnover is equal to the average demand divided by

the average inventory. The value of this variable is set tomissing

if the estimated average inventory is 0.

◾ Fill rate: Fill rate is the fraction of demand that is satisfied from

on-hand inventory.

◾ Ready rate: Ready rate is the probability of no stockout in a

review time period.

◾ Algorithm: The value of the _ALGORITHM_ variable is in the

form of XX-YY-ZZ, where XX indicates the type of optimization

used, YY indicates type of policy calculated, and ZZ indicates the

approximation used for both lead-time demand and (Lead Time

+ Review Time) – Demand distributions.

An example of algorithm variables is shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Possible Algorithm Variables
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The Two-Echelon Distributions

A two-echelon-distribution inventory system consists of a single ware-

house and multiple retail locations.

The retail locations do not incur a fixed cost when ordering

from the warehouse; therefore, the retail locations usually follow a

base-stock policy. However, the warehouse incurs a fixed cost when

ordering from an outside supplier; the warehouse can therefore follow

an (s, S) or (s, nQ) policy. Inventory optimization can find nearly

optimal policies for two-echelon-distribution inventory systems with

different service constraints on the retail locations.

As you can see in Figure 5.5, the two-echelon input looks simi-

lar to the single-echelon except there is the introduction of a location

hierarchy and the assignment of the respective needs of fixed order-

ing costs at the warehouse and the service level requirements at the

customer-facing stores.

At this point, it is extremely important to examine the output

data from a reporting perspective (see Figure 5.6). The report and

order-up-to levels have been assigned for the warehouses and the

Figure 5.5 Dual or Two-Echelon Input Data
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Figure 5.6 Dual or Two-Echelon Output Data

stores. That information will be sent off to the ERP system for exe-

cution. The majority of the reporting data will be the same between

that of the single-echelon and the two-echelon system. However, now

we are entering into the true benefits of inventory optimization. The

Raleigh and Greensboro, North Carolina, stores have been optimized

with near 95 percent service levels at customer-facing locations. The

optimization process examined the inputs of the fill rate service level

at the stores and computed the proper upstream service levels at the

warehouse to support the 95 percent store requirements. Given the

lead-times, costs, and demand/supply variances, the warehouses only

need a 79 to 83 percent fill rate service level to insure the stores are at

95 percent. This creates two key advantages of inventory optimization:

(1) Upstream locations do not need to mirror downstream service

levels to get high SLs at the stores, and (2) the demand and supply

variances do not amplify as they aggregate and move upstream. This

stops the redundant inventory problem found in bullwhip situations.
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The Multiechelon Distribution with Replenishment

The multiechelon system is where we move into the true benefits

of optimization. The key to that next step is the understanding and

rational response to the upstream locations having finite quantities of

inventory to deliver across large numbers of downstream locations.

When replenishment is added to the mix, the arc information

traveling back and forth between nodes resonates. At this point, the

penalties of too much stock are measured against the downside of

out-of-stocks. Now the system has to consider the following three

questions:

1. Where should inventory be stocked?

2. When should the inventory be stocked?

3. How much of the inventory should be stocked?

In the situation where multiechelon is positioned, there is more

than one way for the product to flow (networks) and how the flow is

manipulated (multiple service levels). This complexity is further com-

plicated by the way replenishment acts.

In the beginning of this book, I made a comment about the per-

ception of what inventory optimization is by where you sit in the supply

chain. The premise was that the closer you were to the customer

the more optimization was replenishment. Here is the tipping point

of that misconception. When it comes to replenishment, nothing is

more pure than continuous replenishment. Earlier in this chapter, we

talked about periodic versus continuous replenishment. In actuality,

we are not talking about replenishment as much as we are talking

about the period of review of the inventory to best place an order. In

continuous review, the concept is just like Kanban: one consumed/one

ordered. To a person involved in replenishment, if a product could be

continuously reviewed and have a very short lead time and known

demand, there would be very little reason to hold inventory.

Continuous review can and does work in a very limited window of

products. However, most products have constraints placed on them to

help the economics of positioning inventory and the logistics of mov-

ing stock from one place to another. Continuous replenishment would

have millions of little packages being carried on a million UPS trucks,
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FedEx trucks, or mail carriers. In actuality, replenishment orders need

to be accumulated into mixed orders from the same location or vendor

and shipped under agreed-on minimum and maximum weights and

cubes. For that to occur, the concept of periodic replenishment was

introduced. Periodic review mimics the daily or weekly base period

between orders.

When the lag in review is introduced, the rest of the constraints

can fall into place. The key to this rolling together of the various con-

straints to a periodic review is the introduction of a unique safety stock

calculated for each location as it interacts with the rest of the network.

The safety stock number is not so much a real number as a segment of

the low end of the inventory levels set up so that there is the allowance

of variability to demand and supply.

For instance, let’s take a look at a single-echelon situation through

the calculation process of multiechelon optimization.

The first step is to see the simplistic output of the policies shown in

Figure 5.7.

As you can see, there really isn’t much difference between single-

echelon optimization and single-location network flows and a time

period. Given that the input demand was consistent, as was the

demand variance, the reorder levels, order-up-to levels, and the safety

stock policies are going to stay consistent for the next five periods.

The second step is to see the order generation produced at the net-

work level shown in Figure 5.8.

Again, you can see a pretty consistent view to the way single-

echelon optimization works. The network order is generated for the

warehouse location “W” for the current period. There is no need to

Figure 5.7 Single-Echelon Inventory Policies
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Figure 5.8 Single-Echelon Order Suggestion

produce orders out into the future unless different lead times were

required.

The real benefit of multiechelon optimization is the weighing of

the various KPIs of inventory costs and ordering costs against the

expected demand and supply variances (backlog). Once the threshold

has been crossed, the order is generated. Keep in mind that this is a

single-echelon environment. In larger and more complex networks,

the orders would be weighed against the cost of the total network to

insure harmony between upstream and downstream locations.

In this example shown in Figure 5.9, the warehouse has a very sta-

ble demand stream at 90 units per week. The on-hand average/mean

Figure 5.9 Single-Echelon Reporting
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for the week is 15, so an order is generated. However, a closer look

sees the additional computations that will come into play later in more

complex networks. The backlog mean jumps up to show the expected

potential of not being able to cover demand, and the variance also

jumps. As a result, the fill rate continues for the period at just under

90 percent and, given the steady demand, the fill rate will rise to

97 to 98 percent going forward. This ability to anticipate ordering

during a periodic review across networks gives power to inventory

optimization.

When are different policy types required?

The Min-Max Policy

The min-max policy is recommended when the fixed ordering cost is

significantly higher than the inventory holding cost. In this case, a large

amount of inventory should be ordered to make replenishment less

frequent. The order-up-to level in this policy is greater than the reorder

level by at least one.

We often see this type of policy in place at a distribution center

compared to that of a store situation. In a distribution center, the

constraints placed on ordering dictate that more than just one unit is

required to complete an order. In many cases, fairly large minimums

can be in place, and those minimums must be further constrained

to fill a complete truckload quantity so that added ordering and

transportation costs are not levied. The result of the min-max policy is

to create a natural periodic review that coordinates the total ordering

of like items from a vendor or upstream location. Oftentimes this

might be set up so that ordering from a specific vendor and vendor

location is to be done on a weekly basis on a consistent day. This

further allows for the consistent delivery on a projected day a week or

more out depending on the lead time negotiated.

The min-max process will drive a lot size multiple order so that it

goes from the order point threshold and up to the order-up-to point

or slightly beyond. In a single-echelon environment, there are few

or no penalties placed upon the timing of the order. However, in the

multiechelon system the timing of the order goes beyond just the

crossing of the order point threshold. The constraints on backlog,
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backorder penalty costs, and lost sales are taken into consideration

as further measurements to the total network orders in the chain are

synchronized.

◾ Backlog: The backlog is the amount of demand that is not sat-

isfied by the on-hand inventory at a SKU-location. The backlog

is carried over to future periods until it is satisfied.

◾ Backorder penalty costs: Penalty (backordering or shortage)
cost is the cost incurred when a stockout occurs. This cost might

include the cost of emergency shipments, cost of substitution

of a less profitable item, or cost of lost goodwill. For instance,

will the customer ever return? Will the customer’s colleagues

be told of the poor service? The most common convention is to

specify penalty cost as per-period per-unit and then apply it to

the average number of backorders.

◾ Lost-sales option: A lost-sales inventory system enables

unsatisfied demand to be lost rather than backordered. For an

(s, S) policy, this system can be approximated by using the fill

rate service measure with some slight modifications.

The Base-Stock Policy

The base-stock policy is recommended when the fixed costs of order-

ing are lower compared to the inventory holding costs. This creates

an ordering environment where very small quantities are replenished.

Indeed, in most cases the order is 1. Often we see this type of behavior

in a retail store situation where orders are placed by the 1s and 2s and

banded together at the upstream warehouse for delivery over a short

time horizon. The lengths of the order period and lead time are much

shorter than one would experience in a min-max process.

While important in a base-stock inventory model, the backlog,

backorder penalty costs, and lost-sales options are not as critical to

the order threshold timing. Orders are placed when there has been a

reduction in stock. In many ways, the base-stock policy is the method

of ordering for any Kanban-style system. The JIT/Kanban system was

built on low ordering costs to the cost of the inventory. As such, and

one can see why a Kanban-style environment would create problems

for a min-max world, there is one-for-one replacement of stock just
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as there would be on the production floor. With min-max, there is too

much time taken up overcoming the ordering cost constraints. This

was a most serious flaw in the ERP ordering systems and led to what

we previously showed as rule-of-thumb days-of-supply requirements.

The rules were an attempt to overcome the min-max constraint

problems.

Let’s take a look at an example of what a siloed or sequential opti-

mization process looks like compared to multiechelon optimization.

One can see how constraints of upstream and downstream locations

can have an effect on the inventory.

In the optimization run in Figure 5.10, you can see several things

happening:

◾ Each of the components or retailers in the other example

has almost identical reorder levels and order-up-to levels.

There is no distinction from one to another; they all have the

days-of-supply metric of 97 or 98.
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Visibility Upstream or Downstream: Islands of Efficiency
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◾ Given the base-stock policy at the stores and the always-assumed

100 percent service level from the upstream location, the safety

stock will be extremely low.

◾ While the upstream warehouse category “finished goods” has

a low total inventory, the safety stock is pretty much an accu-

mulation of the store safety stock.

Every buyer who has ever done any replenishment in a store/

warehouse chain knows the problem this methodology just set up.

The downstream locations are set up with a baseline inventory with

no variation. Just like the 20/10/70 split shown before, we have stores

that are either overstocked, understocked, or just right, but the safety

stock has no bearing on the real variations of demand placed on the

store. Given the random readiness of the downstream stores to support

the demand, the upstream warehouse is not in a position to support

any variation in demand from those stores. Just like in the Toyota Kan-

ban situation, the stores have off-loaded their inventory risk upstream

to the warehouse. By having low inventory and low safety stocks, the

stores have put the warehouse in a precarious position. The warehouse

is expecting consistent demand due to the low inventory levels and low

safety stock requirements in the stores. Similar to the Toyota Kanban

environment, an unexpected uptick in store demand will create a sup-

ply disruption and a recipe for disaster.

Now we shift to a true multiechelon optimization process in

Figure 5.11:

◾ Each of the retailer locations is positioned as the main point of

the demand stream. Therefore, each location is assigned its own

inventory policy to fit the costs and the variation of demand.

◾ Stock levels are uniquely positioned, going from a low of 61 to

a high of 100.

◾ Safety stocks are correctly placed to react to the appropriate

supply and demand variations.

◾ The correct upstream inventory positions have been set so they

recognize the true downstream variations.
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Figure 5.11 Multiechelon or Systematic/Network Optimization Where the Entire

Network Optimizes as One Entity

◾ Rather than be an accumulated number for the safety stock at

the warehouse, the correct safety stock is in place because of far

less randomness from the downstream locations.

The buyer in this situation will be doing far fewer tactical replen-

ishment activities to overcome mis-positioned inventory at the stores

and warehouse and will be able to let the optimization system do the

heavy lifting, thereby saving time and money.
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As discussed earlier, the math behind inventory optimization had

its start in Operations Research and came to fruition in the late

1990s and early 2000s. Professors at various universities, both

domestic and international, developed processes that would enable the

calming of the bullwhip effect and assign inventories in the best possi-

ble positions for the highest service levels at the lowest costs. At first,

this PhD “mumbo-jumbo” was viewed as cutting-edge functionality

and the realm of the innovator-adapters in various industries. Every

new technology idea has the infamous hype cycle.

All business technologies go through an adoption process that has

five phases. The length of the adoption rate corresponds to a secondary

process called the hype cycle. The hype cycle represents developers

of the technology pushing or hyping itself. In Figure 6.1 you can see

how the typical adoption process goes through innovation and early

adopter phases. During the early adopter phase the hype outpaces the

adoption. In essence, the technology almost becomes too good to be

true. It is during this period that a technology can solve all business

problems during the day and have enough time to fix dinner and put
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Figure 6.1 Hype Cycle and Acceptance Rates
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the kids to bed! Most technologies hit what is known as the chasm at

this point and, if they are lucky, go through a trough of disillusionment.

Many technologies don’t and stall out before there is a major adoption

process.

Inventory optimization hit the chasm in 2010. There was mas-

sive evidence of business success produced by the innovators and early

adopters, but inventory optimization expansion slowed. There are sev-

eral ideas about why this happened, but most fall into two areas. First,

the global recession starting in 2008 dramatically slowed the adop-

tion of inventory optimization techniques. This is especially true in

inventory areas where company performance was difficult to pin to

the inventory in question. For instance, the service parts inventory

optimization segment dried up as companies decided to put empha-

sis on other areas for cost control. Indeed, at a time when inventory

cost control should have been at the forefront of executive focus dur-

ing a recessionary period, the vision shifted to market share protection

and revenues. Second, there was a view that inventory optimization

required a room full of workers with PhDs to continue the success

found in the innovator and early-adopter projects. During my time

working in the industry, I saw this second chasm maker as a bigger

problem than the shift in executive focus!

Inventory optimization experts would assemble at the install site

and begin to talk about the proprietary algorithms or the fancy fine

tuning that only “this particular technology provider” could do. I can

imagine the thought process the organization in question would have

when the “experts” left the install site. Instead of making inventory

optimization easier to use, technology providers were making the solu-

tion seem extremely difficult to use and even more difficult to under-

stand. No wonder there was so much pushback from planners, buyers,

and analysts when it came to the adoption of inventory optimization.

They were being told that technology was going to help them, but it

was too “technical” for them to understand.

This, in my humble opinion, is where the inventory optimization

adoption chasm has opened up. It keeps inventory optimization

from being widely adopted and used. In order for the technology

to be accepted, it has to pass the usability test. Up until this time,

the usability test has been focused on the person who develops and
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maintains the optimization data model and not the typical business

user who might interact with the decision support provided by

inventory optimization. Think of it this way: The usability has been

focused on how you build and fix the car, and not how it drives.

Building and maintaining models is not the only facet of inventory

optimization. Certainly model integrity is important to the results, but

inventory optimization can be used to measure the impact of optimiza-

tion from a business perspective. How does your supply chain react to

demand changes? Service-level changes? Lead-time changes? In away,

IO should be thought of as a cost-reaction business repository for your

distribution supply chain.

Instead of being a reactionary, execution system just feeding opti-

mal inventory policies to the ERP system, inventory optimization can

help the supply side be a collaborative partner in demand planning

and be a forward-looking inventory planner. In essence, it can be a

productivity tool for business users. For instance, inventory optimiza-

tion should be able to use either the statistical forecast or the consensus

forecast for best results. Having the ability to loop aweighted consensus

forecast and use the same disaggregation process allows for inventory

optimization to be an active participant in the S&OP process—not just

an outgrowth of the operations silo.

Allowing the user interface of inventory optimization to cater to

the business user enables the functionality to spill over into real busi-

ness processes and business decision making. There needs to be a place

for the inner fine tuning of models and that should not be overlooked,

but the true benefits of inventory optimization only come through

when the “doers” of the supply chain can participate in its use.

PUTTING THE ALGORITHMS INTO THE HANDS OF THE
BUSINESS USERS FOR BEST RESULTS

Okay, how do I adjust the lead-time variance of x product and y

location?

This question comes up all the time during an install of inventory

optimization. I find it amusing because prior to learning about inven-

tory optimization, the person in question never heard of lead-time

variation. Inventory optimization suddenly opens up all kinds of
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options to fine tune models, and many analysts feel like a kid in a

candy story with so many choices. Inputs can be shifted to allow for

dampening of demand variance. Outputs can be overridden to bring

down inventory when tribal knowledge trumps the computations. The

options are almost unlimited.

However, in the hands of many buyer/planners with individual

goals, an optimized inventory model can be rendered inoperable in a

very short time. Some may disagree with me, but I have found there

are two distinct users of inventory optimization: business users and

analyst users. It is best to let the business users work on the busi-

ness decisions and let the analysts deal with the data integrity. Let

me explain why. A client who had purchased inventory optimization

was dealing with high levels of seasonality and expensive, intermittent

demand products. In this case, intermittent meant that they were spo-

radic and lumpy. The orders would come in not as 1, but 5 to 10 after

many periods of no demand. The business users were extremely con-

cerned about any deviation of the inventory and wanted to have close

tolerances placed on all inventory levels. The company wanted busi-

ness users to have control of the inputs and outputs of their portfolio.

Within weeks, the results were out of control and the inventory was

at an all-time high, and out-of-stocks were increasing. One look at the

information quickly showed that the business users were putting tight

thresholds on the outputs and overriding the optimization with their

own business-rule-generated outcome. In other words, if a happens,

do b, c, d, or e, depending on the product classification.

If it wasn’t so expensive, it might have been pretty comical. The

business users were doing what they have always done. They were

gaming the system to make themselves look good. They were chasing

numbers and overriding the results whenever the output did not meet

with their knowledge. As I pointed out in the reference to the MIT

Beer Game 2, individuals will overreact to a change in demand. This

inward view of the supply chain will optimize the individual node but

push suboptimized inventory onto other nodes in the chain. Giving

technical and advanced functionality to untrained business users can

and will have an adverse effect on inventory optimization.

In essence, fine tuning of models is the realm of the analysts. They

need to be able to deal with themodels in amore detachedmanner and
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have a network view, not a node view. They need to work in the data

with data integration tools, not in an inventory optimization user inter-

face. That inventory optimization interface to get beyond the chasm

must be built for the business user!

So how do we put the algorithms into the hands of business users?

WORKING IN A BUSINESS USER ENVIRONMENT

Let’s take a look at the interaction of a business user dealing with

inventory optimization in a strategic manner. I am going to use SAS

Inventory Optimization Workbench and its supporting technology,

Data Integration Studio, to demonstrate how business users and

analysts might deal with various inventory optimization situations.

From the perspective of a business user we will enter into the SAS

Inventory Optimization Workspace/Scenario Development Area. The

idea is to use the optimization what-if process to understand the

implications of strategic business decisions. We are going to take a

look at three types of strategic business decisions:

◾ Service-level changes

◾ The effect of a business constraint on best-case optimization

◾ Lead-time changes

In the first instance of service-level changes, we have all expe-

rienced situations where a downstream customer wants to have a

higher service-level attainment or a service-level agreement is in play

for a service parts environment. In these situations, the business user

is faced with the limitations of the single-stage calculation problem

or sequential optimization found in ERP and SCM solutions. The

system simply cannot recognize individual service-level requirements.

Therefore, groups of products are given average service-level require-

ments based on segmentation. Given this situation, this requires an

analyst to pull out the products in question and compute a simu-

lation at a higher service level. A single-echelon problem is not too

difficult, but adding echelons onto the problem expands the problem

exponentially.

I was onsite with a customer who was trying to tackle this from a

two-echelon problem perspective. I asked how long would it take for
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them to compile the simulation and get results. The best guess was two

weeks, but there might be some fine tuning and go out to a month. To

say the least, I was gob-smacked, to use a term I have picked up frommy

friends in England. I had been using the SAS Inventory Optimization

Workbench to do this and was able to get results in minutes.

Changing the Service Level of a Group of Products at a
Customer-Facing Location

Using the scenario development workspace, I set up my inputs. I am

interested in looking at nine products in RDC7 to understand the

inventory requirements in my supply chain to attain a 99 percent

service level. Not all of the products in question have one service

level so I will be required to bring them from a 92 to 96 percent up

to 99 percent. As shown in Figure 6.2, I have named my scenario

“SL99_at_RDC7.” It is not required, but for many users it is a good

idea to create a description so anyone in an approval process will have

a good understanding of what is being analyzed.

As far as setting up the inputs, the products, locations, and net-

work flows are created. These inputs can be pulled using various filters

like “17 oz. Dee Products with an A classification” in “Customer Facing

Locations in the Southeastern United States.” It is important to align

the network flows so you have the correct directions products are get-

ting to the final destination. For instance, we could see the inclusions

of regular and omnichannel directions would help expose the proper

results when required.

You could set up multiple options in the same scenario. In this

instance, I am only going to look at the results of hitting a 99 percent

service level. However, by setting up multiple-service levels one could

easily set up a sensitivity analysis and potential diminishing returns at

extremely high service levels.

Once the scenario has been set up, the user can also be alerted to

KPIs that go out of tolerance and set the thresholds by a percentage.

It is interesting how supply chain practitioners will push back on

inventory optimization, because they will have black-box results shoved

at them. The threshold alert process enables the scenario developer

the option of communicating major changes to help practitioners
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Figure 6.2 Ad-hoc Scenario
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understand the results. I am now ready to run the scenario and see the

results.

When scenarios are run, the overall results will be the default view.

This is extremely important with broad-based strategic changes, but

when it comes to spot scenarios on a small set of data, it is best to drill to

the specific products and locations to observe the change. In Figure 6.3,

I have the RDC7 open, and it will show its position in the network.

From the location view, you can see that the service level will go to 99

percent from an average of 95.111 percent. The lead time and demand

will be assumed to stay the same in this scenario. If, for instance,

demand might change when the service level hits 99 percent, it would

be a simple step for the inventory analyst to seamlessly work with the

forecast analyst to come up with a new forecast and import the data.

As you can see in Figure 6.3, the required inventory will increase

on the portfolio of 17 oz. Dee products at RDC7 to attain the 99 percent

service level need. The total cost increasewill go from $1,053 to $1,524.

The largest cost increase will, obviously, be the on-hand inventory costs.

In Figure 6.4, I have shifted the view to the actual products

in the scenario. Given the previous service level requirement and

inventory cost, the shift in inventory between the current level and

the new “Set1” will be computed. As part of the process flow, we

often find that analysts are required to get approval before approving

any updates. In the SAS Inventory Optimization Workbench, there

is an approval/audit trail process in place. As part of this scenario,

let’s assume that my manager has approved the change to 99 percent

service level. What happens next?

In Figure 6.5, I can simply ask for the Set1 scenario to be promoted

to the master data. It is simply a click of the “OK” button and the sce-

nario is promoted. An email to the administrator will allow for the

update to be ready in the next batch run.

Placing a Budget Constraint on Customer-Facing
Locations

Oftentimes, a budget constraint is placed on a product or group of prod-

ucts so that attaining an unlimited service level is not an option. In

that case, it is a stepped process of understanding the current service
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Figure 6.3 Ad-hoc Results
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Figure 6.4 RDC Results
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Figure 6.5 Promoting the Results
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level, the optimal service level, and the constrained service level at the

budget in question.

In Figure 6.6, we are going to go back to RDC7. I have taken all

of the facilities and the 15 products in question and run an optimiza-

tion scenario. I find the stepped process of “current,” “optimal,” and

“constrained” results helps paint a picture for decision makers in this

scenario. The current service level in RDC7 is a 95.33 percent average.

However, the optimal service level is an average of 96.98 percent.

This is a common occurrence in inventory optimization. Usually,

service levels have been set via some kind of business rule, like A items

get a 98 percent, B items get a 95 percent, and C items get a 92 percent

designation. However, the optimization gives a different view where

the cost of holding the inventory allows for a better mix. It can still be

adjusted for the A, B, C designation, but it gives a much better assort-

ment projection to keep the unconstrained optimization.

You now have two projections: current and optimized. What is the

budget-constrained option?

In Figure 6.7, management has indicated that we cannot go above

$9,000. We place that as the maximum inventory and reoptimize the

scenario.

Figure 6.8 shows us the results. In the budget-constrained situa-

tion, the average service level will come in around 90.5 percent, with

the product portfolio based on costs ranging from 89.64 to 92.89 per-

cent. The user can override the optimization to suboptimize to a man-

agement prerogative, but it can be documented as being done in the

audit trail and communications.

Just as before, in Figure 6.9 the user can quickly and easily promote

the results so that the inputs can be changed before the next batch run.

When I spoke with a customer about how long it would take to do this

process with spreadsheets or single-stage calculations, the answer was

three to five weeks. That kind of time makes decision making around

budgets or customers to get the best service level extremely unwieldy.

This can now be done in minutes!

Changing the Lead Time at a Location

Lead-time changes can be one of the most interesting adjustments

because you know you will have a shift in inventory—but just how
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Figure 6.6 Customer-Facing Scenario
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Figure 6.7 Budget Constraint
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Figure 6.8 Budget Constraint Results
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Figure 6.9 Promoting the Results
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much, and why? In the majority of cases I have seen in the spreadsheet

management process of inventory control, the shift would be to raise

or lower the lead time and adjust the inventory once the lead time

becomes normalized. This would be extremely difficult, using a

days-of-supply or coverage number at a single location, but it is next

to impossible at a multiechelon situation. However, lead-time shifts do

not have to be a problem for the business user. It is simply a process

of developing the required order-up-to level, ordering threshold and

safety stock for the products in question against the service level using

the new lead-time variable.

Let’s follow the process of a business user looking to understand

the effect of dropping the Dee products lead time from 23 days to 10

days at RDC7. RDC7 is a customer-facing location. When a lead time

drops for a single customer facing location it rarely has a huge effect

on the upstream location supplying it.

In Figure 6.10, the business user sets up the lead time in Dee prod-

ucts at RDC7 to 10 days. Once the scenario has been set up, the system

is run.

In Figure 6.11 the results of the scenario are shown. Obviously, the

lead-time drops, but the key is the order-up-to level or max inventory

required to attain the same service level. In the case of Dee products

at RDC7, there is a 38 percent drop in inventory to 456 units. The

pipeline dropped in half due to the shorter lead time. The inventory

will be lower and inventory turns will dramatically increase, due to

that shorter lead time and the same demand. Overall, the total cost

will drop by about 28 percent. When it comes to inventory, lead time

has a huge influence.

Let’s dig a little deeper. By clicking on the results by product, the

order-up-to level for each of the products is now shown (Figure 6.12).

Now the results can be promoted by a simple click of the promote but-

ton to allow the new inputs to be positioned in the next batch run.

As indicated, it is pretty straightforward to predict a change at a

single location. What happens when you make changes to upstream

locations? Is there an optimized way the system generates downstream

reactions?

To add to the complexity, let’s add RDC28, the upstream location

to RDC7 and RDC8. We already have RDC7 set at 10 days lead-time.
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Figure 6.10 Lead-time Change
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Figure 6.11 Lead-time Results
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Figure 6.12 RDC Results
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Let’s keep RDC8 at the same lead-times as before, but lower RDC28 to

10 days lead-time. What is the effect?

The results in Figure 6.13 show that RDC7 will stay the same.

RDC28 total cost of inventory dropped to 2145.60, or a reduction of

almost 30 percent. Interestingly, there was a slight drop of inventory

at RDC8. This is where it gets interesting. I often find inventory control

will stop at the RDC28 level and paint the inventory as an aggregate

and the underlying inventory will be spread out evenly. Not true! Even

without touching RDC8 there will be an effect, but not an even spread.

This is where the single-stage calculations or sequential optimiza-

tion found in most ERP systems fall short. The cutting of the arc data

connections makes it so the upstream and downstream locations get

proportionate spreads, but they aren’t correctly spreading the inven-

tory. In our previous example, you see RDC28 and RDC7 getting most

of the benefits, but RDC8 gets a residual effect. Imagine the incorrect

results that would have occurred if RDC8 got the same spread as RDC7.

The out-of-stocks would have soared! However, if you look closely at

Figure 6.14, there is only one product that was affected: Dee Dark

Hair Conditioner. While all of the products have very slight shifts in

inventory, the Dee Dark Hair Conditioner had a distinct lowering of

inventory. In this case, RDC28’s LT shift had a profound effect on one

product—not on everything!

Most business users playing in the inventory space have been

trained to think in a siloed environment. As we have discussed, given

the opportunity they will push inventory outside of their silo and

claim they are efficient. This is the squeezed-balloon problem. Most

inventory, when attacked from a siloed basis, simply moves to another

location and the costs remain the same or increase. Multiechelon

inventory optimization what-if scenarios enable the business users to

see the effects of their decisions.

Why do I bring this up?

There is a distinct difference between what a business user and

a technical analyst would be after when dealing with multiechelon

inventory optimization, and it is the crux of what I called the opti-

mization failure to leap into daily corporate culture.
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Figure 6.13 Effecting Other Nodes
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Figure 6.14 Individual Product Results
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The Business User Solution

Give them the strength of multiechelon inventory optimization, but

provide it with guidelines and fences around their capabilities. Teach

them the benefits of cost elimination instead of cost shifting. The busi-

ness user’s job is not to fine tune the tactical inputs and outputs. If they

did, they would be caught in a black hole of cause and effect. Since

most business users do not have the full view of the supply chain they

can’t drive down to the minutia. The business user should be looking

at the strategic activities in the supply chain and act with decision sup-

port from the solution. Measuring the cost implications of a potential

service-level agreement is the realm of the business user—not the fine

tuning of a coefficient of variation on an intermittent demand product.

The Technical Analyst Solution

I was, recently, at a major food manufacturing site and got the oppor-

tunity to sit down with the technical analysts assigned to work with

multiechelon inventory optimization. This is a leading CPG company

doing almost $20 billion in annual sales. It is a leader in inventory opti-

mization. Guess howmany technical analysts it has on staff? Two! This

is one of the reasons I feel IO has had a tough time entering the con-

sciousness of most supply chains. The optimization user interfaces are

built for a finite technical user who fine-tunes the models.

However, let me be clear. The technical analysts are extremely

important to multiechelon inventory optimization. You simply can’t

turn on optimization and get perfect numbers. There will be improve-

ments, but the best practice is to review and update. Indeed, inventory

optimization is a journey, not a final destination. While the business

user needs to have boundaries, the technical analyst needs to have

free reign.

WORKING IN THE TECHNICAL ANALYST ENVIRONMENT

Technical analysts tend to work on fine-tuning in inventory optimiza-

tion. That is a bold statement, so let me clarify. I’ve visited scores of

installations, and the majority of time I spend with technical analysts
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I find they are working on either fixing bad inputs or adjusting vari-

ous constraints to cover for an input problem. Therefore, the analyst

seems to be put into a strange position of data entry via their user

interface. It is no wonder that IO has not crossed the chasm into main-

stream inventory management. How boring to spend the day adjusting

minutia!

However, this is an important role, but it is not the sole focus role

of a business-driven inventory optimization solution. Business users,

if given the ability to open up all inputs, would do what they have

always done—try to shift the inventory away from their portfolio. The

role of the technical analyst is to provide the in-depth knowledge and

network-wide influence so costs are pushed out of the chain, not just

shifted around.

There are three basic tenets of adjustment when it comes to the

internal workings of inventory optimization:

1. Shifting of the safety stock based on a finite inventory budget

2. Aligning a true service level to the importance of the product to

the portfolio

3. Adjusting the lead-time variance to provide a true capturing of

vendor performance

Shifting of the Safety Stock Based on a Finite
Inventory Budget

Let’s face it: All inventory is not created equal! The forecast is going to

give a confidence level to the demand number and inventory optimiza-

tion is going to give a projected policy parameter to keep the inventory

at the level needed to attain the service level. However, the total inven-

tory is expected to be x dollars. How can I ensure that the most prof-

itable or most important products get the best performance? One way

to do that is to fine-tune the coefficient of variation in the inventory

optimization solution. You can cap the variance and limit the safety

stock. This allows for the upward adjustment on other products to

ensure best performance. We see this all the time with long-tail prod-

ucts. Given the high variance due to granular forecasts over time, the

IO analyst can see the actual tolerance and adjust down the safety stock
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Figure 6.15 FORECASTED_DEMAND_FACT Properties

to correctly cover the required demand. This opens up dollars to apply

to other products that require a wider tolerance.

In the SAS Inventory Optimization Workbench, the technical

analyst would go to the FORECASTED_DEMAND_FACT Properties,

as shown in Figure 6.15, and adjust the variance of the demand for

the product/location pairing.

Show in Figure 6.16, the technical analyst would adjust the CV by

pairing or create an SAS Data Integration Studio “job” to create a mass

change.

Aligning a True Service Level to the Importance of the
Product to the Portfolio

Although service level can be adjusted in the business user interface

via scenario analysis, the use of table adjustments can increase
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Figure 6.16 The SERVICE_LEVEL Properties Table

the fine-tuning done by the technical analyst. The business user

service-level adjustments are designed to measure the cost effects of

service-level changes to products. This use case centers on something

like a service level agreement (SLA) to a downstream location. The

technical analysts are fine-tuning the service levels and the coefficient

of variation to come up with a safety stock mix. Often, a C product

has less need for a high service level. However, it may be more

advantageous to tweak the service level and coefficient of variation to

come up with a better inventory policy. For instance, the item may

have a known constraint capability over time to lower the CV. This

may allow for the increase of a service level, but keep the inventory

lower than if it had simply been created using service level alone.

The technical analyst can go into the SERVICE_LEVEL Properties

table shown in Figure 6.16 and adjust the service level and match it

with any fine-tuning down for the CV.
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Adjusting the Lead-Time Variance to Provide a True
Capturing of Vendor Performance

The business user can adjust lead-time as a mean or average in the

ad-hoc scenario. The technical analyst can use the tables to widen or

tighten the upper and lower bounds. Vendor performance can have a

huge effect on overall service level. A demand variance only affects the

single product/location pairing. Since the supplier is shipping multiple

items on an order the variance of lead-time can have an amplification

effect on the entire portfolio. If a vendor has a delivery performance

issue, many products can fall out of tolerance. Therefore, the technical

analyst can open tables and adjust the upper and lower tolerances. This,

effectively, can adjust the overall safety stock for a vendor or location.

In the ARC Properties shown in Figure 6.17, the technical analyst

has the ability to adjust the tables for a single or multiple products, by

Figure 6.17 The ARC Properties Table
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increasing or decreasing the min or max days in the lead-time over the

mean or average.

THE BUSINESS AND ANALYST PERSONA CHASM

Since the exception of inventory optimization the goal of the user inter-

face was to allow for the manipulation of the inputs and outputs of the

data. This was, in most cases, the realm of the technical analyst. This

fine-tuning or adjustments are still the realm of the technical analyst,

but it holds back the ability of the business user to fully grasp the func-

tionality of inventory optimization.

Business users need to understand and act within an inventory

optimization solution and not just view the results. The key to the

crossover to business use is the ability to show the siloed business users

the ramifications of their adjustments. They need to understand the

concept of cost reduction compared to cost shifting. Too often, the busi-

ness users, if left to their own devices, will push costs to their trading

partners. Multiechelon inventory optimization can show the business

user the ripple effect of service-level changes, lead-time changes, and

better forecasts. Above all, if the solution can put fences around the

decision making and allow for audit trails, the system can be a great

facilitator of inventory so that the entire portfolio of products can attain

the highest customer satisfaction, lowest costs, and highest profits. That

should allow for inventory optimization to leap the chasm and become

part of the everyday life in the supply chain.

Power to the business user!
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Positioning inventory correctly can save a lot of time and effort

when it comes to making sure replenishment practices are in

synch. So far we have examined how inventory optimization

methodologies can dramatically improve the performance of enter-

prise resource planning (ERP) and transactional systems by correctly

positioning the right inventory at the right place to satisfy customer

demand. Indeed, the inventory optimization process turns days of

supply on its head to create individualized inventory policies that

overcome the inefficiencies of rule-of-thumb assignments. However,

have you ever noticed when you walk into a buyer’s office that the

first thing you see on the desk is a very big report? Almost without

exception it will be a report generated with Excel. It will be collated

and either paper-clipped or stapled with the biggest fastener available.

If you are in the office of a busy buyer, you will see multiple reports

strewn all over the office.

THE CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS IN REPLENISHMENT
PLANNING

During one of my visits to a national grocery warehousing company, I

had the chance to interview various buyers in an effort to see how they

were dealing with a recent installation of a competitor’s inventory opti-

mization system. The installation was a single-echelon environment

(individual warehouses in various locations that were not linked) and

had taken just a little over six months. It had been up and running for

about four months. At the location where I was doing the interviews,

approximately eight buyers were working with product portfolios sup-

ported by the inventory optimization solution.

By and large, the buyers were happy with the performance of the

solution. Products that were considered to be basic volume contribu-

tors were performing well, but some of the highly promoted products

were not doing as well, and some had large fluctuations between over-

stocks and out-of-stocks. During the interviews, I glanced around each

of the offices, and I saw those classic reports everyone finds in a buyer’s

possession. I asked the buyer I was sitting with to share with me how

the report was used.
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What was shared was a classic time-phased on-hand and pipeline

inventory report on key product categories that were deemed critical

to the grocery chain. You could see the ebb and flow of the invento-

ries. However, there was an obvious problemwhere there were sudden

spikes of inventory after medium-size drops from the previous week.

The buyer explained that the report offered him the ability to react to

“unanticipated” advance demand for scheduled ads. Now, this kind of

action of a buyer who was using “inventory optimization” caught me

a bit by surprise. If the demand was actually sensed and anticipated,

why was the grocery warehouse caught flat-footed when early orders

came flooding in before ads?

If you remember back to the beginning of this book, you heard me

comment that inventory optimization means different things to differ-

ent people, depending on where they sit in the supply chain. The closer

you get to the customer-facing location, the more optimization means

replenishment. Quite honestly, even with inventory optimization, the

last step of the supply chain tends to become a veritable cornucopia of

exceptions and constraints. What this grocery buyer and many other

types of buyers were experiencingwas one of the shortcomings of some

inventory optimization solutions—the inability to correctly mimic the

constraints of replenishment.

The end of the supply chain tends to restrict the inventory.

Due to the various constraints placed on inventories, as they get

closer and closer to the end of the supply chain, the replenishment

process takes on more and more influence. Inventories can still be

optimized, but the constraint problems that are focused on reaction

times, demand streams, short supplies, lead-time delays, and space

make the last steps of the supply chain particularly hard for inventory

optimization to interact with replenishment.
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HOW ALERTS TAKE ON MORE SIGNIFICANCE WHEN
CUSTOMER SERVICE IS PARAMOUNT

In our previous illustrations of the 20/10/70 inventory situation, we

found that only 10 percent of the days-of-supply assignments were

considered in the Goldilocks or just-right threshold. That meant that

90 percent of the inventory assignments were either overstocked or

understocked. Obviously, the degree of variance could be small or

large, but just the same, the assignments were out of compliance.

When you move up the supply chain, the 20 percent understock

problem continues to be problematic because even at the higher

levels of the chain the response still is dependent on getting stock

from another location. Meanwhile, the 70 percent overstock problem

consumes vast amounts of working capital, but the stock can move

from the present location without reliance on the upper inventory

locations. The result of this in-stock/out-of-stock problem within the

island of efficiency is that the buyer will spend the vast majority of

time focused on the 20 percent understock problem and only shift

focus onto the overstocks when she is forced to acknowledge the

problem. Therefore, all through the supply chain, buyers zero in their

focus on the 20 percent of the inventory where they feel they are

most graded upon—those products that will reduce their customer

satisfaction and/or service scores. When you move up the supply

chain several things surface that allow for a bit of relaxation and that

are not in place at the end of the chain: time, space, and the resulting

order consistency.

TIME

The upper ends of the supply chain tend to be set up for understandable

fluctuations. Whereas the last steps of the supply chain have lead times

of one to two days from an upstream inventory location in the vicinity

of 100 to 200 miles away, the plant and regional distribution centers

are dealing with lead times in the weekly or monthly range. Indeed,

some upper levels of the supply chain might have lead time in the

months to accommodate inventory. This lead time creates both a larger

inventory and a larger confidence buffer. In the ERP-type inventory
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and replenishment process, the steps to create this buffer would have

been developed by using demand accumulation via location forecasts.

A distribution center would take all of the forecasts from the down-

stream locations and aggregate them into a single forecast. Once the

anticipated demand is understood, the appropriate inventory would

be positioned given the lead time required for the downstream loca-

tions to produce their demand signals, turn orders into shipments, and

have those shipments received.

“Any delay of information results in an inefficient flow of products.”

The time it takes to develop those aggregated demand signals and

position the inventory creates an increase in the overall inventory, but

most important, it accumulates the demand variance. This does two

things. It creates the bullwhip effect, but it also relaxes the replen-

ishment demands. Inventory optimization is designed to alleviate

the accumulated demand variance by using a single demand signal

from the customer-facing locations and not trying to accumulate the

demand. This overall reduction in the safety stock redundancy helps

make inventory optimization so effective, but it comes at a price.

The price is that the time constraint in the supply chain becomes

problematic the closer you get to the ending inventory position of

customer-facing locations. Inventory optimization uses a predicted

lead time and lead-time variance to position inventory. When there

is consistent timing of replenishment, the inventory can be reduced

to acceptable levels so that only the demand variance becomes

problematic. The further up the chain you go, the more predictable

the lead time. The problem most supply chains run into is that the last
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inventory points are restricted by space versus the variation of order

size. The inventory demand filters down from truckload quantities to

pallet quantities to case and/or each-type quantities. Correspondingly,

the inventory space allocated to the quantities is being positioned the

same way. This is all well and good until the demand spikes.

SPACE

Inventory optimization works great if there is no constraint on space.

Imagine a world where inventory could fluctuate without regard to

the space it required to hold it. Inventory optimization tends to look

at inventory as a thing with no regard for the space it takes up or the

financial commitment it consumes. Plant warehouses and regional dis-

tribution centers have large amounts of space to cater to the volume

fluctuations, but as you get closer to the final resting spot of inventory

for the customer-facing location, you get a slimming of space.

“Promotional volume quickly outstrips the allotted shelf space.”

Most final destination inventory points have restrictions that only

allow limited space for inventory positioning. The problem arises when

an event occurs where there needs to be far more inventory to support

the demand than the space allocated to the product. A good example

of this problem is a grocery store trying to support a loss-leader, fea-

ture ad. This promotional volume will far outstrip the constrained shelf
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space allocated to the product. In most cases, a product in this sit-

uation would have a shelf-holding power of 2 to 2.5 cases, but the

potential demand will be in the 50- to 100-case ranges for the week.

The result could go in two directions: 50 to 100 cases are ordered

and held in the backroom so that the shelf is constantly filled when

needed, or a display is built away from the shelf so that demand can

be supported in two places. In each of these cases, the normal inven-

tory constraint is violated at the store due to the massive increase

of demand.

THE COMINGLING OF DEMAND

In almost all cases, inventory optimization looks at a single demand

stream. It makes perfect sense to have the single demand stream when

looking at upstream locations. There is a normal flow of information, a

consistent lead time, and a lot of space for the fluctuations of inventory

volume. However, when the leaf node or customer-facing locations

have winnowed the expected volume and inventory space down to

accommodate “normal” volume, you end upwith anything but normal

volume. The time and space constraints create the problem of turn

versus promotional volume expectations and the problem of how to

comingle the products once that expectation is met.

Most demand fluctuations can be accommodated in normal

swings in volume. Turn volume is the amount of stock that flows

through the system to account for the everyday demand swings. As

I learned, way back when, to account for slight upticks in volume

from temporary price reductions or subfeature ads, the turn volume

would go up and down as the minimal promotion ran its course. The

thing that throws the turn volume calculations out of control is when

a huge promotion arrives (see Figure 7.1). Promotional volume has

to be separated, and all of the normal demand and inventory control

key performance indicators (KPIs) are suddenly irrelevant. Inventory

optimization has a lot of trouble with this comingling of turn and

promotional volume.

For instance, inventory optimization would look at the promo-

tional volume and drive it using the normal lead time. First of all,

this lack of foresight puts the user into an immediate expedite mode
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Turn Volume Lead Time: 7 days
Promotional Volume Lead Time: 21 days

Promotional Volume

Time

Turn VolumeD
em

an
d

Figure 7.1 Turn and Promotional Volume Is Usually Treated Differently When Large

Promotional Orders Are Placed

to get product out as fast as possible. Second, the lack of visibility

into separate inventory metric needs will drive higher than needed

inventory levels due to increased safety stock needs over the “known”

turn volume requirements. Finally, the ending inventory, after the

promotion, will undoubtedly have overstocks at the leaf node or

customer-facing locations due to the lack of demand variance activity.

This comingling of turn and promotional volume is a real bottleneck

in inventory optimization. It tends to only crop up at the winnowed

end of supply chain locations, but it can turn up just about anywhere.

THE SHORT SUPPLY OR ALLOCATED PRODUCT

Inventory optimization is known as the purveyor of socks in the world

of high fashion. That means it tends to perform extremely well in

a space where there are known, long-term demand signals and pre-

dictable supply. However, that kind of inventory control and replen-

ishment is pretty standard and easy to deal with. The problem that

occurs in a replenishment environment delivered by inventory opti-

mization is what to do in a situation where supply is not known or is

constrained by the inability to produce enough to support the demand.

I use the phrase high fashion as it relates to socks, but the term could
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be used just about anywhere that a product is purchased in bulk, then

doled out, or a limited supply is projected and a decision is made on

where the product should go for best fit and coverage.

The concept of inventory optimization is to properly position the

inventory and replenishment in such a way as to reduce the capital

expenditure and maximize service level or customer satisfaction. In

many cases, the product is constricted and cannot support the pro-

jected demand. In these cases, most replenishment processes institute

an alertingmechanism so that buyers can push product to needed loca-

tions for best results or simply stop shipments to lower-volume stores.

The ultimate shortcoming of inventory optimization is when a single

purchase has been made in bulk, and a plan needs to be developed on

how the product will be moved throughout the fashion season. This

is in contrast to the flow of product needed in inventory optimization.

The inventory optimization structure would look at the total required

inventory need and project the inventory positions at each location

and try to fulfill the demand as time goes forward. There is no logic as

to what happens when there is no more product, and the result is that

fast-moving stores get the majority of the product, and when the stock

is exhausted, nobody gets any more.

When I visited a buyer’s office, this short supply/allocation of prod-

ucts, along with understocked A-type items, was the basis of about 80

percent of all replenishment reports being reviewed on a daily basis.

Even in the situation where short supplies were known, the buyer

was working with alerts and manually adjusting the replenishment

using tribal knowledge as to where the stock needed to go. This type

of behavior amplified itself when the short supply products were also

A-type products already understocked in the first place. In the major-

ity of cases, buyers could deal with this kind of replenishment problem

when their buying portfolios were relatively small or constricted by

limited store/doors. The minute a portfolio was large or the geographi-

cal focus was extensive, the alert/manual override process was ineffec-

tive. It would seem that the inventory optimization system would be

perfect to overcome these types of issues, but the majority of optimiza-

tion systems do not take into effect the short supply problem and just

pull in the alerting/manual override process already put in place. The

result is a highly responsive system when there is a known demand
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and unlimited supply, but it grinds to a halt the minute there is a limit

on the replenishment.

The result of the present state of affairs in inventory optimization

puts the winnowed-down, end-of-chain locations at a disadvantage.

Limited space and wild variations in replenishment needs drive buy-

ers crazy as they deal with the constraints. These constraints amplify

the problem of understocking and overstocking of inventory. There is

an old adage about the courage needed to walk on a narrow beam of

wood. It is easy to summon the courage when it is only a few inches

above the ground. This is what it is like to deal with upstream loca-

tion inventory and replenishment needs. When you add in all of the

constraints found at the end-of-chain locations, it is like raising that

beam up to 100 feet in the air. It is much tougher to deal with “what

might happen” if the wrong decision is made. At the end of the chain,

the out-of-stock ramifications are much higher. Indeed, when a bad

decision is made at this place in the supply chain, there are no second

chances. The results are lost sales across broad swaths of the company

and, potentially, lost market share as customers move to other points

to get their demands met.

WHERE DOES “OPTIMIZED” REPLENISHMENT NEED TO GO
IN ORDER TO ENCOMPASS THE ENTIRE DISTRIBUTION
CHAIN?

In order for inventory optimization replenishment to properly move

forward within inventory control, it needs to better mimic the

real activities found in buying so that these issues are not ignored.

Oftentimes, replenishment is left up to the already-installed pur-

chasing system when inventory optimization is installed. When this

happens, more and more replenishment activities are taken out of

the optimization mix and then set up with exceptions. This, again,

might work in a small portfolio or a single-echelon environment,

but once complexities are added to the mix like multiechelon opti-

mization or end-of-chain constraints, inventory optimization starts to

disengage.
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“Technology needs to be more than just alerts.”

There seem to be three basic areas where optimized replenish-

ment needs to go in order to fully integrate with overall inventory

control, management, and optimization. The first area is in developing

consistent upstream reactions. The second is to have replenishment

functionality better mimic the constraints and actions found in

end-of-supply-chain environments. Finally, there need to be better

understandings of the constraints placed on both logical and physical

inventories so that the solution set takes into account not only natural

replenishment, but limited space and limited supply.

THE UPSTREAM REACTION

Inventory optimization, when built in a multiechelon environment,

understands the concept of networks. A network is a specific path a

product takes to get to a final customer. Products will take a multitude

of pathways or networks to get to the customer. In inventory opti-

mization, the pathway is normally defined at different locations and

can be an internal step toward the customer-facing location, or it can
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actually be the customer-facing location for either certain products or

a percentage of the total volume of a product running through the

warehouse. When reacting as an internal warehouse, it is responding

to the downstream customer-facing location demand. When it is act-

ing as its own customer-facing location, it is reacting, specifically, to its

own demand signal. These single or multiple demand signals constitute

different networks in multiechelon optimization.

Another good example of networks can be seen when inventory

pooling is put into place for slower-moving products. In this case,

there is not enough justified demand at the majority of individual

customer-facing locations. As a result, a decision would be made to

pool product at an upstream location and distribute the product to a

wider geographic region than would have been justified at the local

warehouse. In constructing pooling locations, the organization sets

up multiple networks to economically deliver product that would not

justify having costly inventory in all locations.

Problems can occur in inventory optimization when multiple

upstream sources or multiple delivery processes can be tapped into,

depending on the replenishment need. Let’s take a look at a few

illustrations of upstream reaction issues.

Multiple sources mean that product could come from a broad

array of upstream or sister/peer locations depending on the type of

replenishment required or deemed most economical. In the majority

of cases, the idea is to circumvent supply chain inefficiencies. Since

inventory optimization is designed to make the supply chain run at

an extremely efficient state, the multiple-source issue would seem

to be irrelevant. However, the optimization should recognize these

decision points because, given a change in costs, both the inventory

policies and replenishment strategies change. Given this shift of

cost, inventory optimization should work to integrate all facets of

multiple source decisions so that the replenishment process mimics

real decisions and does not simply palm them off as outside the realm

of inventory optimization.

Multiple Sources

◾ Bulk purchasing discounts: Many times a vendor will

provide some kind of incentive to purchase a bulk order from

a manufacturing or plant facility. This might be a lump-sum
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truckload allowance or per-case allowance that makes it

attractive to get a large order directly from the source location.

This is usually done when it is recognized that the logistical

cost of moving product down through the chain would be

far greater than the allowance put in place for the customer

to pick the product up at the source. It becomes a win-win

proposition and is cost effective for both parties.

◾ Multivendor products: Oftentimes, a generic product will

have many vendors. There comes a point where the vendor

of choice does not have the product and a potential supply

disruption is in place. In many cases, some kind of rule is put in

place where the next vendor in line is evaluated and selected

as the vendor of choice. However, the creation of multiple

vendors in an inventory optimization leads to suboptimization

by developing poor service-level metrics and lagging lead times

due to constantly shifting vendor expectations.

◾ Outside staging locations: A new development in select sup-

ply chains is outside inventory locations used for staging pro-

motions. Vendors will position products that have a history of

promotional uplifts into a specified geographical location so that

it services multiple downstream locations instead of having to

move large quantities of product through normal channels. This

new development is a cross between pooling and plant direct

shipments. The vendor flows back and forth between a regular

network and a promotional network. The difficulty is in trying

to understand the trigger mechanism for shifting between the

normal network and the promotional network.

◾ Alternative sources inside the supply chain: Oftentimes,

an inventory position is deemed overstocked at one location

and needs to be repositioned to other locations to cover

demand. This type of inventory leveling is done as an ad-hoc

process where inventory is identified on a scheduled basis. The

overstock will be deemed as the amount above and beyond

that which could cover the predicted demand over a period

of time. This is not a rob-Peter-to-pay-Paul affair. The idea

is not to hurt the inventory position of Peter. It is to spread
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the inventory to more useful places. Therefore, there might

be times where inventory does not come from the recognized

network, but it might come from just about any location.

Moreover, in some supply chains the default replenishment

process is to use internal inventories before going to an external

source. This process is called auto-leveling and opens up all

kinds of upstream and peer inventory sources. In most cases,

this type of replenishment scheme requires some kind of rules

based on the acceptable logistics cost that could be incurred so

replenishment costs are kept in check.

Multiple deliveries mean that a product’s replenishment plan is

outstripping the limits of physical space or time at the inventory start-

ing point or ending point. At the upper end of the supply chain system,

full trucks of product move from one warehouse to the next or at least

large orders of specific products. We have discussed how product quan-

tities get winnowed down to smaller and smaller quantities. As you get

closer to the end of the chain, there is also the propensity to have broad

fluctuations in replenishment quantities due to customer demand. This

creates the problem of replenishment spacing to overcome restrictions

on where product can be positioned.

Multiple Deliveries

◾ Multiple deliveries for one event: Oftentimes, the landing

point for a large group of orders does not have the delivery

capacity or the space to accommodate the entire product for

one event. This means deliveries are spaced over a period so

that staged quantities can bemoved through the location. There

is a buildup of product right before the event, with multiple

trucks arriving over a span of a week. These orders are usually

manipulated in some manner to create the spacing.

◾ Multiple deliveries over a period: In this situation, a

planned order has gotten some kind of incentive to commit to

staging of orders over a period or season. This kind of order

creates a multiple-lead-time assignment that is far different

from the normal network lead time. We often see this type of

behavior in quantity commitments between a vendor and a

retailer.
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◾ Pushing the lead time out for an event:When large quanti-

ties of product are committed to for a promotional event, there

needs to be a process in place both to secure the large replenish-

ment order from the vendor and to move it out the store/doors

for merchandising. This will require an extended lead time over

the normal order sequence.Most grocery product retailers work

on this premise.

◾ Pulling the lead time back for an event: In some cases

where product is seasonally oriented or holiday focused, the

lead time needs to be expedited so the product can be placed

into stores before the holiday volume increase occurs. We see

this type of behavior in fashion style or clothing retailers.

Adaptable upstream reactions are paramount to inventory opti-

mization if it is to be an integral part of replenishment planning.

This is especially true as the product moves to the customer-facing

locations. It is one of the key reasons inventory optimization tends to

stay in the upper segments of supply chains instead of spanning the

entire distribution chain. When inventory optimization can integrate

these replenishment challenges to the equation, it becomes a much

more dynamic planning tool compared to a simple, back-end policy

optimizer.

MOVING UPSTREAM REACTIONS INTO REAL
REPLENISHMENT

A key area where upstream reaction meets real replenishment is

when demand splits into turn volume and promotional volume.

Within most inventory optimization solutions, demand is simply

demand. This is to say that inventory optimization will naturally

recognize a spike in demand created by a promotional event and

position inventory required to support the event at the predetermined

service level. However, this was one problem I found at installations

where inventory optimization had been running and promotions

were in place. The demand would spike, but there was a lag in the

reaction to the demand from the promotional event. The problem

was stemming from the constant lead time focused on normal turn
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volume. The result was that buyers needed to create alerts and

manually circumvent the optimization process by expediting orders

or delaying orders depending on the event plan.

Turn Volume versus Promotional Volume

The first thing that needs to be done to help inventory optimization

overcome the restrictive one-size-fits-all reaction to demand is to

help it recognize the differences in turn and promotional volume (see

Figure 7.2). This is sometimes more difficult than it sounds. However,

in various leading-edge installations I have found a good template. The

idea is to create a turn volume baseline. As you know, turn volume

is the normal demand of a product over time. This could include

everyday volume, seasonal volume, and even normal increases and

decreases as minor shifts in consumer demand that are not attributed

to a demand event. This would mean that turn volume could be an

average four- to six-week period that tends to hold within a 10 to

15 percent range of demand. This turn volume forms the basis of

inventory optimization.

Since multiechelon inventory optimization is based on using the

demand at the customer-facing location, the upstream locations need

to understand the different metrics of demand. The normal turn

Time

Upper Variance
If the forecasted demand crosses threshold with
a known promotion event, it is segmented.

Promotion Volume

Turn VolumeD
em

an
d

Figure 7.2 Using Turn Volume Variance to Recognize and Act on Promotional Orders
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volume is based on a set of inventory parameters that are consistent.

For instance, most ordering would be set up on a one-to-two-week

lead-time period for product to get from one location to the next

in support of a normal demand variance. However, due to the time

and space constraints at the end of the supply chain, promotional

demand needs to be treated differently. Therefore, the system needs to

understand when promotional demand hits. A good way of identifying

the promotional demand is to set the demand signal to recognize

when the demand volume jumps a specific threshold over normal

turn volume.

When that threshold is broken, the system needs to know what to

do with the demand. Let’s take a look at a couple of different scenarios

that might occur.

The Single-Source/Single-Delivery/Short-Term Event

This is the most common of all promotional events. In this kind of situ-

ation, there is a definite increase in the demand signal over the normal

turn volume baseline. Think of this kind of behavior that might happen

if a loss-leader, feature ad was created in a grocery store. The demand

signal will jump by 70 to 200 percent over the normal turn volume

baseline. This kind of volume is not expected in the supply chain. In

most cases, the upstream inventory locations will need some kind of

advanced warning to accommodate this kind of demand signal jump.

There is no way the upstream locations can react if the event is not

known. It is too far outside of the variance of demand for the normal

turn volume. Therefore, the demand signal must be recognized early

and communicated. This is a tough assignment for normal inventory

optimization. Given that normal inventory optimization only looks at

the “next period” to optimize, the system would only be looking out

one period. In this situation, the forecasting models need to work in

concert with inventory optimization. The promotional demand stream

needs to be positioned to react in inventory optimization at a different

lead time. When the uptick in demand occurs, there needs to be some

kind of business rule in place to pull the demand away and apply it to

a different lead-time metric. This means that a strong inventory opti-

mization solution must view multiple demand streams to be effective;
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otherwise, it will create a lag time in reacting to promotional demand.

If you remember, this was one of the problems I found in that grocer

vendor using inventory optimization—it had to override and quickly

react even though it had optimization in place.

The Single-Source/Single-Delivery/Long-Term Event

This is the same as the above scenario with a twist. We see this in the

retail industry when a holiday or seasonal upswing goes into effect.

Instead of using the normal lead time, the larger-than-normal order

needs to be shipped faster than the normal period so the stores can have

the product staged and on display before the seasonal surge begins.

We often see this type of behavior when the normal lead time is fairly

long due to manufacturing constraints. The holiday volume is trans-

mitted to the production schedule to produce more, and the volume is

quickly pushed out. I have seen this in long-term fashion markets like

pants or shirts that are staple products, compared to short-term fashion

products.

The key influencer to the metrics is to expedite the produc-

tion/shipment compared to looking out over the horizon and using a

buildup of inventory to cover extremely large orders in a short period

of time.

The Multisource/Multidelivery/Single Event

This situation is a nightmare to many inventory optimization solutions

because the product flow mapping takes on extremely complicated

inputs. Think of it this way—how expensive would it be to shipmassive

quantities of promotional volume through a vendor supply chainwhen

the product could simply be picked up at the plant warehouse? What

is the trigger point, and what is the savings to open up that plant ware-

house for shipments to an outside entity? Indeed, the retailer could get

a truckload allowance as a way of compensating for the supply chain

savings. This is simple in theory, but extremely difficult to deal with in

inventory optimization. In this situation, you have an upstream inven-

tory location that is not customer facing. There is no direct demand

coming from the customer—it is coming up through the system until
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it gets to the plant. However, if a large promotional quantity is recog-

nized, it makes sense, from a supply chain perspective, to sidestep all of

the regional and local warehouses and ship the product directly from

the plant. This is a supply chain mapping nightmare, but doable.

To do this, the inventory optimization system needs to know that

a specific demand volume threshold has been met. What is the thresh-

old quantity that is best supplied from the plant warehouse? At that

moment the plant warehouse needs to shift from an internal ware-

house to a customer-facing warehouse for a specific quantity of prod-

uct. The final step is that the plant warehouse needs to have specified

quantity breaks for best fit, such as only truckload quantities and/or

multiples that are allowed to ship out of the plant warehouse to qualify

for the business rule exception.

Of all of the various mapping problems, the multisource promo-

tional location shift brings the most value. Obviously, the pure-play

promotional recognition process of pulling promotional demand vol-

ume into different delivery metrics has important contributions, but

the shifting of warehouse supply can have a huge effect on supply

chain cost savings. Having inventory optimization allow for the shifting

of lead time to accommodate inventory production and/or position-

ing creates savings by way of reduced expediting, better production

scheduling, faster response times to large-quantity orders, and, the

thing that always jumps out as a surprise benefit no one seems to see

until after the fact, buyer efficiencies.

REPLENISHMENT AS A MEANS TO INVENTORY
OPTIMIZATION HARMONY

In literally every installation of inventory optimization ever under-

taken, the affected buyers will have a skeptical view. As shown at

the beginning of this chapter, it was apparent that the buyers at the

national grocery warehouse company were already looking at ways

to overcome perceived shortcomings so they could better anticipate

demand outliers. It is human nature to have a skeptical view of tech-

nology as the answer to 30-plus years of tribal knowledge built up in

the trenches. It is no wonder that those who work at the bitter end of

the supply chain rely on replenishment to be the optimizer. There are
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so many constraints and constrictions to the chain that optimization

is viewed as a hindrance and not a help. This does not have to be

the case. The goal of inventory optimization should be to effectively

mimic each point in the supply chain. Inventory optimization works

extremely well at the upstream inventory locations because of consis-

tent lead times and flexible space. The last links in the supply chain

require flexibility in lead times and space to mimic how the replenish-

ment cycles work.

This flexibility can be accomplished if the demand streams of turn

volume and promotional volume can be recognized and dealt with sep-

arately, and then drawn back together after the promotion has been

completed.
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O
ftentimes, I am asked to demonstrate inventory optimization, and

I get sucked into a vortex of various things a user might do to

update or change to make sure the information being loaded is

correct so that the outputs are optimal. The viewer of the demonstra-

tion is left with more questions than answers.

Things changed for the better when I decided to have a little fun

with the demonstration and ask the rhetorical question, “How would

you like to see a demonstration of a day in the life of an inventory opti-

mization analyst?” When everyone indicated they thought that was a

great idea, I shut off the screen and said, “Here it is.”

You could see the light bulbs going off over the heads of people

in that demonstration when they realized inventory optimization is

not so much a demo of additional work as it is a backend process that

allows for improvements in the overall enterprise resource planning

(ERP) system and requires little, if any, major inputs on a daily or

weekly basis. It is not there to create more work; it is there to reduce

the workload.

When inventory optimization is working correctly, the time

and effort placed on buyers to create and execute replenishment

plans decreases dramatically. The day in the life of a buyer using

inventory optimization shifts from 70 percent tactical to 70 percent

strategic. Buyers can let inventory optimization do the heavy lifting

of normal inventory control and normal replenishment so they can

focus on what really matters, like long-term planning and increasing

revenues.

PROVING THAT INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION IS A GOOD
BUSINESS RATIONALE

The key to a successful inventory optimization implementation has

more to do with the organizational goals than witnessing a nifty

demo. I know that sounds glib, but as I said above, the proof of

good inventory optimization has more to do with aligning a balance

between inventory costs and attainable service levels than ways a user

can manipulate the inputs and outputs. Obviously, manipulation is

important, but it is critical to understand that 95 percent of the work
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accomplished by inventory optimization is done behind the scenes

from a backend perspective, and the output makes inventory control

and replenishment easier tasks. The focus should never be taken off

the ultimate goal of having a broad-range improvement that can go

toward either increased customer service (service level), increased rev-

enue (decreasing lost sales from out-of-stocks), or reduced inventory

costs (rightsizing inventory versus demand and supply variables).

I am forever amused with how inventory management is palmed

off as inventory optimization. Building a replenishment system with

all the bells and whistles centered on buyer activities that is driven by

business rule alerts and calling it optimization just confuses the mar-

ket space. However, that is what happens when an industry strategy

becomes the vogue. The outcome of optimization takes away a lot of

the buyer functions centered on taking action on problem orders due to

unbalanced inventory. Many times these so-called inventory manage-

ment systems selling themselves as optimization only really optimize

about 10 to 20 percent of the items and then segment the rest of the

items and apply business rules for best results. In the end, they will say

that optimization is “too hard,” and being “close enough” with business

rules is good enough. These inventory management practitioners are

missing the point just as the ERP systems missed the point by assign-

ing blanket weeks-of-supply numbers. The buyers get overrun with

out-of-tolerance inventory levels and have to quickly alter orders and

increase their overall workload, which could have been avoided by the

optimization routines.

However, there comes a point where technology ends and busi-

ness practices and changemanagement come into play. Inventory opti-

mization is a gentle balance between technology and change. The goal

should be to fully recognize the interplay for best results.

THE GOOD: WHEN PROOF OF VALUE
ENGAGEMENTS WORK

Let’s take a step back and look at a successful proof of value engage-

ment focused on inventory optimization so we can see how aligning

inventory can create the efficiency envelope. The premise of this proof
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of value engagement was to understand how inventory optimization

could do the following activities:

◾ Increase service levels at least 2 percent from 96 to 98 percent.

◾ Keep inventory levels at the same levels they were at the begin-

ning of the engagement.

◾ Reduce the amount of markdowns used to get rid of excess

inventory.

Here are the basics of what this potential customer was dealing

with:

◾ This is a large U.S. retailer doing business in a variety of house-

hold goods and clothing items. The focal point of the engage-

ment was to review, with forecasting, inventory optimization,

and replenishment, a group of items deemed to be “problem

products” that fit into replenishment cycles and not products

that were fashion oriented with single or multiple bulk pur-

chases and allocation issues. The key points of this engagement

were to take a representative sampling of products that spanned

the spectrum from slowmoving all the way to fast moving, sea-

sonal issues, and markdown issues.

◾ This large U.S. retailer was using widely used ERP and supply

chain management (SCM) systems designed to give it inven-

tory control and replenishment recommendations. As indicated

earlier in this book, both the ERP system and the SCM system

used were giving the retailer a days and weeks of supply num-

ber needed to maintain. In the majority of cases, the inventory

on hand was to be in the range of two to four weeks of stock on

hand with an order point of either one or two weeks’ supply.

Here are the problems that the buyers were having:

◾ The buyers had developed, over a period of time, a list of trou-

ble products that had been produced using tribal knowledge.

These items tended to be items with limited demand histories

and longer than normal lead times.

◾ In the vast majority of cases, the items they were focused on

were normally in short supply or in out-of-stock situations due

to the reliance on limited demand histories.
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◾ The buyers estimated that 60 to 70 percent of their time was

spent reacting to problems with these products, and most of

the cost was spent on expediting orders.

Here are the problems that management was having:

◾ Large numbers of items were slipping into overstock situations.

The buyers were spending a lot of their time focused on the

out of stocks, but the overstock items were taking up valuable

capital and slowing down inventory turns.

◾ Markdown activities at the end of promotional periods or at

the end of the season were cutting into the category profits of

large segments of their retail business. In some cases, the over-

stock problem with markdowns negated earned profits during

the season.

◾ Buyers needed to better understand the ramifications of over-

stocks as much as they did in dealing with out-of-stocks. Man-

agement needed a way to show buyers how to manage the total

category instead of focusing almost totally on lost sales.

This engagement was a classic example of the Goldilocks problem.

Only about 10 percent of the items had the correctly assigned inven-

tory level to service level requirement. The buyers were focused on

the 20 percent of the items that were understocked, and management

was focused on the 70 percent of the products that were overstocked.

The key to the proof of value was finding items that were deemed part

of both the 20 percent understocks and 70 percent overstocks, but the

icing on the cake would be to find items that had a problemwith mark-

downs. However, you couldn’t be too obvious about the markdowns

as to create a negative reaction from the buyers.

It must be remembered that buyers always need to be included

in inventory optimization engagements. Management has the purse

strings to order the software, but buyers can stonewall the engagement

if they feel their needs are not met. Oftentimes, engagements are cir-

cumvented when huge savings are found. The reason was not that the

buyers were negligent; they were doing the best they could with the

resources at hand. The problem was they were threatened by the opti-

mization and revolted against it. We will see that problem very soon.
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Setting up the Proof of Value

This retailer had over 400,000 stock-keeping units (SKUs) in over 500

stores nationwide. In this instance, the stores were important, but the

focal point of the proof of value was at the distribution center. Both

management and the buyers felt the emphasis of the inventory prob-

lem centered on the warehouse, and most of the time the buyers and

management spent on inventory issues was in the distribution center

while the stores were a merchandising issue that did not cross over into

the buying. In other words, the stores were not having the overstock

and understock issues except having to deal with demand problems.

At issue was holding the correct inventory at the distribution center

(DC) to support the merchandising plans.

The best way to set up the proof of value was to take 118 weeks of

sales and inventory history. The idea was to make the first 52 weeks as

a baseline. From that basis the forecasting, inventory optimization, and

replenishment could be applied on a weekly basis so that two sets of

results could be shown; the first would be the retailer’s ongoing results,

and the second would be the optimization results. This would be able

to show the classic z-curve results but a wrinkle needed to be added.

A z-curve is something that always shows up in inventory optimiza-

tion engagements. The 20 percent of items that are understocked get

ordered. This creates an upward spike in inventory costs. After the ini-

tial order, the overall inventory bleeds off. Once the inventory reaches

an optimal level, it holds steady in what is known as the steady state. The

graph looks like a giant Z, hence the name z-curve. By taking out pric-

ing information, the new forecasting would not be swayed by the event

estimates positioned by the buyers, and the new results would only

factor in statistical shifts of demand presented to the system. By doing

this view of overstocked items, there would be a shift in the inventory

reaction. If done correctly, the increased demand from a markdown

would show up as an uptick in inventory if the old inventory had bled

off already and did not need to be marked down.

The final action was to cull the products down to an agreed-upon

number and focus. A total number of 11,605 SKUs were cho-

sen that represented buyer-monitored understocked items and

management-monitored overstocked items. Another requirement of
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the data was that there would be no “new items” positioned. Each

of the items in the test needed to be in circulation the entire time,

even if they were intermittent-demand products. The overall weekly

inventory for the selected group was $785,000. This represented about

7 percent of the total weekly inventory carried by the retailer.

The Results

As shown in Figure 8.1, the results are driven out over weeks 53 to 117.

Based on the previous 52 weeks as a baseline the beginning inventory

for both strategies started at $750,080. The actual inventory levels fol-

lowing the retailer’s inventory policies held relatively flat, but started

to rise after week 75. This rise continues with various increases and

decreases until week 95 where there is a dramatic reduction of inven-

tory. After week 99, the inventory starts to creep up again and, finally,

there is a decline after week 113.

What was happening with the inventory in the actual retailer’s

strategy?

Upon review with the retailer’s buyer/management team, it was

uncovered that a significant group of items in the sampling had not

donewell during their promotional periods, and strategies helped drive

the inventory into an overstock situation. A decision was made to
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have a markdown strategy to get rid of the excess inventory at the

DC. During the discussions with the retailer, it was clear that manage-

ment wanted to introduce the need to focus on working capital and

the reduction of markdown strategies.

What was the reaction when the optimal inventory line was intro-

duced?

Over the years, I have found the overlay of the time-phased opti-

mal inventory graph to be the great eye-opener of every engagement,

and this was no different. Everyone expects the optimal to be lower, but

there are always two focal points: Why is there a blip at the beginning,

and why are there anomalies somewhere on the graph? This engage-

ment was no different.

Whenever there is a group of buyers witnessing an inventory opti-

mization presentation, the best way to level-set the discussion is to

go back to the days of supply versus service level requirements and

the old Goldilocks analogy. This helps the buyers understand that, in

many ways, they have been fighting the battle with one hand tied

behind their backs. This level setting also introduces the concepts of

optimization versus replenishment so that they do not feel intimidated

by so-called policies.

The optimal graph shown in Figure 8.1 followed the classic

optimization z-curve process toward optimal settings. The inventory

jumped between 7 and 10 percent as items that were understocked

were assigned more appropriate inventory levels and were replen-

ished. This is always a tough point in every proof of value (POV)

because the system is doing something that is contrary to common

thought about optimization. Optimization is not just about reducing

inventory—it is about making the inventory optimal. As discussed

in the Goldilocks situation, some 20 percent of the items are usually

understocked and cause buyers headaches that have to be handled via

expedited orders. The uptick in inventory reacts first before there is

any bleed-off of inventory.

At the same time the understocked products are being replenished

the overstocked items are getting new policies that create new, lower

thresholds of inventory. Now comes the inventory bleed-off process.

Depending on the velocity of demand, this bleed-off could take a few

weeks, months, or, in some cases, years. Yes, years, but in most cases
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about 95 percent of the inventory comes into line within months, and

the majority of return on investment (ROI) occurs quickly.

From weeks 55 to 100 the inventory bleed-off is in full swing.

Anyone who has gone through a short-term ratcheting down of days

of supply knows how nerve-wracking it can get, but the Goldilocks

problem is not in effect. The 20 percent of the inventory that is usu-

ally in short supply and first to go out of stock has been optimized

correctly. We do not have short-supply problems while this bleed-off

is occurring.

Here comes the eye-opener. Everyone in the room has been

looking at the drop in actual inventory, and the upswing in optimized

inventory, and wondering about the correlation. The actual inventory

drop was due to a markdown strategy to get rid of overstocked

product. If you look closely, there is a lag of about three weeks before

the optimal inventory spikes up. What happened here is that the

optimal inventory was following the statistical forecast, but when

actual sales took off due to the markdown (remember, while working

with management we purposely did not use pricing as an input?), the

optimization engine reacted and replenished product. It replenished

it because in the optimal solution the product that was marked

down was already within optimal thresholds; it didn’t need to be

marked down.

In the real world, this outlier would have been handled via pricing

information in the forecasting so the spike in ordering would not have

occurred. Management was delighted at this point. They had one of

those teaching moments: By not having excess stock capital was saved

and revenues were increased by selling at the regular price instead of

at a markdown.

The POV had a two-pronged benefit. The buyers would see how

problem products that they had been focused on had been rightsized,

and the system was holding the products with natural overstocks in

check. Both buyers and management were happy with the process,

but would the proof bear out?

The goal of the POV was to increase overall service level by 2 per-

cent and keep inventories at the same level.

As shown in Table 8.1, the net result of the POV was a 2.5 percent

increase in service level and a 27.2 percent decrease in inventory.
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Table 8.1 The POV Results

Actual Profile Optimal Profile

Weekly Inventory Cost $785,148 $571,823
Nonstockout Percentage 96.3% 98.8%

THE BAD: WHEN PROOF OF VALUE ENGAGEMENTS
DON’T WORK

A catalog retailer in the United States prided itself on having exciting

new offerings each month to tantalize its consumer base. Most of its

business centers on computers, but it also caters to customers needing

just about any household electrical product.

A key component of its marketing message is that a customer can

order from the website and have the purchase delivered anywhere

in the continental United States within three days. This promise

had put a tremendous burden on the company’s inventory posi-

tioning. To accomplish the delivery promise, the company uses a

three-warehouse system. Depending on where the order originates,

the closest warehouse will fulfill the order. When an order comes in

and the primary warehouse is out of stock, one of the alternative two

warehouses would be tapped to supply the order.

Due to the short life cycles of retail electronics products and parts,

and the need to deliver the customer orders in three days, the company

was running into a triple-edged sword: (1) high inventory costs, (2)

high logistics costs, and (3) high levels of product obsolescence.

VIEWING THE POV FROM A PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PERSPECTIVE

From kickoff to final presentation, the POV was six weeks. We had

weekly status meetings with the customer. The team consisted of the

inventory optimization consultant and a data consultant. In the end,

the data consultant played a smaller part in this project, with the inven-

tory optimization consultants performing most of the work.

The project milestones were:
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2 weeks Data assessment
2 weeks Execute inventory optimization analytic routines
1 week Analysis of inventory optimization results
1 week Final results and knowledge transfer

The data preparation by the customer took place before the data

assessment phase started. It took one week for the customer to gather

and send us its initial set of data.

The goal was to show value by:

◾ Proving inventory optimization can reduce shipping costs

◾ Proving inventory optimization can reduce inventory costs

Viewing the POV from an Analytical Perspective

In a normal inventory optimization POV, the customer would

provide a two-year demand history with the corresponding inven-

tory/replenishment information. What we would do, then, is use the

first year as a baseline, and the second year demand forecast would

be created using a forecasting system. Once the inventory policies

are positioned, the replenishment process is driven to mimic daily

purchasing. The customer provided the information needed, but it

was quickly realized that the short life cycles found in consumer

electronics were difficult to forecast and the team needed to come up

with agreed-on business rules to get better results.

Individual electronics tend to have extremely short life cycles. For

instance, a 40-inch plasma screen TV from a certain vendor might

only be stocked for three to four weeks at a time. It made forecast-

ing that specific TV very difficult. We looked at aggregation alterna-

tives and found product groupings to be the best way to aggregate.

In this case, all 40-inch TVs were grouped as an ongoing category for

both time-phasing and aggregation. This technique provided a way to

extend the life cycles of categories and give a more accurate forecast

than the ones used by the customer.

As the project continued, it was found a significant business rule

that was assumed by management was not actually followed. For

instance, management assumed that since the warehouses would

react to an order placed close to their proximity all warehouses would
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have the identical SKUs stocked. This was not the case. We had to

whittle down the number of SKUs so we had a representative number

stocked in all locations for the POV. In some ways the team became

more of a trusted adviser to the customer at that point. We were able

to point out how the logistics costs were elevated due to orders being

supplied out of a distant warehouse and they had to be expedited

to meet the three-day delivery. These costs were not completely

understood by management.

A large percentage of the business revolved around special,

unplanned onetime buys they might make from a vendor. Once the

purchase was received, they advertised to their end users using a hot

price. For instance, a vendor might come to them with a special-deal

price if they purchase 10,000 lamps. The purchases are extremely

random and could be on any product. There were several issues in

this type of behavior, creating problems for the POV team. First, the

randomness of the product being purchased and the timing made it

almost impossible to forecast. Second, since it was a onetime buy,

the inventory policies and replenishment planning processes were

rendered moot. Third, the size of the purchases was usually a decision

made by a buyer who, in most cases, used tribal knowledge to come

up with an inventory amount. Lastly, due to the obsolescence factor

found in short-life-cycle products, if the special sale did not move the

inventory, the company was stuck with product that had to be written

off the books at huge discounts.

Forecasting demand requires some kind of pattern to be accurate.

When products are purchased and advertised on a planned basis, it

becomes much easier to forecast demand correctly. Furthermore, in

situations where the product is consistently stocked rather than made

with a onetime buy the forecast and replenishment can be synchro-

nized for best results. It was found that if the buyers would use a

system of product group aggregation as stated earlier to analyze the

projected demand of the product against other like items, they would

have a better number to negotiate with than the tribal knowledge

process they were using. However, this was not part of the scope of

the POV.
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The Results of the POV

The overall results were met with a lot of excitement (see Table 8.2).

The management team could see an immediate opportunity to reduce

costs and stockouts. This is what the POV was all about.

When it came to presenting the underlying data in a category

review, the meeting quickly fell into a conversation about “what

constitutes a successful POV” (see Table 8.3). Since buyers were

present, there was a lot of turf protection. For instance, if there was a

significant improvement, the buyer didn’t want to be second-guessed

and took offense at the solution. If there was no or little improvement,

it was seen as a referendum against the solution.

The lamp category was highly advertised, with the buyer making at

least three onetime purchases, far beyond the projected demand infor-

mation. “The deal was just too good to pass up,” explained the buyer.

The result of the buyer activity was good service levels, but inventories

were extremely high. However, no amount of inventory capital expen-

diture and markdown loss versus revenue generated would sway the

buyer from his decisions. He was proud of his purchases and stood

by his decisions. Conversely, the buyer working on the washer and

dryer categories was almost giddy to see that he was outperforming

the so-called optimization.What he didn’t seewas that the out-of-stock

numbers made his products some of the worst in terms of revenue gen-

eration. If he would raise his inventory instead of artificially holding

it down, he might have slower inventory turns, but less out-of-stocks.

Finally, management did not have a communicated goal of improve-

ment so when it was questioned by those doing the work there was

Table 8.2 Overall Results of Inventory Optimization POV

Daily Average KPI POV Results Historical Results Improvements

Stockout Percentage 9.3% 31.7% 22.4%
Total Inventory Cost $15,448,794 $19,512,248 $4,063,454
Inventory Carrying Cost $8,465 $10,692 $2,227
Total Shipping Cost $18,728 $25,382 $6,654
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no clarity of direction so that, in the end, the buyers made it clear that

they were happy with the way things were and not inclined to have

something like optimization looking over their shoulders.

This POV did not result in the account going forward with imple-

menting inventory optimization. Indeed, once the engagement was

completed, the account tried to do some internal efforts to clean up

the forecasting methods, but the hot ads on onetime buys continued

unabated.

Looking Back

In retrospect, there needs to be an understanding of the results and

how the viewers might react. When it comes to massive improve-

ments using improved forecasts and scientific algorithms to help

project inventories, some precautions must be taken to improve

the reception of the numbers. For buyers, making decisions with

incomplete or inaccurate information will always be a tough thing

to do. Given what this group had to work with, they actually did a

very good job. In turn, it should be noted on the other side of the

numbers that without strong pricing and promotion information,

it was difficult to improve on a heavily advertised category. If the

inventory optimization solution had been better positioned as a way

to help buyers make better decisions upfront, it might have made for

a better reception of the detailed results.

THE BEST: A COMPLETE PROOF OF VALUE ENGAGEMENT

A manufacturing organization, on the recommendation of its IT

department, adopted an ERP supply chain planning and execution

module to manage their repair and operations (MRO) inventories.

The ERP system produced a strong return on investment (ROI) and

was deemed a successful installation by the organization.

Over time, however, managers found that the MRO buyers were

spending a disproportionate amount of time reviewing inventory lev-

els and making emergency purchases. The result of this behavior was

that the MRO staff had grown to accommodate the increased work-

load, and the cost of rush orders—coupled with high inventories—had
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put a strain on the budget. While the staffing and cost increases were

of concern, it was felt that the ERP module was not at fault. It was

still producing an acceptable ROI, and service levels were within

acceptable ranges.

However, as the organization’s business increased, the trickle-down

effect on the MRO inventories compounded the now common unac-

ceptable inventory positions. Emergency purchases had become

almost a normal business practice. During a fact-finding meeting with

consultants, the organization’s supply chain management team shared

the MRO staffing concerns and cost overruns.

Enhance versus Replace

As the fact-finding sessions proceeded, it became clear that three issues

were very important to the participating executives:

1. The installation of the ERP system and the supply chain man-

agement (SCM) module had been a huge endeavor from both

a cost and time perspective. This investment needed to be justi-

fied, and, even more important, it needed to be protected.

2. The results that had been coming out of the system since it had

gone live had provided a good ROI from the previous method

of supply chain management. If the results were not as good as

they should be, the management team needed to know why.

3. If a decision was made to purchase an analytical enhancement

to the ERP system, the management team needed a POV assess-

ment that would be both compelling and defendable.

The POV Assessment

Interviews with the MRO management team and buyers produced

telltale signs of problems with demand signals (forecasting issues)

and the resulting supply responses (inventory policies). Due to the

misaligned signals, the system was producing mixed results. The

buyers were forced to develop workarounds and/or emergency buy

procedures.
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The POV team recommended improving the demand and supply

signals with a combination of advanced forecasting and multiechelon

inventory optimization. This combination would replace the demand

and supply variants so the resulting outputs of the ERP system would

be more efficient. The effect of the better outputs would be reduced

inventories, fewer emergency purchases, and a more productive buy-

ing staff.

The organization’s management team came up with a set of accept-

able hurdles or goals the inventory optimization solution needed to

overcome in order to be deemed successful in enhancing the ERP

system. The team defined the acceptable levels of improvement and

expressed those improvements not only in monetary values but also

in a reduction in MRO buyer activities.

The Goals of the POV

The goals of the POV engagement need to be measurable and relevant:

1. Reduce working capital invested in inventory by a minimum of

15 percent.

2. Maintain a service level of 98 percent while eliminating appro-

priate inventories.

3. Reduce the time and improve the quality of the management of

materials requisition.

PROOF OF VALUE STEPS THAT LEAD TO SUCCESS

A truly comprehensive off-site POV can take one to two months

because of the effort needed to ensure all relevant information is

examined and validated by everyone involved. There are many

high-speed POVs that are promised to organizations as an incentive

to take the first step, but the pragmatic buyer requires more than just

a cookie-cutter POV. There needs to be a customized view that gives

the organization a platform for collaboration. This platform ensures

that everyone is comfortable with the process and the results (see

Figure 8.2).
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Conduct a diagnostic process of the 
business in the buying area.

Identify and recommend applications of
analytical intelligence in the process of
inventory management.

Define, validate, and prioritize the critical
success factors with all parties.

Develop a POV allowing the quantifications
of improvement opportunities in the process
of supply management.

Validate the accomplishment of critical
success factors with the initiative.

Consolidate the alliance through the 
delivery of the solution.Phase 6

Phase 5

Phase 4

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 1

Figure 8.2 The POV Roadmap

The POV Process

In this example of the POV process, the collaborative team gathered

the relevant data, analyzed the data, built the optimization models,

validated the results, measured the gains, and developed a final pre-

sentation showing both the gains and the business benefits.

The following is a high-level outline of a collaborative POV process:

1. Gather the following data to facilitate both demand and supply

information for the products:

a. History of consumption of each part/product in the MRO

inventory
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b. Unit of measure of each part/product

c. Hierarchical classification to mimic the organizational system

d. Part value or cost

e. Desired service levels

f. Cost of maintenance

g. Cost of ordering

h. Other costs, such as transportation options extra handling or

special storage processes

i. Historical lead times and actual performance to compare vari-

ance

j. Current/historical stock policies for each item

2. Analyze the data (much of this was done as part of the interview

process):

a. Segment the parts into quadrants:

i. Critical vs. noncritical

ii. Availability

iii. Variability of the demand and supply

3. Build the model:

a. Create a naïve model for use as the baseline.

b. Once the model is validated and run, pay particular attention

to the buyer problems of products or parts:

i. What is creating the outlier effect:

1. Demand variability?

2. Supplier variability?

3. Both?

4. Optimization modeling:

a. Demand side:

i. Align the proper forecasting method to reduce the vari-

ance.

b. Supply side:

i. Sharpen inventory costs and replenishment costs:

1. Cost of processing orders

2. Opportunity cost of capital invested in inventory

3. Warehousing costs
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4. Handling and counting costs

5. Other costs, such as insurance and taxes

ii. Additional lead-time information:

1. Take into account the review time costs of the buyers.

5. Validation:

a. Beyond the results:

i. To alleviate the mystery, it is important to show how the

policy calculations can have a huge effect on how inven-

tories react to demand signals:

1. The ERP module policy structure in action

2. The optimization policy structure in action

6. Return calculation:

a. Inventory differential snapshot:

i. Some parts will have adjusted inventories upward with

optimization:

1. The buyers were reviewing unnecessarily due to a bad

policy.

ii. Some parts will have adjusted inventories downward with

optimization:

1. Unnecessary or redundant safety stocks were on hand

to achieve the required service level.

b. Inventory time series:

i. The z-curve correction: With the demand flow in place,

the inventories will begin to adjust. Because some inven-

tories are below required levels, an order will result. This

will create an immediate uptick in the inventory levels.

However, as the other inventories bleed off, the overall

inventory will decline.

1. The correction timeline: It is critical that the pragmatic

buyer understand the time it takes to achieve the opti-

mized inventory level. The projected demand flow will

provide the input to show the graphical drop in inven-

tories to the net levels. The return can be shown in an

expected time.
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7. The final presentation:

a. There is no silver bullet to delivering the perfect final presen-

tation. The key when it comes to solving the inefficient ERP

module is to give the organization a transparent view into the

results. This means that not only is the information under-

standable and reliable, but the organization can participate

along the way and can validate any and all points because

the organization has made a collaborative investment with

the POV team.

A DIFFERENT PRODUCT PERSPECTIVE

The organization used a basic ABC classification to align products into

various critical levels of need to the success of the MRO department’s

goals. As with most ABC assignments, the A items were deemed to be

the most critical to the health of the department and their resulting

service agreements to other segments of the organization. Interest-

ingly, the MRO buyers explained that the troublesome products did

not adhere to the ABC assignments.

In fact, there did not seem to be any correlation between the ABC

classification and the troublesome products except one: Because they

were classified as A items they received more review attention, while

B and C items were either reviewed on an ad-hoc basis or had their

safety stock levels raised arbitrarily. To get a clear picture of why some

items required more review time than others, a different, quantitative

approach was needed that went beyond the present ABC system. To

delve deeper, the POV team worked with the organization to classify

the products into four quadrants that were graded by:

1. Critical importance to the company (high to low):

a. Operational continuity: Would the operations stop if this part

were to be out of stock?

b. Environmental impact: Would the environment be hurt if

this part were to be out of stock?

c. Human life risk: Would people be adversely affected if this

part were to be out of stock?

d. Extra risks: Do any operational risks exist that would not be

covered by b or c?
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2. Product availability (based on demand accuracy and replenish-

ment variability):

a. High demand accuracy and high replenishment speed

b. High demand accuracy and low replenishment speed

c. Low demand accuracy and high replenishment speed

d. Low demand accuracy and low replenishment speed

This exercise gave the buyers a way to see products from a different

perspective from the classic ABC banding methodology. The quadrant

is shown in Figure 8.3.

As the products were placed onto the map, the buyers began to

translate the way they treated the products within each of the quad-

rants. This naming may align to the way your organization treats the

data:

◾ Quadrant I: Exception focused. These items tended to score

high on one of the critical risk areas and had a high level of

forecast accuracy and a fast replenishment cycle. They were

easy acquisition items with minimum levels of inventory. The

buyer only had to review the information on an exception

basis.

◾ Quadrant II: Attention focused. These items also had a high

score for the critical risk area and had high levels of forecast
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Figure 8.3 Buyer Focus Quadrant
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accuracy. However, because they tended to have a slower

replenishment cycle the items required high safety stock levels

to cover the critical nature of the product.

◾ Quadrant III: Demand focused. These items were low on

the organizational risk scale and had a high level of forecast

accuracy and a fast replenishment cycle. In this case, the buyer

could easily anticipate when and howmuch to purchase. Safety

stock needs were quite low.

◾ Quadrant IV: Mixed management. This quadrant was an

odd grouping since the operational risk was low, forecasting

had a high level of variability, and the replenishment cycle was

slow. As a result, the items tended to be lumped together by

inventory costing factors. This means for low-cost materials the

safety stock was raised and managed automatically. In turn, the

high-cost items would be manually reviewed.

THE EYE-OPENING MOMENT: DISCOVERY AND INSIGHT

As the MRO product portfolio was placed into the quadrants in a

hit-or-miss pattern, the organization’s executives and buyers uncov-

ered two surprising factors. The first was that there was no correlation

between ABC classifications and the placement of products on the

quadrant. Each quadrant had A, B, and C items. The second factor

allowed the team to uncover why so much time was spent reviewing

the data: 86 percent of the products were in quadrants II and IV. See

the chart in Figure 8.4.

WHY THE ERP SYSTEM HAD TROUBLE WITH MOST OF THE
MRO PRODUCTS

Rather than relying on random assumptions to explain why the POV

team could do a better job of providing superior analytics and, thus,

better results, the POV team set out to show the steps the ERP sys-

tem took to produce the numbers. In turn, once that information was

explained, the optimization methodologies could be integrated into

helping the ERP system do a better job.
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86% of products fell
into quadrants 2 and 4

Figure 8.4 Inventory by Quadrant

SIMULATION OF THE REPLENISHMENT POLICIES

In looking at the forecasted demand versus the actual demand shown

below, one can see the dilemma of the buying staff on the reviewable

items. The forecast tends to over- and underamplify the demand. Over

time, this will push the buying staff to raise the inventories beyond

their already inflated quantities. Since products are banded as like

items, a one-size-fits-many method of assigning inventory levels will

be used. This is represented by the maximum inventory levels, order

points (reorder level), and the order-up-to levels.

A telltale sign of a production optimization system (remember ERP

planning systems had their start in product planning) is a large gap

between reorder levels and the order-up-to levels. This type of inven-

tory policy is called “min-max” or “s, S.” In most cases, this policy will

require a strong, historical demand pattern to support it adequately

from an optimization viewpoint. In fact, the reliance on the strong his-

tory will promote a “demand smoothing” that cancels out anomalies.

In Figure 8.5, one can see how the forecast on the MRO products did

not take into account four major anomalies.

Service parts and/or MRO products tend to have highly variable

demand patterns and are ordered in small lot sizes, requiring a quick

turnaround time. This means that a different type of forecasting

technique that accounts for these variances might be more applicable
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Actual demand vs.
forecasted demand.

The faulty forecast
was amplifying the
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Figure 8.5 Using Min-Max Inventory Policies, the Inventory Reaction Was Lagging

(see Figure 8.5). Conversely, an inventory policy that adapts to a

fast replenishment cycle would allow the system to adapt to the true

demand and supply signals. This means that the proposed system, if

it is to help reduce inventories and help better manage the ordering

process, needs to maximize the response time to the demand signal.

The problem in the ERP system was creating the buyer’s workaround.

SIMULATION OF THE ERP/SCM MODULE REACTION

The SCM module uses demand inputs to set the inventory policies. By

using min-max reorder points based on the demand information pro-

vided, the system can hold the service level. However, as shown in

Figure 8.6, the system is letting the stock fall way below the reorder

points during anomaly periods because of the length of the replenish-

ment cycle. In three instances, the SCMmodule let stock fall far below

the out-of-stock level. Since there is a large gap between order-up-to

and reorder points, the system will promote the inability to adapt to

fluctuations.

SIMULATION OF THE OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM

The optimization system used forecasting methods (Croston’s and

exponential smoothing) to help with the slower-moving products or

products with intermittent demand. Indeed, in some cases aggregation

needed to be used to find better demand patterns. However, given
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Figure 8.6 Inability to React to Anomalies in Time

The application of
base-stock policy.
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Figure 8.7 Application of the Base-Stock Inventory Policies

the amount of inventory and the lot sizes required to support service

and/or MRO parts, speed is more important than large amounts of

inventory to support the service level requirement. Therefore, the

inventory and ordering process will be tightened to provide speed to

the replenishment process. As viewed in Figure 8.7, the optimization

system will be tied to a base-stock policy that will allow for a faster

reaction time.

THE EFFECT OF POLICY

Rather than a one-size-fits-all inventory policy parameter, the POV

team used a business rule format to assign specified base-stock policies
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when needed. In quadrants II and IV, there was a tendency for the

products to react better to a base-stock format rather than a min-max

format. The base-stock format provides a more reliable way to create

a policy on products when the fixed ordering cost is insignificant with

slow replenishment.

How Big an Effect Can This Policy Change Have?

Indeed, the product/SKU results in Figure 8.8 show that the affected

items were scattered across a range of very slow moving to regular

moving volumes. However, the items tended to have a corresponding

low frequency of demand in relation to the total volume:

◾ Very slow moving: 18 percent of the affected items

◾ Slow moving: 50 percent of the affected items

◾ Regular moving: 32 percent of the affected items

As stated in the previous section, the products in this area react bet-

ter to a base-stock policy. By using business rules to identify the product

Frequency of Demand
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Slow Moving

Regular Moving
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0–2 2–4 4–6 6–8 8–10 10–High
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Figure 8.8 Inventory Velocity Review
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need and applying the appropriate policy format, the POV team could

better align the needed policy and replenishment requirements.

Consider the earlier findings about the two quadrants that had the

most review.

Quadrant II: Attention Focused

These items also had a high score for the critical risk and high levels

of forecast accuracy. However, because they tended to have slower

replenishment cycles the products required higher safety stocks to

cover their critical nature.

Quadrant IV: Mixed Management

These products had low operational risk, forecasting had a high level

of variability, and the replenishment cycle was slow. As a result,

the products tended to be lumped together by inventory costing

factors. This means for low-cost materials, the safety stock inventory

was raised and managed automatically while high-cost items were

manually reviewed.

The stochastic or random nature of the demand, coupled with

the corresponding supply variance, produces a problem with the

production-based inventory policy generated by the SCM module.

The SCM methodology is based on systems grounded in production.

Production systems require stable and historically strong demand and

supply data to produce accurate inventory thresholds. The resulting

product style inventory policy would be min-max rather than the

more efficient base-stock format. The result of the methodology is

that policies would create inventory and ordering structures outside

the service-level requirements.

The critical product case of quadrant II, the speed or variance in

which the replenishment side could react, made the policy one of (1)

rush order—this added cost and buyer review time to the system, or (2)

raising the policy levels. However, for the production methods of the

policies in place, there was already more than enough on hand. Since

the organization had put a premium on inventory levels and inventory

turns, the rush order became the activity of choice.

In the mixed management case of quadrant IV, since the demand

variability was high and the replenishment cycle short, the buying staff
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developed a process for handling the products using a cost methodol-

ogy of segmentation. This system divided the products into the same

two areas that we found in quadrant II. If the product was high cost, it

was rush ordered. If the product was low cost, the inventory thresholds

were simply raised to overcome any safety stock issues due to demand

fluctuations.

In the process of adaptation, the organization’s buyers had cre-

ated a workaround to overcome an inherent flaw in the SCM module.

However, in this case the workaround took the incorrect policies and

amplified the cost to the inventory levels, the extra logistics costs, and

the overall MRO buying staff workload.

POV RESULTS: INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION ENHANCES THE
ERP SYSTEM

The improvement found by using advanced forecasting and inven-

tory optimization methods provided a 37 percent reduction in

inventory. Moreover, the 98 percent service level was maintained

even with the 37 percent drop in inventory (see Figure 8.9). This

means the organization could realize a return of over $18.5 million.

This creates a win-win situation because the POV shows the benefit
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of purchasing the system used in the POV, but more important, the

original money invested in the ERP/SCM system would be realized at

a quicker pace.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO ACHIEVE THE REDUCTIONS?

Using the projected demand information, the organization can now

better understand how fast the excess inventory would bleed off to

achieve the ROI. Due to the slow and very slow volume of many of the

items, the bleed-off will take over a year. However, half of the change

will occur in the first three months. See Figure 8.10.

WERE THERE IMPROVED BUYER EFFICIENCIES?

By increasing the trust in the inventory and ordering outputs, the

buyers could expect to reduce the amount of time they were using

to review and use it for more value-added activities. By applying

estimates from the buying staff and management, the collaborative

team estimated that the reduced time and improvement in quality
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of materials requisition would allow for the same five resources to

process up to 15,000 transactions per month, as compared to the

current level of 8,000.

Measurement of Success of the POV

◾ Reduction in inventory?

◾ Projected goal for success: 15 percent reduction.

◾ Realized: 37 percent reduction.

◾ Maintain a 98 percent service level?

◾ A 98 percent service level was realized with a savings of

$18.5 million in freed-up working capital.

◾ One half of the savings would be realized in the first three

months.

◾ Improved buyer efficiencies?

◾ Dramatic decrease in order review time.

◾ Projected to move from 8,000 orders a month to 15,000

orders a month.

◾ No increase in headcount.

LOOKING BACK

The ability to reduce inventory in a real-world organization requires

more than just an application of algorithms. There are all kinds of

factors that come into play, none of which is more important than

overcoming time, money, and manpower spent making the current

system viable. This last POV example and the subsequent official

rollout of an installation led to an active collaboration between the

inventory optimization consultants and the assigned project personnel

from the client.

Participation was the key to this highly successful engagement. Too

often, inventory optimization is the idea of someone close to the inven-

tory, but the virtues or benefits are not sold to upper management.

When potential projects are hidden, almost all inventory optimization

engagements fail completely or wither on the vine. Never hide the ben-

efits of inventory optimization.
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In our first example, the POV results were incredible and exciting,

but it took a tremendous amount of effort to move the engagement to

a small test rollout. Why would something with so much potential cost

saving and revenue generation literally limp along? In retrospect, the

dueling goals of management and buyers almost derailed the POV and

subsequent rollout. Management had a completely different agenda

focused on overstocks, while the buyers were focused on out-of-stocks

and lost sales. In the end, it took a benefits summit meeting to align

their goals into a workable plan. However, once that plan was put into

action, the rollout of inventory optimization into the organization was

extremely successful.

The second example was a classic one of corporate infighting. A

collaborative team was never an option here. The POV team tried to

pull the combatants together, but from the beginning the inherent

rogue-buyer mentality was very prevalent, and no amount of inven-

tory planning was going to sway a buyer from making those special

purchases. In the end, the client did not buy an inventory optimization

solution, but many of the assumptions of inventory management

that were held by the management team needed to be reevalu-

ated. This led to some changes, and, at last report, there have been

improvements.

The last example of a POV engagement shows the potential oppor-

tunity to dig deep into the inner workings of an inventory and replen-

ishment operation. Too often inventory optimization is just thought of

as a way to reduce inventory and free up working capital. It is that, but

in reality it is all about optimizing the total inventory to meet a cus-

tomer satisfaction need. Indeed, in the last example the initial focus

was to reduce inventory and keep the same service level. Reduction

of working capital was the driver. However, as I often see, the actual

benefit comes from the secondary requirements. No one really thinks

about the effect out-of-stocks have on company revenues until after

the fact. In virtually all installations I have been a part of, there is a

revenue gain during the same time as an inventory reduction, and

this installation was no different. The final surprise is the streamlining

of buyer functions. Without all of the tactical problems buyers have

to face with following up on delayed shipments or expediting orders,
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they can spend more time in strategic planning. The POV showed the

buying staff could almost double their order capacity with the same

staff. They didn’t do that. In the end, the staff looked at taking on more

strategic planning and collaboration with their partners in the organi-

zation, dealing with things like preventative maintenance and better

forecasting capabilities.
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We started our examination of inventory optimization by explor-

ing the inherent shortcomings found in company enterprise

resource planning (ERP) systems and the resulting inefficien-

cies flowing through the supply chains. We have looked at how

inventory optimization can correct these shortcomings by evaluating

the costs attributed to service-level requirements down at the gran-

ular item/location pairing. Finally, we have seen how organizations

have tested the theories found in inventory optimization on their

own data.

As we have moved along this pathway, we uncovered that

leading-edge organizations have found tremendous results. In many

cases, inventories have been cut by 20 to 30 percent while service

levels increased. Countless proofs of value (POVs) have been done,

and yet inventory optimization comes across as something only

visionaries have access to. Why is it that a tried-and-true technology

with proven results gets placed into the “interesting, but I don’t know

if it will work here” point on inventory management project lists?

In all my travels and interactions with inventory management pro-

fessionals, I continually come down to a single, pervasive question that

splits into two directions:

The question:

“We have tried to reduce inventories, or we have tried to
increase our customer satisfaction levels, but in almost
every case it was a temporary action that withered away
over time. What proof do I have that this solution will
provide ongoing results?”

What that really means:

1. “I have heard that inventory optimization can help, but I have a

long history in inventory control that tells me most reductions

in stock or increases in service levels are temporary. How do I

know if I am really getting long-term inventory reductions?”

2. “Technology can only take me just so far. After that the major-

ity of benefit comes from change management. In addition to

installing the software, what changes do I need to make in my

processes in insure this project’s success?”
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In the end, the decision maker is left with concerns for (1) the con-

fidence of companywide success and (2) the company’s willingness to

accept change. Honestly, when it comes to most inventory optimiza-

tion rollouts, this is the tipping point, and most software companies

do not understand this decision-making transition. As trusted advisers,

inventory optimization software vendors need to help the organization

by (1) explaining inventory optimization in layman’s terms, (2) mak-

ing sure the goals of your project align exactly with the company’s

goals, (3) making sure those goals are measurable and achievable, and

(4) above all, making sure one of the requirements is to make people’s

jobs easier.

Given this simple roadmap for success, let’s take a look at an inven-

tory optimization project as it went from company vision to rollout to

maintenance.

MATAS A/S: AUTOMATED FORECASTING
AND REPLENISHMENT

Matas is a Danish drugstore chain founded in 1949. The store motto

is Good Advice Makes the Difference. The Matas chain has 297 stores all

over Denmark and employs about 2,500 people. The annual revenue

is approximately D.Kr 2 billion ($360 million in U.S. dollars). Matas

sells a broad range of items related to personal hygiene and cosmetics,

such as Lancôme, Clinique, L’Oréal, and Gillette, along with a host

of private-label products. Interestingly, most, if not all, of the Matas

shops have a chemical department where the shopper can find both

household chemicals and more exotic chemicals for the home chemist.

Other things sold in the stores include vitamin supplements and herbal

remedies such as ginseng extracts and licorice root.

In 2007, the private equity fund CVC acquired more than 250

of the Matas stores. The goal of the acquisition was to help Matas

management transform the company into a top-performing retailer in

the European marketplace. At the time of the acquisition, Matas was

experiencing the same problems that many retailers around the world

were dealing with. In an effort to compete in a troubled economy,

extra focus was placed on ensuring customer satisfaction and customer

loyalty.
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WHAT WERE THE PROBLEMS AT MATAS?

The problem was that over time, inventories in both the stores and dis-

tribution center were becoming bloated, and yet out-of-stocks were a

common occurrence. This was in direct conflict with the Matas effort

to maintain customer satisfaction and loyalty. As a result of these dia-

metrically opposed problems of high inventory and out-of-stocks, store

management took extraordinary measures to review store inventory

and process weekly orders and send them to the distribution center.

Indeed, the average time it took store personnel to complete an order

cycle was 15 man-hours. This meant over 3,750 man-hours a week

out of store management time. Jacob Sand, the supply chain manager

at Matas, said, “Stores more or less guessed need, when they ordered

manually. And it is clear that the fear of getting an out-of-stock led to

unnecessarily high stock levels, but at the same time one should not

underestimate all the experience store personnel have collected as they

reviewed the inventory.”

In addition, Matas had developed an ABC-style classification hier-

archy to help managers focus on products that meant more to the

Matas image and profitability. In this instance, an A-type item was

most important to keep in stock for customer-satisfaction purposes.

Even with the extra review and time spent by store personnel to pro-

cess the orders, a large percentage of high-value A items were out of

stock. This out-of-stock issue on A-type items certainly will cloud cus-

tomer satisfaction issues, butmost important, it can have a huge impact

on unrealized revenue.

Finally, as with any kind of manual process, errors occur. One of

the big problems at Matas was known as the forgotten order. Even with

all of the checking and rechecking, store managers would invariably

forget to purchase a certain percentage of products for the store. Two

things would then happen. The first was that a natural out-of-stock

would occur in the store. The second would be a critical “extra” order

the next week. The critical second order would have an added effect

on the warehouse stock as additional orders were coming in above

and beyond actual sales numbers. This bullwhip effect would create

an out-of-stock ripple up the chain.
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DC REPLENISHMENT

Let’s review some of the issues that Matas is dealing with, in addition

to the acknowledged problems of receiving manually created orders

from store managers. Remember, Matas is using a transactional system

that has inherent island of efficiency problems found in multiechelon

supply chains.

◾ The upstream warehouse does not see any store demand

information. The demand is created by store orders with no

visibility into the actual demand. In fact, the response to the

downstream demand is actually an interpretation of the store

manager’s view of the last 31 days of sales.

◾ The demand that is provided is somewhat disjointed. Orders

to the distribution center (DC) are generated over a five-day

period. Groups of stores have order days where they have a

designated day (or night) to transmit their orders to the DC.

Given this process with no downstream vision into the actual

demand, the demand signal is lagging as it is being communi-

cated to the DC. This lag in demand signal creates extra safety

stock requirements.

◾ Even with the ABC classification of products, the assignment

of weeks of supply inventory measurements will create

the Goldilocks effect across the assignments. The more the

DC might try to improve the in-stock percentage of an A

item that had a problem, the more the inefficiencies of the

weeks-of-supply assignment would make other products

overstocked. In turn, in an effort to reduce stocks the reduction

of inventory would create even more out of stocks on the

high-volume items. Matas was in a whipsaw problem in an

attempt to harmonize the inventory at the DC.

◾ The final issue is the manual processing of the orders. As you

can imagine, with a manual process there are huge opportu-

nities for errors. The DC personnel are reviewing orders for

authenticity and accuracy. The demand information for the DC

cannot be completed until this step is taken and validated.
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The Matas DC is in a tough situation. It must supply product effi-

ciently with a muffled and inaccurate demand signal. Without a solid

predictive signal, the DC-to-vendor orders are based only on DC sales.

This creates the second lag point in the order process. These two lag

points in demand signals flowing through the DC make the need for

extra safety stocks even more amplified.

As we have seen in our examination of the effects of redundant

safety stocks, an upstream inventory location positioned in a multi-

echelon supply chain creates a bloated and unresponsive distribution

center. Matas was exhibiting all of the classic signs of a problematic

upstream DC being bullwhipped by conflicting inventory and demand

signals that were filtering in over a week from the stores.

STORE REPLENISHMENT

Oftentimes when inventory optimization is introduced, the buyers get

defensive. Actually, it is truly amazing what buyers can accomplish

when they have so many factors weighing against them. Going all the

way back 30 years to my humble beginnings to examining how buyers

of today deal with faulty information, I am shocked at how good buy-

ers do in overcoming the odds. Let’s look at what is stacked up against

these store managers at Matas as they go about doing their jobs:

◾ In normal ordering in a transactional system, the downstream

location has to always assume 100 percent service level on all

items purchased. The normalized tables in the ERP system dic-

tate that relationship. Now, add to that, human nature. The

store managers are attempting to create their own islands of

efficiencies. They are taking a look at 31 days of sales history

and providing a gut-feeling order. If human nature is consistent,

the response is to always order a little bit more. The DC has the

same 31-day history, but the orders that are accumulated from

downstream always come in a little bit higher.

◾ The DC can’t provide 100 percent service level, especially on

those A items. This creates a bullwhip effect. When the store

managers begin to have a gut feeling about supply consis-

tency, they will order more and more. This creates temporary
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out-of-stocks as the false demand signal travels up the chain. In

most situations like this, there is a rolling in-stock/out-of-stock

problem even though inventories might have the correct

inventory weeks of supply.

◾ The space constraints placed on the end-of-supply-chain,

customer-facing location create the added problem of balanc-

ing sales against excess inventory. You can’t sell something

while it sits in the back room. Oftentimes the service parts

industry is pointed out as the key industry with intermittent

demand problems. Without a doubt, retail can rival that prob-

lem. In many cases, the store manager is ordering something

that has a lot size of 12 or 24 and only sells one a week.

Constrained ordering at the store level is an art and a science.

If the DC is looking at a store selling four units in a 31-day

period and suddenly gets an order for lot sizes of 12 or 24, it

can create out-of-stocks.

As you can see, Matas is in a difficult situation, but this is not

unique. This is, actually, an extremely common occurrence in the retail

industry. The customer-facing location demand is not correctly com-

municated through the supply chain, and the store managers are using

tribal knowledge to overcome the problems. The store managers work

alone in their island of efficiency and do not communicate with other

managers to get a better cumulative understanding of the problem. At

the other end of the spectrum, the vendors are reacting to a DCwith no

visibility to predictable demand. The result is an extremely inefficient

supply chain that suffers from, as described by Matas, bloated inven-

tory, an unacceptable out-of-stock problem, and, finally, an extremely

costly ordering process. Once again, if you want to experience this kind

of activity, you can go to the MIT Beer Game at www.beergame.org.

A PROJECT IN INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

The Matas automated ordering project is an example of four key ingre-

dients to a successful installation engagement. First, management had

a clear idea of the issues they wanted to solve. This was not a situation

of a mid-level manager wanting to recreate a purchasing system.

http://www.beergame.org
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Management understood that the present system was not working

and aggressive steps needed to be undertaken to solve the problems.

Second, management spent time reviewing different solution sets and

how each rationale was viewed with pros and cons to achieve the

goal. Once management had decided on the forecasting and inventory

optimization route to accommodate the automated ordering, they

were confident the solution would achieve the results they were

looking for. Third, management communicated to all parties of the

engagement, both internal and external, how the goals would be

measured and reviewed. They understood the old human nature

process in change: “People gripe, then they grope, then they grow.”

Management were preparing everyone for change and fostered an

open door to the process to vent any frustration or concerns. Finally,

management reviewed the progress and weighed internal feedback

to the final goal. They made adjustments, but the final goal never

wavered. Management stayed firm to the final goal of an automated

ordering system that would be more accurate and timely and would

save the company money and employees a lot of wasted time.

Following is an illustration of a successful inventory optimization

engagement.

The Matas Requirements

So often an inventory optimization engagement is defined by the state-

ment, “We have a problemwith our inventory.” It is up to the client and

technology company to define and solve the various issues that make

up the inventory problem. In the case of Matas, the management team

had a vision of what they wanted solved in addition to the inventory

dilemma. This holistic vision allowed the account teams to align the

solution so that it enabled Matas to incorporate change management

with the addition of technology.

A Coherent Replenishment Flow

Often, inventory optimization comes across as an extremely compli-

cated activity that only the PhD can understand. In the case of Matas,

it wanted to see a rational replenishment process that could be under-

stood and acted on. Since the stores were segmented out into five equal
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batches throughout the week, the same staggered ordering would be

maintained. The initial flow would simply be from the store-level hier-

archy so that theDCcould fulfill those store orders.Once thiswas signed

off on, the DC could implement a similar process for vendor sourcing of

product. Thus, a complete ordering system could be implemented.

Automated Orders

An ordering environment needed to be created where the system took

into account the relevant time-phased demand so that the last 31 days

were taken into effect, but the most recent were weighed at higher lev-

els. The goal is to reduce the number of man-hours required to process

the orders. Indeed, the reduction should be at the store side (producing

the order) and at the DC side (reviewing the order).

Higher Turnover Rate

Most of the time, a customer gets wrapped up in the ability to reduce

inventory and places undue focus on getting rid of overstocks. As we

found in the last chapter’s proof of value (POV) with the computer

catalog operator, the reduction could backfire. In this case, Matas

was extremely smart. Inventory turnover is a recognized inventory

key performance indicator (KPI) tied to inventory health. When

overall inventories are rightsized, meaning both increased to cover

understocked items and reduced to cover overstocks, the inventory

turnover, in general, speeds up. This is an excellent KPI, but it must

be understood that it tends to be a delayed KPI that does not react

immediately. Finally, being a delayed indicator, management needs

to understand the z-curve effect of right-sizing the inventory. Most

inventory optimization engagements actually have a slowdown in

inventory turns in the beginning as low-stock inventory is replenished

before the overstock bleeds off. Matas understood the right-sizing

problem and waited for the inventory bleed-off to take effect before

reviewing the inventory turn rate.

Fewer Out-of-Stock Situations

Again, Matas is smart. Inventory optimization has a strong effect

on cutting the overstock problem, but in the majority of cases, the
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real growth and what gives executives the ah-ha moment is when

out-of-stocks are reduced and revenue or market share increases

due to increased sales. The fact that customer satisfaction is tied up

in the customers’ belief that they can get their choice of product

the first time is important to the retailer. However, one of the key

focuses of the Matas requirements was not just a simple reduction

in out-of-stocks. Matas wanted it to be a controlled reduction where

the focus was placed on A-type items. This would allow for complete

rationalization of stock-keeping units (SKUs) instead of simply an

out-of-stock number attained.

The Requirements of Matas

Any time there is an interaction among an inventory optimization

software company, consultants, and the customer, there needs to

be a strong understanding of the following: First, there needs to be

precise inventory information at both the store and DC levels. Second,

there needs to be a strong view of master product data information,

space management, and assortment structures for inventory con-

straints. Finally, there needs to be a good understanding of the order

management process.

However, there are two important aspects of the data, so that

everyone is on the same page going forward. When it comes to

inventory optimization projects, one game everyone loves to play

is, “Let’s see what you can do with this garbage data scenario.” In

this case, the customer will give the software vendor and consultant

every tough forecasting product with loads of intermittent-demand

problems. This doesn’t do anyone any good. The time invested on

intermittent-demand products—unless they are extremely expensive

and have long lead times—brings little in the way of benefit. It is

extremely important to get a good cross-section of products in an

assortment so the customer can see the benefits. As indicated earlier, it

is far more important to right-size an A-type item with understocked

inventory and lost sales than to reduce an intermittent-demand prod-

uct from an overstock position of three down to a correct inventory of

two—unless the product is worth $1 million each. Therefore, having a

good cross-section of items is extremely important if you are going to
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compare options. The second requirement is to ensure that stores you

might be comparing are truly representative and equal. Therefore,

equal products and equal stores and the access to the Matas system

would allow for the best possible start to the project.

A PILOT PROGRAM VERSUS A PROOF OF VALUE PROCESS

The software industry tends to work with two different “proof” pro-

cesses to provide the customer viability of a solution. The vast major-

ity of engagements deal with the POV process. In this situation, an

agreed-on set of product and location data is provided and the soft-

ware provider assembles the data into a time-phased output offsite.

The various KPIs that have been agreed to are measured and, if the

information is persuasive enough, the project moves on to the next

level. Another technique that is used is called the pilot program. In this

process, the client and the software provider work onsite to assemble

a mini-verison of the solution to test the results against the present

processes. In the case of inventory optimization the pilot program has

a lot of benefits. First, the mini-install does not create a duplication of

effort. The pilot becomes the basis for the rollout to the entire orga-

nization. Second, the engagement teams get an opportunity to work

together on a small scale onsite. This can be a huge benefit as the pilot

allows everyone to get on the same page and agree to the working con-

ditions and outcomes. Finally, the pilot program enables the focus to

be aligned to agreed-upon locations and products so that there is a true

test of both inventory KPIs and workflow processes.

Matas and the software provider decided to take the pilot program

process over the proof of value direction because they felt the potential

duplication of effort was too costly and the ability to focus on agreed-on

stores and products allowed for a better understanding of the solution’s

true potential. In the case of the Matas pilot program, the consultants

and Matas chose 400 representative products and eight stores:

◾ The 400 products were represented in each store, and the stores

were in similar locations and had the same overall volume.

◾ The stores were divided into two groups. Four stores would

maintain the status quo ordering process and submit the orders

to the DC on their respective days.
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◾ The second group of four stores would use forecasting with

point-of-sale inputs that would integrate with inventory

optimization to develop inventory policies for the products

and generate orders as required. The second group of stores

could review the orders, but unless there were wild inconsis-

tencies the order was submitted on the day normally done for

ordering.

◾ The side-by-side comparison pilot would be maintained for

three months, and the respective inventory positions and

ordering times would be measured.

Matas and the consulting team put in place an escape clause to the

pilot program that would allow Matas to exit the project if the results

were not to its liking. You can imagine that a lot of eyes were on the

outcome.

The results were strong over the three-month pilot as shown in

Figure 9.1. The automatic ordering showed potential to reduce inven-

tory levels by 15 percent, overall revenues increased by 13 percent, and

the inventory turnover increased by 29 percent at the end of the pilot.

Moreover, the ordering time was significantly reduced. Interestingly,

reports came back from the auto-ordering stores that store managers

wanted to override the orders generated, but over time they stopped

when the results were so strong. This was something that came back

to resurface later in the project.

These results inspired Matas to move the project to the entire

chain. Given the results in four stores Matas could, potentially,

realize multidigit millions in savings. True to form in the case of

Matas, the savings were important, but at this point the management

was more interested in the time savings. To them, a believable and

supportable automated ordering system was more important to the

growth of Matas than short- to mid-term inventory savings. Having

store managers focused on strategic activities would allow for solid

company growth. Therefore, at this point, the whole engagement was

not defined as a savings project; the overall aim was—and is—to save

shop staff time to inventory management, so they can concentrate on

advising and delivering experiences to customers.
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REVENUE (INDEX) INVENTORY VALUE (INDEX)

RATE OF STOCKTURN (INDEX) TIME SPENT ON ADMINISTRATION

Previously, staff spent 30% of the
working hours on administration.
At present, this has been reduced
to 20%. When the solution is fully
implemented, it is estimated that
the time consumption will be
reduced to 15%.

Figure 9.1 The Matas KPI Metrics over a Three-Month Period

ROLLING OUT THE PROJECT TO THE ENTERPRISE

The first step is to integrate the inventory optimization process into the

forecasting and replenishment cycle of Matas. To do that, the consul-

tants worked to create a best practice process of aligning the optimiza-

tion so that inventory optimization could gather the inputs from the

Matas data warehouse and push the output to the ERP system.

As noted in the chart in Figure 9.2, the normal store ordering pro-

cess would come directly from the stores into the ERP system.With the

addition to the Matas structure, the inventory optimization would be

able to pick up both store and DC stock levels and the POS and demand

information from the Matas data warehouse and process this informa-

tion and optimize the results. Once the information had been updated,

the inventory optimization system would generate order proposals for

both the stores and the warehouse. After this process had been com-

pleted, the automated orders would go out to the stores for review. The

store managers had the option of overriding the automated orders. The

orders were turned around and sent back to the ERP system for pro-

cessing. Now that the store and warehouse orders were synchronized,
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Figure 9.2 Where Inventory Optimization Fit into the Matas System

the warehouse orders did not have to wait for the full order sequence

to be completed over the week to properly order from the vendors.

From a change management standpoint, this is an extremely

important juncture. As we saw before, buyers, at any level, tend to

push back when confronted with what they believe are black-box

technology purchases. From the beginning, the focus of Matas was to

simplify the ordering process while improving it. If the streamlining of

the ordering process was to take place, it had to have acceptance from

the store managers in the field. Matas management felt there needed

to be, in place, a method where the store managers had the ability to

edit the orders so they would feel comfortable with the results. Man-

agement felt that over time the editing would naturally be reduced as

the store managers became comfortable with the automated orders.

The ultimate goal would be to shut off the editing at a point where

there were no measureable improvements from the editing or when

management felt the time had come to simply shut it off.

THE MATAS NETWORK

As shown in the mapping diagram in Figure 9.3, the primary net-

work flow is for vendors to ship orders to the Matas warehouse for
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Figure 9.3 The Matas Distribution System

dispersal to the stores. However, a secondary network flow was set up

to accommodate products that had an ongoing direct-to-store delivery

system or to bypass the warehouse when specific ordering require-

ments were instigated. These requirements might be to support amajor

advertising event or when direct store shipping was more advanta-

geous. Here comes another ah-ha moment in the engagement. The

direct-to-store shipments had a lot to do with vendor salespeople cut-

ting special deals in the stores for extra product shipments. This created

a faulty inventory number in the system and directly contributed to

overstocks in the stores. Once the auto-replenishment process started,

the vendor-driven overstocks stopped immediately.

Within the Matas network, the stores were considered to be the

first echelon of optimization, and the warehouse was the second level

of optimization. Up until this time, Matas had looked at the stores

and the warehouse as separate entities and managed them separately.

The only way the warehouse understood the downstream demand

was to aggregate the store POS and ordering into a single demand

signal. As you remember, this classic sequential optimization was part

of the island of efficiency model. Now that inventory optimization
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was going to occur, the primary demand signal was going to be the

granular store/product demand pairing. The system would recognize

each pairing signal and react as a network rather than individual

parts. As a last step, the warehouse’s ability to see downstream to the

store-level demand enabled it to aggregate the demand and react to

it in a much more timely fashion. This systematic approach would

allow better demand communication back to the vendor by allowing

a better view of the demand across the network. The result of this

store-warehouse-vendor visibility was a much more adaptable supply

chain. It could easily recognize changes in demand faster than the

previous store ordering process. A good example of this occurred

during the bird flu pandemic in 2009. The pandemic set off increased

demand for hand disinfection liquid. It was automatically detected by

the auto-ordering system, which reacted to increased demand before

the staff realized the increase in demand had occurred. The ability to

automatically recognize the uptick in demand for the hand sanitizer

actually provided enough stock for the stores to take care of demand

and created added sales that would not have been realized in the

old system.

The goal of the rollout is to optimize both the stores and the ware-

house in a dual-echelon inventory optimization process and simplify

the overall ordering experience.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

Let’s take a closer look at the flow of information, so that we

understand the steps being taken in the optimization process (see

Figure 9.4). So often I am asked, “Can I do optimization out of the

box?” To that I almost always say, “Yes, but . . . .” Let me explain. A

better demand signal and a better, more uniquely assigned inventory

policy will provide more accurate results, but most companies are

very different from each other in the way they want to proceed once

the optimization has occurred. Even though the optimization will

deliver a better result, most companies want to have products handled

differently. This end is where out-of-the-box meets customization.

Therefore, it is important to make a distinction in out-of-the-box. I

have found very few inventory optimization companies that have
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Figure 9.4 The Optimization Process Flow

been successful in applying a generic code to all products and gotten

acceptable results. The best usually help the company by collaborating

on how the optimization is applied. In the case of Matas, the opti-

mization is out of the box—but also out of the box are the abilities to

use sophisticated operations research segmentations capabilities and

business rule applications so Matas could apply its own flavor to the

optimization.

Forecasting

The first step in any optimization process is to have the best forecast

available. In the case of Matas, special methodologies were used not

only to allow for the best forecasts, but also to allow for the proper

sequencing so the stores and warehouse were aligned and working as

one entity or network flow.

The store-based, level-one echelon forecast created 2 million

SKU/store combinations. These forecasts were based on a weekly

level extrapolated on 52 weeks and a rolling three years of data.

These forecasts rolled up to the warehouse where 26,500 forecasts

were produced each day and reconciled on a daily basis. It was

very important, as it is with all retailers, that event variables were

introduced to account for promotional activities and seasonal shifts

in volume. Prior to this level of forecasting sophistication, Matas had

been using a lot of gut-feel ordering from the store managers, and,

as we had seen, it took long, tedious hours to develop orders with

limited success.
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Here are some of the various event inputs that would be used in

the Matas example:

◾ Flyer event

◾ Newspaper event

◾ Specific campaign beauty products

◾ Christmas seasonal activity

◾ Family discount, like a BOGO (buy one, get one free)

◾ Segmenting the campaign into weeks for proper consumption

Once the forecasted demand is produced at both store and ware-

house level, the demand output for projected sales at the stores will

be sent to the optimization engine. It is important to note that one

of the ah-ha moments of the engagement was seeing the aggregated

store demand without the aggregated demand variance. This for Matas

showed some of the power of optimization. In previous situations,

the safety stocks at the warehouse were calculated using a formula

to cover the accumulated store demand and created a huge amount of

redundant stock. The new demand signals coming from the forecasting

engine now harnessed the extra demand variance, thereby reducing

the needed stock. Right out of the blocks Matas was seeing the power

of optimization.

Inventory Optimization

The key goal of the inventory optimization run was to find the optimal

reorder levels and the optimal order-up-to levels. The ordering thresh-

old is important because it matches the order timing with the demand

expectancy so the minimum amount of safety stock is required and

the product will not run out of stock. As we have discussed in previous

chapters, these numbers are effectively called the min-max.

As part of the constraining process, products with higher order-

ing costs and higher fluctuations of demand will be assigned the s, S

or min-max policy, and products with lower ordering costs and lower

demand fluctuations will get a base-stock policy. This type of policy

assignment was coordinated with the Matas team to ensure the proper

alignment of ordering to the product type. In many cases, stores would
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Figure 9.5 Capturing the Min-Max Ordering Process

have lot sizes of a 12-pack, but the product sold one or two aweek. This

constraining functionality, coupled with the store space, enabled the

inventory optimization system to match the ordering logic needed to

move from warehouse to store, but also to translate aggregated inputs

for the vendor purchases moving into the warehouse.

In the example shown in Figure 9.5, the inventory optimization s,

S or min-max policy is in effect for a product in a Matas store. In the

case of lead time, it should be noted that in all inventory optimization

calculations the lead time is computed with both ordering time and

delivery time. Finally, another important point to Figure 9.5 is that s

and S are recalculated each time it is possible to make an order and

therefore makes s, S not only individual but also dynamic.

Operations Research Segmentation

One of the specific areas that Matas wanted to explore as part of the

ordering and inventory optimization was the effect that limited supply

might have on its system. From a retailing situation, this is extremely

important. Oftentimes, a product supplied by a vendor is in short sup-

ply and needs to be allocated in a logical and informative fashion. If

this were to occur in a basic inventory optimization system, the process

flow would simply indicate an out-of-stock and a reduction in service
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level. Matas wanted to understand the best way to position products

in short supply so that stores with the highest need came first in the

pecking order. Moreover, it wanted to ensure that customers requir-

ing the product most got the product to increase customer satisfaction.

This process stops the “trying to sell fur coats in Hawaii when people

are freezing in Minneapolis” problem and puts the product in the right

place for the best return on investment and customer satisfaction.

A second use of operations research inputs was to align vendor

orders from the warehouse so they could be aggregated into full-truck

quantities. By taking into account tie and tier counts for pallet quanti-

ties and weight and cube information, trucks could be built to accom-

modate minimum weight and cube requirements. This enabled Matas

to maximize vendor ordering for best pricing options.

Last, the operations research (OR) functionality also gave Matas

the ability to adhere to space management requirements in the stores

by aligning constrained orders to minimum presentation stock levels

and maximum order-up-to levels pressed by shelf depth and height.

This would allow for the constraining of an order so that it fits the

parameters of the store requirements and frees up the store manager

from trying to adhere to those constraints by tribal knowledge.

Business Rules

One of the distinct problems found in industries as diverse as spare

parts and retail is intermittent demand or extremely slow movers.

When products get to the end of the supply chain, sometimes volume

just slows to a crawl. In those kinds of situations, especially in con-

strained inventory locations, space allocation and SKU rationalization

is important. Oftentimes, inventory optimization will overstate inven-

tory needs when the forecast is looking at intermittent demand. In the

case of Matas, the management wanted to reduce the amount of com-

plexity required to fully forecast and push business rules implantation

to products when feasible. For instance, if an item is moving only one

every other month and the cost is below a certain threshold, the total

inventory might be positioned at “2” with a base-stock order policy of

“1” if something is ordered. In the situation where there might be a

bit more seasonality involved, the presentation level might be raised

during seasonal times and backed off during the out-of-season periods.
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THE ULTIMATE MATAS GOAL

As inventory optimization and replenishment were rolled out from the

pilot to a full chainwide system, Matas maintained its original vision

of creating a fully automated process of ordering that would replace

gut feel and tribal knowledge with high levels of forecasting coupled

with advanced inventory optimization routines. The automated sys-

tem would create order proposals that would reduce the amount of

time store managers were spending doing mundane activities. It would

greatly reduce the number of SKUs that were forgotten during the

ordering process. Finally, it would effectively reduce the out-of-stock

problems at Matas in a rational way so that those products that were

most important had the highest service levels and were able to main-

tain customer satisfaction on important stock. The expected results

were as follows:

◾ Reduce inventory. The reduction of working capital invested

in inventory would allow for an improved balance sheet and

income statement. Most important, it would allow Matas to be

a much more nimble retailer.

◾ Reduce out-of-stock situations. The increased revenue from

the reduction of out-of-stocks is an important segment of the

project. The return on investment (ROI) of the engagement will

depend on revenue enhancements and will have the highest

impact on the company balance sheet and income statement.

In many ways, this would be the leading indicator of the project

success.

◾ Increase efficiency of store and warehouse personnel.

Freeing up expensive labor from doing heavy, manual, and

recurrent labor will allow store managers to work on strategic

activities.

◾ Reduce the bullwhip effect. In addition to the classic

ordering problems occurring between warehouse and stores,

the warehouse was dealing with huge redundant inventory

issues by having extra safety stock. However, one of the critical

issues was the cost of expedited orders. Matas wanted to calm

the supply chain down and reduce the cost of doing business.
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THE MATAS RESULTS

Inventory optimization is not just about technology. Change manage-

ment is a tremendously important segment of any project. As we found

in the catalog company, the buyers revolted at the idea that they were

being questioned about their buying habits. Many an inventory opti-

mization engagement has ground itself to a halt because management

did not allay fears and stay the course. Matas had to change the way it

viewed ordering. Up until this time, the ordering system was built on a

human process that was fraught with error. The use of high-powered

analytics and optimization overcame the human errors, but it took time

to slow down the fears and get the personnel to trust the system. As

you can see from Figures 9.6 and 9.7, Matas moved from a system of

ordering by gut feel at the store to a process of accumulating aggregate

orders to send off to the vendor. In Figure 9.7, you can see the analytics

and optimization set up in a circular improvement cycle. In addition to

simply starting off well, the system continued to learn and improve.

So, how did Matas do? Management stayed the course and got its

improvements, but there were ah-ha moments along the way:

◾ Total inventory stock value was reduced by 10 percent.

◾ The out-of-stock situation was reduced by 2 percent to a service

level of 98 percent.

This was another ah-ha moment: By using the unique

store/SKU pairing functionality of inventory optimization and

DC Replenishment

Store Replenishment

Order proposals
based on DC

sales

Manual process
– correcting
proposals

Based on gut
feeling and last
31 days of sale

Very time costly

No link to store
replenishment

Store manager
controls

replenishment

Figure 9.6 The Old Matas Ordering System
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Figure 9.7 The New Matas Ordering System

replenishment, Matas was able to fine-tune the service level

requirements on its A, B, and C items so that the out-of-stocks

could be controlled by SKU classification.

The 2 percent (98 percent service level) out-of-stock factors

equated to the following:

◾ 0.1 percent were A-type items.

◾ 0.4 percent were B-type items.

◾ 1.5 percent were C-type items.

◾ Man-hours spent on replenishment activities were reduced by

70 percent.

REFLECTIONS ON THE PROJECT

From an operational standpoint, the project was and continues to be a

rousing success. However, it is never easy to introduce change into an

organization. It needs to be moved through an organization with care.
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Jesper Amsinck Børsen and Jacob Sand, executives at Matas, sum up

the results well.

Børsen, Matas’s supply chain manager, said, “We told the board

of management that we could reduce the inventory by 10 percent,

but we hoped that the actual figure would be 20 percent. So far, the

results show that we are close to 50 percent.” On introducing inventory

optimization to Matas, Sand had this to say: “You have to be careful

not to describe the kind of change as too rosy, because it is not easy

to introduce an innovative new technology in a chain that is also in

a number of other major changes. Having said that, there is no doubt

that the automatic ordering is a success.”

My hat is off to a great organization that took the dual approach of

technology and change management to a successful conclusion. It is a

roadmap for success.
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LOOKING BEYOND THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

Requests for proposals have gotten a bad rap lately. What ends up

happening is a fashion show competition breaks out when someone

should have simply asked the question: What really is your business

problem and what do you see as a success? What is lost is the true

understanding of what the company in question is trying to accom-

plish. It is great that a company might want to entertain the upgrade

of their forecasting or replenishment system, but what was the problem

with what they were doing in the first place and why do they need this

upgrade? Let’s face it, a software upgrade is a complicated and uncom-

fortable process, and it can be a particularly arduous one if you don’t

have some kind of vision of what the benefits will be at the end of the

journey.

This is why I always push for a software provider to do a strategic

value assessment (SVA) while working with the customer. Obviously,

there should be some kind of qualification, because the last thing any-

one wants to do is waste time researching and validating information

to a customer who has no intention of moving forward. The SVA is

an opportunity to spend a day with the customer to get a complete

understanding of what is in the vision.

THE STRATEGIC VALUE ASSESSMENT

So, what is a strategic value assessment?

I have been involved in more SVAs than I care to count, but every

one of them takes on a strange ritual dance of trust building and expec-

tations. It is far more than speed dating and far less than a marriage

proposal.

As a software evaluator, imagine yourself sitting downwith a group

of people who you know are there to sell you software. You have

to explain how your business is coming up short in their efforts and

now management wants to dramatically improve the company’s bot-

tom line with your project. Your career is hanging in the balance! On

the flipside, you have the software vendor who has been pigeonholed

by past experience as a “seller of snake oil.” Indeed, you, by defini-

tion of being a software vendor, have never seen a round hole you
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couldn’t drive a square peg into! There are some serious trust issues

going on here.

The goal of the SVA is to develop a common understanding of how

the project will fit within the goals of the company. Just simply saying

the companywants to achieve a specificmetric or group ofmetrics does

not meet the financial hurdle points required when projects are being

evaluated. There needs to be a short-, medium-, and long-term finan-

cial view, along with a common understanding by all parties. In the

end, the SVA is used to show management how the project will play

out and provide the needed results. It is imperative that software eval-

uators trust the SVA. The ritual dance is designed to get everyone on

the same page so that the evaluator and vendor share their knowledge

and experience.

The Lynchpin

Remember our discussion about how proofs of value can be derailed

by those not included in the process? This is even truer during the

SVA process. An SVA is being built with one thing in mind—to enable

“someone” to put real numbers in front of decision makers so that

the project can be greenlit. That someone is the lynchpin, or executive

sponsor.

It is imperative to have an executive sponsor for the SVA to be suc-

cessful. The sponsor sets the tone and the vision. For what it’s worth, I

have yet to see a successful outcome to an SVA done without a strong

executive sponsor.

There are three key roles of the executive sponsor:

1. Provide the overarching context for the software and the

project. Oftentimes, a project is not an isolated activity, but one

activity in a broad-based, companywide initiative.

2. Give perspective and insight into the company dynamics.

Egos abound in most organizations. Although the final deci-

sion may not be a democratic one, the group needs to be heard,

understood, and acknowledged. The executive sponsor gives the

team a better understanding of the political atmosphere and a

guidance of how to deal with it.
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3. Allow for honest feedback and guidance during the pro-

cess. Invariably, mistakes are made on both sides. The ability

to see, recognize, and react to the ongoing process enables it to

move to a coordinated and successful conclusion.

The First Step in the SVA: Setting the Stage

The executive sponsor needs to set the tone for the SVA engagement.

During the opening comments of the meeting, the project needs to be

positioned within the larger context of the organization’s charter. Peo-

ple in the room need to understand the seriousness of the process and

the need to share both the company’s vision and the vendor’s limita-

tions/strengths. I say limitations/strengths because, as I said in Chapter 1,

people who enter into an inventory optimization SVA have precon-

ceived ideas about what it can do and how it does it.

The Second Step in the SVA: Understanding the Supply
Chain Network

It sounds easy, but understanding the current and future vision of the

way product flows through a company supply chain can be a daunt-

ing task. The process begins with the breakdown into the flow of the

products/SKUs/parts through the organization. From this point, there

needs to be a shift to the as-is decision-making process. The next step is

to understand the metrics and value opportunities so that there is an

agreement as to the value of the engagement. There needs to be a deep

dive into the IT systems so that there is a common understanding of

where the optimization would fit and what systems would be enabled

to complete the engagement. Finally, there must be a common vision

of what, if any, changes need to take place in the supply chain so that

it mimics the future. We don’t need to get into “in the weeds” type

analysis, such as how much order cycle times should be postponed or

tightened. We need to get a basic view from the team if there is to be

a future state, and what it would look like.
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The Material or Product Flow Process

What kinds of product/SKUs do you deal with?

Business Discovery

◾ What lines of business are you dealing with, and what is their

associated revenue? In essence, what are the important lines of

business, and what are you most associated with?

◾ How is your business changing? Is it growing or declining? Is

this the same as the industry?

◾ Describe your product/SKU population. How big is it? Are the

products fast or slow movers? What categories would you put

them in?

◾ What are the classification schemas?

◾ Characterize your product life cycles for your lines of business.

System Discovery

◾ Is there a consistent master data system for the product/SKUs?

◾ Where is the master data system kept?

◾ What are the product life-cycle assignments? Where are they

kept?

What does your inventory network structure look like?

Business Discovery

◾ Describe your inventory network. What are the inventory lev-

els? Inventory values?

◾ How is demand met? Is demand a consistent flow, or are there

alternative routes to meeting it?

◾ Describe the way you source product/SKUs.

◾ Do you have a rate of obsolescence? What is the yearly

write-off?

◾ Describe areas where you might have an opportunity to

optimize. Where does the demand occur? How do you meet

demand? What is the sourcing?
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System Discovery

◾ What systems do you use to record demand occurrences and

fulfillment?

◾ Where are the records of “ship to and ship from” held?

◾ What SCM, ERP, and WMIS systems do you use? Describe their

interactions.

The Third Step in the SVA: Understanding the Current
Processes

Supply and demand goes through a systematic process. Each com-

pany is the same, but wholly different. Oftentimes, an SVA can get

short-circuited by assumptions being made in the area. It is impera-

tive to make sure everyone is comfortable at the end of this step in the

process. The SVA needs to understand how demand is assimilated and

if there is a process of review and consensus to get the demand infor-

mation correct. Once the demand information is positioned, how does

the supply chain react to the information? This is where the SVA begins

to understand the mechanics of the company and the maturity of the

supply side. Does the company rely on simple KPIs and metrics, or are

there other triggers in place to create the inventory needs? Finally, the

SVA will uncover the replenishment tactics and how the organization

treats uncertainty in the supply chain. Overall, when this step has been

completed, the developer of the SVA and the participating members of

the team will understand how decisions are being made and to what

metrics they are held when the supply chain is in motion.

As-Is Decision Flow

Demand Planning

Business Discovery

◾ How many different forecasts are developed?

◾ What level do you forecast at?

◾ Who is responsible for creating forecasts?

◾ What methodologies do you use to measure forecast accuracy,

and at what level?
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◾ What influences your forecasts?

◾ Do you use POS data?

◾ Do seasonality, intermittency, and life cycle come into play?

◾ How many years of demand data are available?

System Discovery

◾ What tools do you use for forecasting?

◾ What do you see as strengths and weaknesses?

◾ What data sources do you use for making forecasts?

Inventory Planning

Business Discovery

◾ Describe how forecasts translate into inventory plans.

◾ Who, what, and how are inventory plans generated?

◾ How are safety stocks calculated?

◾ What is the process for estimating stockouts and holding costs?

◾ What are the order fulfillment times and cycle times in your

supply chain?

◾ Do you redistribute stock from time to time? How?

System Discovery

◾ What systems are used to check inventory availability and ful-

fillment?

◾ How do you integrate planning systems to the forecast system?

The Fourth Step in the SVA: Understanding the Metrics
of Measurement

If there is one area of the SVA I enjoy the most, it is understanding the

metrics of success at an organization. Companies start with an idea, but

are run on efficiencies. Inventory optimization has a history of reduc-

ing inventory, but that is usually not the sole reason for adopting the

methodology. In fact, most companies discount inventory optimization

because the so-called short-term reduction of inventory is not a highly

valued goal. Inmost cases, a company is having trouble attaining a level

of competitiveness or has lost profitability over time. Different silos of

the supply chain are looking for ways to reinvigorate the business. The
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result can be a hodgepodge of starts and stops—whipsawing the busi-

ness between feast and famine. In fact, a reduction of inventory might

be viewed as the last thing anyone wants to do! Understanding the

metrics of the business and how success is measured allows everyone

to visualize the current and future state. When delivered by way of the

executive sponsor and the supporting staff, the collaborative team can

put into perspective how they canhelp attain organizational goals—and

how inventory optimization fits into the business plans and processes.

Metrics and Value Opportunities

Performance Metrics

Business Discovery

◾ Describe the main KPIs that you use to manage the business.

◾ This may require a view and discussion about the current

dashboard if available.

◾ What is the level of detail of these KPIs, and how do they roll

up to the executive KPIs?

◾ What is your performance toward your current KPIs:

◾ Forecast accuracy

◾ Inventory turns

◾ Days of supply

◾ Costs associated with inventory

◾ Expediting

◾ Obsolescence

◾ Shortages

◾ What is your revenue?

◾ What is the margin?

◾ What is the cost of goods sold?

◾ Describe the KPIs you would desire if you were not limited to

current capabilities.

System Discovery

◾ What is the current reporting system?

◾ What kind of effort is required to generate the KPIs?

◾ What is the process for sourcing data for generating KPIs?
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The Fifth Step in the SVA: Against Whom Do You Measure
Yourself?

Oh, the problems with being best in class!

Best in class are few and far between, and, quite often, do not stay

in that position for long periods of time. People need to stay at the top of

their game and constantly review themselves to their peers. Obviously,

comparing yourself year after year will give you a benchmark against

yourself. The key to best in class, and the key to shareholder value, is

how you compare to your peers.

During this last part of the SVA evaluation, the team needs to

get a handle on where they want to be in 6 months, 12 months,

and 36 months. Nobody gets excited about a 2 percent reduction in

out-of-stocks or nimble inventories unless it contributes to the overall

health of the company. Executives get excited about revenue gains,

customer retention, and increased net profit, especially when they are

advances beyond those of their peer competitors.

The final step of the SVA is to get out the yardsticks and see where

everyone wants to be in the future:

1. Internally, what do you want to attain?

2. Whom do you compare yourself to in your peer group?

Measuring for Success

Business Discovery

◾ What are the priorities of your metrics for success?

◾ What is the executive importance?

◾ What companies do you measure yourselves against?

◾ What do you perceive as their strongest and weakest attributes?

◾ Do you have a stock price evaluation process?

◾ Do different KPIs have weighted values over time? Short

term/long term?

System Discovery

◾ How do you get the information to evaluate peers?

◾ Are there specific analysts that you look to for information?
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THE RESULTS OF THE SVA

As indicated earlier, inventory optimization is usually viewed as a

way to reduce inventory. For years, that was done by reducing days of

supply to a point where out-of-stocks started to climb and holding it

there for as long as needed. This put a tremendous amount of strain

on procurement, because any deviation from the norm on supply or

demand would throw everything off—and result in high out-of-stocks

on key items. Most organizations can do this for one to six months, but

sooner or later, they must go back to previous levels of inventory. This

is why many CFOs refuse to recognize inventory reductions as a sign

of long-term efficiencies—they usually go away. In fact, while inven-

tory optimization can provide long-term inventory reductions, the true

benefits are not all about the initial reduction. Figure 10.1 illustrates

the short- and long-term benefits of inventory optimization. The SVA

presentation to executives is usually the first time they can see and

appreciate the short- and long-term benefits that go beyond the cost

of goods reduction. As you will see, the primary benefits of increased

Costs

Fixed Asset
Utilization

Long-Term
Cash Flow Profit

• Cost of Goods Sold
• Carrying Costs
• Reduction in Logistics
• Reduced E&O
• Process Efficiency
• Headcount avoidance

• Optimal product mix
• Reduce waste

•
•

Primary and Secondary Benefits (hard/soft)

Revenue

Working Capital
Utilization

• Increased Revenue
• Capture Lost Sales
• Increased Service Levels
• Improved Margins

Forecast Accuracy
Inventory Reduction

Figure 10.1 Benefits of the SVA
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revenues and secondary benefits of reduced waste and headcount effi-

ciencies far outweigh the inventory cost reductions in the long term.

STRATEGIC VALUE ASSESSMENT BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Before going into the SVA presentation, the team needs to get buy-off

on assumptions. The SVAs that I have done usually take what I have

been able to do in the past and go conservative. Figure 10.2 shows the

types of assumptions that can be made to assimilate the information

and have it be understandable and defendable. Indeed, I will discuss

with the executive sponsor the benefits that inventory optimization

has provided to peer-type companies to theirs and tell why I am dra-

matically reducing the assumptions. This is not to get away from “pie

in the sky” projections. I am making sure expectations are held to a

reasonable level and the sponsor has wiggle room if the subordinates

do not follow through on promises of support.

One of the key aspects of the SVA is to hold off on inventory reduc-

tions from increased forecast accuracy. First of all, it is hard to prove

that so-called improved forecasts can be believed. Second, the improve-

ment falls into the ERP people’s view that IO is just improved safety

stocks and not a true improvement of inventory positioning and net-

work actions. Taking this off the table helps everyone look at the whole

picture instead of trying to defend the undependable “best” forecast.

Finally, the chart on the left allows for the discussion of the effi-

ciency frontier. We are looking at one view. Moving the metrics to reflect

another view simply moves the results to a different part of the fron-

tier. For instance, if you wanted a much higher service level that might

improve sales and margin, the cost would be higher, but still within the

range and perfectly attainable—simply a different result and open for

discussion.

Let’s face it, this is an eye opener for most first-time viewers.

Reduce inventory? Sure, but it is only about 17 percent of the total

benefit! The cumulative three-year benefits of this SVA are almost

$56 million (Figure 10.3). However, only about $8.7 million was from

inventory reduction. In this SVA, the reduction would have occurred

in the first 9 months, and once it had attained the optimal inventory,

the savings would go away. That’s classic inventory optimization. The
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Service Level %

C
os

t $

Current State

Optimal State

Benefits ROI Model

Reduce Inventory 50% Theoretical maximum
10-30% reduction typical
20% in business case

Reduce non-capital carrying
costs

Relative to inventory levels

Increased Sales Conservative 2%

Reduced Logistics/Freight Conservative 1%

Reduced Premium Freight /
Expedite

25% Reduction

Reduced E&O 33% Reduction

Margin Improvement Conservative .5%

Not Qualified

Inventory Reductions Increased forecast accuracy

Sales Increases Potential for component
inventory reduction

POS Data Leverage Compliance, Visibility,
Collaboration

Increased Process Efficiency Automation

Figure 10.2 Projection Assumptions
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Figure 10.3 Time-Phased Financial Benefits Analysis
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true benefits of this opportunity are in the increased revenues from

reduced out-of-stocks and improved margins due to efficiencies. This

is where inventory optimization shines.

In this particular company, the executive sponsor was the one to

say, “The revenue improvement and efficiencies would have put an

increase of 15 percent to our net income last year!”

I couldn’t say that kind of statement and get away with it, but the

executive sponsor got everyone’s attention!

The key is cumulative benefits. Inventory optimization is not put

in place to show what a bad job the buying staff is doing. They have

been doing a yeoman’s job with faulty inputs and metrics designed to

create inefficiencies. Inventory optimization is put in place to help the

ERP system do a better job and enable the buying staff to do their jobs

easier. The cumulative benefits are staggering.

SO, WHAT DOES THE SVA ACCOMPLISH?

Requests for proposals (RFPs) will always be part of the software

decision-making process. There is no getting around that. However,

very few RFPs are positioned for inventory optimization. In almost

every case, inventory optimization is a checkbox to the RFP, with little

emphasis. Indeed, there are far more questions and requests to make

sure the RFP respondent has all of the reports necessary to continue

doing the replenishment processes like they’ve always done in the

past and not look at how to do things better. Inventory optimization

is not an RFP product. It doesn’t generate that kind of inspection.

Inventory optimization needs to go beyond the realm of innovator

product and get into the mainstream of business—not for the project,

but for the long-term benefits. The SVA gets the entire corporate

team onto the same page. First, it allows the executive sponsor to

have a readymade presentation to take to management for product

cost and benefit analysis. The information has been agreed to and is

defendable. Second, the team has developed a vision of how inventory

optimization fits into their business and system processes. It is no

longer an outlier project that will be scrapped once the funding is

completed. Third, both the executive and subordinates developed the

vision of how it will integrate into their day-to-day activities, insuring
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the ongoing support. Finally, inventory optimization becomes more

than just a reduced inventory. It helps drive efficiencies that are

measurable and defendable.

Almost 97 percent of all of the inventory optimization engage-

ments I have participated in have continued on. Some are now 10 years

and counting. That is not the case in the vast majority of competitive

engagements. They tend to be short-term fixes to an inventory prob-

lem. The benefit is reached, the sponsor gets promoted, and the system

is scrapped. I am firmly convinced that the SVA process is a significant

reason behind the long-term acceptance of inventory optimization at

the accounts I have dealt with.
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WHAT DOES AN INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION PROJECT
LOOK LIKE?

Inventory optimization software installations tend to be created in

eight distinct steps.

1. Software implementation

2. Design of the system and deciding on the scope

3. Data integration (creation of analytical base tables [ABTs])

4. Creation of the forecast process (if not supplied from another

system)

5. Creation of the inventory process

6. Post-processing of results (evaluation of output and implemen-

tation of business-specific factors)

7. Test of the results

8. Automation and commissioning

As can been seen in Figure 11.1, project management is not for-

gotten in a standard implementation, but it is also not considered a

classical stage like the others but rather an ongoing one. I will return

to the project management aspect later.

Regarding the implementation time, this naturally depends on

the scope of the project and also on the availability of the data. From

experience, it will be possible to start up and be up and running

with a limited scope in 8 to 12 weeks. By limited scope, I mean a

small assortment of products and starting with one echelon in the

network and then expanding from there. I like to take this type of

engagement process because so-called big-bang engagements can take

months, if not years. The smaller, project-based process can provide

information to the client quickly for executive buy-in purposes. Once

the limited-scale project is in place, it is simply an expansion of the

scope after that. The client has actionable information it can deal with

in a two- to three-month period of time that will be replicated as the

project expands. This is extremely reassuring to everyone involved

and gives everyone the opportunity to fine-tune where there might

be issues before jumping in with both feet.
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Project Management

TIME

Planning
and Design

Implementation to ERP/SCM System
Integration with Master Data Files

Implementation of
Forecasting and Replenishment Processes

Integration of SAS Results
into ERP/SCM Systems

Testing

Automation of System
Knowledge Transfer

Install and
Configuration

S
C

O
P

E

Figure 11.1 Project Management Workflow

How Is the Project Split Up for Best Results?

As already indicated, a good way to look at inventory optimization

implementations is to let them grow with the time and the need.

By this I mean that if you start with a limited scope, you will get

up and running much faster than if you want to include the whole

network from the beginning. However, this does not mean that you

should not have a master plan and include the whole network. Split-

ting the project up into smaller steps and taking one at a time provides

faster results (see Figure 11.2).

I see four reasons for this:

1. The company gets a better feeling for what it means to let the

machines take over the ordinary replenishment process, and

Project
Scoping

Pilot
Project

Enterprise
Rollout

Pilot Review
Decision Point

Figure 11.2 Pilot Decision Point
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gains confidence/trust in the implementation as the results start

to show.

2. The implementing consultants get a better understanding of the

company and the specific characteristics of the market that the

company is operating in.

3. You reduce the implementation risk, since you can escape the

implementation at each step.

4. And last, but not least important, why wait for a full implemen-

tation when you can start harvesting the easy fruits at an early

stage?

Some might say that if you do not include the whole supply chain

(or at least the part of the chain that the company can control), you

will have islands of efficiencies, which is in part correct. Because if a

warehouse is empty, you can have the best replenishment calculation,

but the downstream chain will still not get resupplied. Hopefully,

it is not the majority of stock-keeping units (SKUs) that are out of

stock, and therefore you will be able to benefit from all the rest of the

products, and then as the project is expanded the islands of efficiency

are eliminated, creating even more value for the rest of the chain each

time an echelon is added. And like walking up stairs—if everything is

easy, you can take two steps at a time. Do not look at the limitations

for a small group of SKUs, but look at the value added for the majority

of SKUs.

How to Create Trust When Installing Inventory
Optimization

It is easier to be successful when the implementation team is involved

at an early stage in the decision process. The reason for this is that

the implementation team often has a deeper knowledge of the prod-

uct than the account managers/sales representative, without meaning

any disrespect. That way, you can avoid having huge expectation gaps

between the company and implementation team, which is a bad way

to start an implementation.

Furthermore, it is very important to have a holistic focus on

project management. The reason for this is that the projects have a
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tendency to develop along with the implementation. By this I mean

that there are many possible ways to improve the system by using

more advanced options and/or new, improved information, so people

have a tendency to continuously increase the scope as the project

moves with the plan. I consider this a good thing. However, without

a lot of focus on aligning expectations and keeping track of what is

in scope and what is out of scope, there is a risk that deadlines will

not be kept and the project will be delayed. Another thing about

project management is that implementation will benefit if the project

manager has some knowledge about inventory optimization. For

instance, while I have not been involved in such a project, there have

been instances where a project manager lacking in domain expertise

can be swayed by the customer to accept more and more requirements

as the project runs its course. Since the project manager does not have

the expertise, the added requirements come across as reasonable and

acceptable, but they are getting in the way of a mutually acceptable

and successful engagement project.

Besides the focus on project management, there is also a great

need to focus on change management. As stated before, don’t esti-

mate that the conceptual change of going from days of supply to

a service level target is usually a big thing. The task with change

management, in regard to an implementation, is naturally placed with

the company. However, the company could benefit from sharing the

experience of the implementation team, since they have done this

type of implementation before. The project team members need to

understand their role in providing guidance in change management.

Most technical solution projects don’t have a consultant focused on

change management, but the discussion of past learnings can help the

client move in a direction where the change is pushed at their end, but

instigated from the project team—as our experience with a particular

problem.

Documentation sometimes has a tendency to be lowered as a

priority if there is a lot of pressure on the implementation to reach

the deadlines, which is okay as long as it is not forgotten in the

quest for completion of the implementation. It is critical to have a

well-documented system, because if some persons are changed later

on, others will be able to take over where they left off. This creates
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a much faster ramp-up cycle so they don’t feel like they have to

rediscover everything themselves.

In connection with the documentation, another lesson from my

implementations is that businesspeople and implementation people

often talk two different languages, so even if people are using the same

words, they can mean very different things. It is, therefore, important

to be aware of this and create a common understanding of important

terms in implementation.

A good way of doing this is to open the black box of these imple-

mentations. This can be done relatively simply by making a report that

shows what kind of information has been used as input in the different

stages of calculation. This can help businesspeople get a better under-

standing of what is going on in the black box and, therefore, enable

them to be more constructive in the testing phase. Another benefit of

this kind of information is that businesspeople will be able to create the

first level of support without involving the implementation team and

therefore reduce company dependency on and cost of the implemen-

tations team/consultants.

As I have dealt with various business/technical people on the client

side, this input/output discussion can really help the technical people

in the client’s organization see how the solution integrates with and

improves the overall performance. Oftentimes, the technical team will

look at the solution as a review of bad information coming out of the

technical team from the business users. That could not be further from

the truth. Sitting down with all parties and discussing the data flow,

interactions with data, and the ultimate improvements gives everyone

a much clearer picture of the end game and lets everyone know they

are all on the same page.

What Kinds of Information Are Required from
the Customer to Ensure a Good Installation
of Inventory Optimization?

In order to look at the required data, you need to have a little

understanding of what the target of inventory optimization is. What

does it optimize? Inventory optimization is about minimizing the cost
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associated with inventory under certain constraints like a desired

service level.

There are three basic kinds of information you need in order to

start with inventory optimization. The first kind of information is the

expected demand at the different locations in your supply chains, also

called nodes. The second kind of information is data about how the dif-

ferent locations in your supply chain are linked together. And, finally,

you need data about your SKUs (which can be different from location

to location).

If we start by looking at the SKU data and the minimum informa-

tion that you can start with, this is:

◾ The cost associated with your SKUs—what does it cost to hold

the inventory?

◾ Information about how you want to measure your service

(fill rate, ready rate, backorder ratio) and what your target

should be.

◾ Information about the normal lead time for each SKU at each

location.

◾ The kind of calculation method that should be used: (B, S)

base-stock policy or (s, S) policy (min-max policy).

The minimum information that is required about the demand

data is:

◾ Average demand per time period (day, week, month) for each

location in your supply chain

◾ The variance of average demand

The minimum information required regarding the network, which

location is linked to which location, will align the node costs with the

arc costs to create the links.

This information will provide a reorder level and an order-up level.

If inventory information is added, it will therefore also be possible to

create order proposals that can be loaded into an ERP system instead

of just the inventory policy information.

Of course, the minimum requirements are just that, and a lot

of extra information can be added, if available. This could be adding
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ordering costs, variable lead time, or minimum order quantities and so

forth. All this extra information will make the model more and more

complex but also closer and closer to the real world, which is pretty

complex.

What Happens If the Customer Lacks Certain Data
Requirements?

Oftentimes, you don’t have all the required data when you start off on

a project. For instance, the client might not have a policy calculation

method to use for each SKU, what the holding cost should be, or

even the variance of demand information. The implementation team

should be able to help you in order to find the optimal setting for the

company. If the implementation team is involved at an early stage, the

team will be able to identify where there might be shortcomings in

data. This is why you need to have the implementation team involved

at the very beginning. Some information can also be generated by

making assumptions.

For instance, it is sometimes hard to calculate the exact cost of

making an order or splitting the costs between various SKUs. These

assumptions can have a huge effect on the output and performance of

the system. I would like to make a point here: It is very important to be

aware of what is modeled and what is not, indeed, even to the point of

understanding what assumptions have been made and how they inter-

act with the calculations. This way it will be possible to make adjust-

ments if things are not modeled correctly. It is times like this when the

implementation team has the knowledge and understanding of what

the model is producing, so that it can communicate why the outputs

are not reacting as expected. The key point I am trying to make is that

assumptionsmust be understood by everyone on the team—both client

and consulting—so that the adjustments are correctly mimicked for

best results. The last thing anyone needs is changing inputs to satisfy

an initial POV, but completely missing the mark when it comes time to

roll out the model to the entire enterprise.

What Creates Complexity in Doing an Installation?

The task of keeping track of assumptions and different parameter

settings is one thing that can increase the complexity in an
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implementation, especially if these are not documented. There-

fore, it is important to keep the documentation updated, which should

be no big surprise. What can be a little surprising is to be aligned on

what the documentation should contain.

There can be a technical documentation and a business documen-

tation. The technical documentation is often made by the implementa-

tion team and contains technical information regarding placement of

data, programs, description of program flow, and so forth, but some-

times the business documentation is forgotten because the company

and the implementation team expect the other part to keep track of

business-specific modifications, but no one keeps track of them. There-

fore, be sure to align who is updating the business documentation. This

is normally not an issue as long as it is the same personwho is involved;

however, when new people are introduced or taking over, this infor-

mation has to be learned again, and it is faster if it can be read/looked

up instead of having to be discovered as one is working with the sys-

tem. Imagine, if you will, once the project is completed. If the technical

and business documentation are not coordinated, the business user

group will be left in the dark regarding key outputs and/or results. This

kind of situation can, literally, grind an install to a halt as information

is questioned.

The number of SKUs is normally considered an indication of how

complex a supply chain is. From my point of view, there is some truth

to that, not because of the number of SKUs itself, but because of the

number of groups of different SKUs that need special modifications.

And the more SKUs, the higher is the probability of having more

groups that need special attention. An example of this would be

inexpensive, slow-moving SKUs where from a cost perspective it can

be more optimal to order large quantities (compared to the demand)

but where you don’t want to fill up the store or warehouse space. In

this case, instead of jamming up the optimization process, you can use

a business rule. For instance, the client uses a funny rule like “one to

go and one to show.” Looking closely, you realize that it means your

goal is to always have two on hand, but the first one is for a purchase

and the second is to hold the space as a buffer to be sold if needed,

but the real need is to get the second one back on the shelf. In the

nomenclature of inventory optimization, that business rule would

be: “Inventory should be two. Use a base-stock policy replenishment
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process regardless of demand.” On the flipside, there might be a

problem with erratic demand patterns in a product group. Here you

need to smooth the demand before being able to generate a good

forecast; however, this is only treating the symptoms, not the actual

cause. Indeed, here is a classic example of when technical and business

documentation need to be coordinated. Oftentimes, the technical

documentation will provide a rule-based response to this activity, but

the business documentation will be looking into the business activity

in place causing the technical problem, such as the bullwhip effect

being driven by price fluctuations, shortage gaming, and so on.

The complexity of the supply chain that is modeled is also some-

thing that adds to the complexity of implementation because there are

more things that have to be accounted for. My point of view is that the

more levels/echelons there are in the supply chain, the more complex

it becomes, not as much from a data point of view, but more from an

explaining point of view. Thismeans that the different levels in a supply

chain require the same kind of information, but to explain on a detailed

level why different factors at other locations in the supply chain affect

the present order proposal can be rather complex. This complexity

problem is found all the time when dealing with multiechelon inven-

tory optimization replenishment. The people tasked with doing this

have always worked in an environment where inventory and orders

are generated using island-of-efficiency viewpoints; they have to get

out of their comfort zone. This means they have always seen the inven-

tory and orders from a single-node position. Trying to explain and

document this kind of technically advanced process to business users

sitting in one location in a network can be daunting. However, it is

the central theme of inventory optimization, and once explained, the

concept of a coordinated (albeit complex) network is understood.

So there are lots of theoretical things that, seen alone, are not that

complex, but when added together create great complexity. This is also

why it is difficult to get the complete holistic overview and understand-

ing of the supply chain. The sheer complexity of the models make

evaluation extremely difficult without inventory optimization

methodologies. A study by Croston (2005)1 supports this statement. By

using the MIT-developed BeerGame, it was shown that people had

a tendency to underestimate the inbound SKUs even though the
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demand was known and constant. The problem is that the buyer

will almost always underestimate, trying to “optimize” her own

environment. The reason for this, according to Croston, is the human

limitation on seeing outside of one’s own sphere of influence. This

limitation can be overcome with an objective system using analytics

and optimization.

There are other factors that can cause complexity with an imple-

mentation besides just theory.

Let’s take a look at two particularly humorous examples of how

conceptual differences can gum up the engagement:

1. There could be cultural/conceptual differences between the

company and the implementation team. This means that

there might be a natural gap in knowledge about the solution,

which can lead to misunderstandings. Here is an example of

a misunderstanding we found in discussing something about

forecasting. When the implementation team talks about fore-

casting, it will normally be about various forecasting models

like Arima or exponential smoothing model. It must have taken

three days to finally understand the client was saying their

order proposals were their “forecasts.” As you can imagine,

this led to some pretty funny conversations and weird facial

expressions until it was discovered that two very different

things were being discussed.

2. A particular grocery client was adamant about making sure that

inventory turns would be a key performance indicator. The client

wanted to make sure this important inventory measurement

would be included in all buyer performance windows. The

implementation team was deep into developing the hooks

to go grab inventory quantities and the expected demand to

be able to create the inventory turn numbers for each and

every product. However, the client kept talking about turn

orders. Due to the conceptual differences, it took several days to

finally understand that the client was talking about “everyday

orders” the system would generate. Since the implementation

team was so immersed in turn calculations, there was a belief

the client wanted to create some kind of ad-hoc draw of the
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inventory turn numbers so they could figure out what the

key performance indicator (KPI) was at any moment. The

conversation between the two groups, literally, got to the point

of saying things louder and slower just to get their points across.

When the poor implementation team finally figured out what

turn orders were, it was a definite head-slapping moment.

Typical Problems and Hurdles to Overcome When You
Are Dealing with Forecasting

Besides the fact that forecasting can have different meanings depending

on the person who is talking, here are some classic issues regarding

forecasts:

◾ Focus on the bad forecast

◾ Lack of trust in forecasting

◾ New/replacement product/short time series

◾ Sparse data

◾ Volatile data

◾ Lacking information/knowledge of sales drivers

◾ Master data

Focus on the Bad Forecast

One of the hurdles that are typical in inventory optimization imple-

mentations is where one bad forecast makes everyone think all of the

forecasts are bad. Of course, you should focus on the forecasts that are

considered out of tolerance. You should investigate why it is wrong

and, if possible, add information that will correct the issue. This will cer-

tainly improve the system. However, it is also worth keeping in mind,

if you are making 1 million forecasts in an automated way, there will

always be some forecast that is not acting as expected. This is normally

around 5 percent. The problem is that not trusting all forecasts because

a few are off will keep you from generating value for 95 percent of the

SKUs. Therefore, there will be a need to monitor the forecast, but the

point here is that the forecast should be managed by exception, so you

only need to spend time on those SKUs that have strange forecasts.
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Lack of Trust in Forecasting

Another nontheoretical issue is that often, a part of this kind of imple-

mentation is that there has been a lack of trust from business users.

They don’t believe a computer can predict the demand better than they

can, based on all the experience they have. They think they are being

accused of being wrong. They may in fact have knowledge or informa-

tion that is not modeled in the forecast, so there can be some value in

allowing business users to adjust the forecast. However, this should be

monitored very closely by calculating the forecast added value in order

to follow up onwhether the business users are adding value to the fore-

cast. It is a known fact that the more a forecast is touched, the more

inaccurate it becomes. Measuring added value to forecasting activities

allows everyone to better understand that (1) the actual forecasting

should be trusted in the majority of cases, and (2) tribal knowledge

can only take a buyer so far. In the majority of cases, the tribal knowl-

edge employed by the buyers just created more or less inventory than

what was really needed. It was found that when a forecast was simply

“touched” to increase so-called value, all that was done was to make

it less accurate. Measuring the forecast added value is also a good way

of showing the business users that the system works, thereby gaining

trust in the system. However, if the lack of trust is originating in the

business users being afraid they are expendable, it is more a change

management issue.

New/Replacement Product/Short Time Series

New products are often hard to forecast. This is especially true if

you only have the actual sales and have a short time series where

each sales observation can have a large impact on the forecast. This

leads to very volatile forecasts that can have large changes from

period to period. When there are large shifts in the forecasts, there

will also be large shifts in the output of the inventory optimization

calculation.

In order to avoid these wild fluctuations, use other ways or

information to make the forecast for these kinds of products. This

could be by actually working with a new product forecasting process

or by simply using a reference product. Using a reference product is
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an easy shortcut to make a new product forecasting judgment. The

key, though, is to take the time to pick proper reference products.

Sparse Data

Time series with sparse data due to limited sales observations are

another classic example of a forecast issue related to inventory

optimization. In many cases, there will be long periods of “0” demand

and either a “1” or “2” ordered, then back to “0.” These time series are

often classified as slow movers or items that have long periods with

no demand at all, otherwise known as intermittent-demand products.

You can use intermittent demand models like Croston’s to generate

a forecast. However, demand is often so low that it can cause issues

with the inventory optimization calculations. If this is the case, then it

is up to the consultant to create some kind of agreed-on business rule

for these SKUs.

Volatile Data

Volatility is often like poison to inventory models because of the ser-

vice level constraint. If there are highly volatile products (which there

almost always are), you can do the following:

◾ Set a limitation to the variance coefficient so that the variance

is limited.

◾ Lower the desired service level of these volatile SKUs in the

realization that it is too expensive to carry the inventory needed

to meet the demand in the spikes.

Investigate if the origin of the volatility can be located; perhaps

it is simply because there is a large bullwhip effect hidden in the

demand data.

Lacking Information/Knowledge of Sales Drivers

Another issue that can cause the forecast to have bad quality is that

the actual sales drivers are missing or unable to be identified. Examples

of this might be commercial campaign information, either because it is

not available in a structured way or because the information is invisible
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to you. In most cases, that kind of information might be further down

the supply chain and needs to be applied, but at first it simply is not

available. Often, though, the campaign information is registered in the

wrong way, and it will reduce the quality of the forecast instead of

enhancing it.

Master Data

In general, keeping the master data related to the product characteris-

tics found in the ERP system as correct as possible is always important.

This is both in regard to forecast calculations and also in regard to the

inventory optimization calculation. It is my experience that 70 to 80

percent of the support-related issues could have been avoided if master

data had been corrected. An excellent way of countering the master

data error problem is to create an error report for specific products.

Then take the products through the steps of calculation from initial

data entry to final results. The implementation teams can examine the

data and uncover the problem area—most often, it is in the initial mas-

ter data. This will reduce this kind of question to the implementation

team and thereby reduce the time/cost spent on support, which can be

saved or used to improve the system.

How Do These Problems Translate into Inventory
Optimization?

The expected demand, with its corresponding uncertainty, is a very

important input to inventory optimizations, and any error or large fluc-

tuation in this will have great impact on the quality of the output from

inventory optimization calculations. So, if the above hurdles are not

handled, it will naturally affect the output of the inventory optimiza-

tion step in the process, and it is no surprise that if you use input data

of bad quality, your output will also have poor quality.

Therefore, it is also a good idea to keep your common sense, on

both the business side and the implementation team side, and if the

output of inventory optimization (IO) does not correspond to what

can be expected and cannot be explained, it might be a good idea to

involve the product’s software engineers. Indeed, over the years we
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have provided SAS with many requirements focused in intermittent

demand models. While Croston’s method is used in the majority of

intermittent demand situations, it is still, at best, an estimate. With

the addition of lumpy or sporadic demand, Croston’s model can be

compromised. With our ability to interact with the SAS inventory opti-

mization product management and engineering staff, we were able to

upgrade the way the multiechelon optimization process handled the

intermittent demand problem and greatly upgrade the way the opti-

mization handled the intermittent forecasts. This was a win-win for

everyone involved.

What Happens When the IO Output Has Problems
at the Start of the Project? What Needs to Be Done?

An obvious reason for this can be that there is an error in the IO calcu-

lation. Any time we are on an install, we have direct input to research

and development (R&D) through proper channels.When this happens,

we can have an immediate fix. This kind of communication benefits

everyone and gets the customer the best possible product as quickly

as possible. We don’t run into miscalculations very often, given the

number of installs out there. However, when we do, the response is

fast. Another reason a problem might crop up can be traced to the

fact that an IO calculation has some limitations. An example of this

could be when you try to make IO calculations where the input is

extreme. For instance, this could be regarding extreme slow movers,

where an approach could be to make a workaround and business rules.

The implementation team/company also has to communicate these

issues back to R&D in order to continue to improve the IO calculation.

Another example of this was that one time the output of the IO calcu-

lation was very volatile, even though there were only small changes to

the input data; this problemwas quickly solved in cooperation between

R&D and the implementation team.

Close cooperation between R&D and implementation teams has

other advantages, because it often links the scientist’s world and

real-life challenges of the actual implementation, and through a close

cooperation there will automatically be a knowledge transfer from

R&D to the implementation team and the reverse.
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A learning point here is to make close cooperation between R&D

and the implementation team a parameter when selecting the vendor

to implement an inventory optimization system.

How Much Time Is Spent Onsite versus Offsite When
Developing a Project?

The more time you can have onsite the better, because the two parts of

the teamwill get to know each other, and increased interaction leads to

an increased knowledge transfer. The business will get a deeper insight

into the black box of inventory optimization, and the implementation

team will get a deeper knowledge/understanding of the company,

especially of the conditions of the market in which the company

operates. This is accomplished by more open communication where

there is not a long gap from thought to action. When you are onsite

it is easier to show things and how these affect the output at different

steps in the installation process. All in all, it is my opinion that the

implementation will be faster and better if the whole implementation

is done onsite. However, keep in mind that these benefits are only

achieved if the company has also allocated the necessary resources to

implementation.

Often, it is not possible to make the full implementations onsite.

This could be because the implementation team is not physically placed

near the company, so the teamwould have to travel a lot, which would

increase the cost of the implementation. In order to reduce the cost of

the implementation, travel may be kept to aminimum in this situation.

Indeed, the company personnel also have other tasks, like continuing

the current inventory processes, and therefore don’t have the time to

be fully allocated to the implementation project. Another reason can

be that the company does not have the space to house the implemen-

tation team.

When It Is Not Possible to Be Onsite the Whole Time,
Where Should You Focus Your Onsite Time?

It is very important to be onsite a lot in the scoping and design phase of

the implementation, as well as in the test phase. The reason is to min-

imize the risk of misunderstandings at critical points in the project. In
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order tominimize the risk ofmisunderstandings during the project, sta-

tus meetings should be held with persons physically present—perhaps

not every time, but when there are important issues to be discussed.

What about Project Management in IO Implementations?

Project management has been mentioned several times during this

chapter. It is very important and should not be underestimated in any

project. Project management is so important in IO implementations

because:

◾ IO implementations often have a high degree of complexity,

due to:

◾ Cultural differences

◾ Knowledge gaps

◾ Black-box approaches instead of a fully functional user

interface

◾ The scope of the implementation has a tendency to increase as

the project progresses.

◾ The IO implementation often has a large impact on the whole

company, and therefore there is a need for changemanagement

as well.

IN CLOSING

Inventory optimization is a strange animal when installing it at a cus-

tomer site. The output is going to impact both company goals and

individuals throughout the supply chain. In the majority of cases, the

company and the individuals have been doing things their way for

years and years. Suddenly, a bunch of so-called experts show up onsite

and are going to teach them a thing or two about inventory control. It

is only natural to push back, especially if there is no prior education of

the people involved in the project.

Successful implementations are all about collaboration between

the client and the consulting/installation team. The knowledge gap

must be addressed and kept at the forefront throughout the project.

Moreover, as the inputs and outputs are being worked on, the people
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dealing with the results need to be kept informed. Their understanding

of the results is of the utmost importance. In the vast number of cases,

these people are either forecasters or inventory buyers/planners. In my

experience, when they see how the problem of human nature gets in

the way of optimized results, they have a better appreciation of how

inventory optimization helps them do their jobs.

Above all, the team effort where the onsite personnel are in tight

coordination with product management and engineering enables con-

stant communications and resolution of most problems. The more the

install people are onsite and in front of the customer, themore the rela-

tionships blossom and the overall project is kept on track to a successful

conclusion.

NOTE

1. R. Croson and K. Donohue, “Behavioral Causes of the Bullwhip Effect and the
Observed Value of Inventory Information,” Management Science 52, no. 3 (2005):
1–14.
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O
ut-of-stocks in the distribution chain are usually thought of in

three ways.1 The first is shelf—“last 100-foot problem.” The stock

is in the store, but due to the lack of foresight, the product has

not been restocked and an empty shelf is in play. The second is store.

The store has mis-ordered and stock is not in the store. The third is

distribution. There is a lack of stock in the distribution system. The first

is a distinct problem of retail execution. The latter two are attributable

to a combination of oversight and a lack of acceptance of demand and

supply variance. The latter two are completely solvable.

Several years ago, I was at a supply chain conference, listening to

various industry experts talk about the problems they were having

with regard to inefficiencies. It made me kind of smile because you

could have taken each of the expert’s points and just changed the date

of a supply chain conference to 5 years, 10 years, or even 20 years prior!

Each of themwere talking about the grave situationwith out-of-stocks,

fill rates, inefficient forecasts, lack of collaboration, and on and on. All

you had to do was update the buzzwords to make sure you were in

2014 instead of 1994. Supply chains are so much like forecasts. You

know they’re going to be wrong! You just had to make sure they are

less wrong and plan for the inefficiencies in such a way that you reap

the advantage you have over your competition in the space.

What I found odd at this conference was the shifting of the narra-

tive. In the vast majority of supply chain discussions prior to this one,

it was the manufacturers voicing the need to work closely with their

retail partners for best results. Now it was the retailers discussing the

problems they were having in getting product to the final customer.

This was something new I had not heard before in a public forum.

I was hearing this out in the field often as a lament to everyone in the

supply chain: Retailers had driven their inventory risk back onto the

vendor. The problem was that the vendor having accepted the supply

chain risk simply had no visibility to the customer demand until it’s too

late. This left the retailer on an island to fend for themselves.

What created this mess in the supply chain?

As we had discussed earlier in this book, the just-in-time (JIT)

inventory processes swung through the distribution supply chains in

the early 1990s. At that time, retailer and vendor inventories were sim-

ilar in the number of days of supply and in the 30- to 45-day range.
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In Table 12.1, you can see the result of 15 to 20 years of JIT activities

in various industries. This study of average days of supply by industry,

done by Gartner and Supply Chain Digest, shows the 5-year period run-

ning from 2005 to 2010. Look closely at Retailing and Vendor Segments

compared to the various industries supplying that retail sector.

Industry Segment Change since 2005 Average

Various Retailing Segments −0.8 to −5.2% −4.5%
Various Vendor Segments −7.2 to +20.5% +15.7%

In virtually every segment that has a retailing customer-facing

environment, the supply chain shifts risk back onto the vendor.

Is that all bad? No! It’s only bad when the inventory positioning

and mix are incorrect. This is especially true when it occurs in the

retailer’s warehouse. In a groundbreaking study done by the Grocery

Manufacturer’s Association (GMA) and the Food Marketing Institute

(FMI) in 2002, it was discovered that worldwide out-of-stocks run

at 8 percent and promotional products run out of stock at a rate

of 17 percent due to the fundamental replenishment practices of

the retailer—not the upstream vendors. This resulted in a total

reduction of revenue of 4 percent for everyone involved: retailers and

vendors!2

Suddenly, everyone was off to the races trying to get a handle

on the out-of-stock rates and how to solve the problem. The same

study was redone two more times at four-year intervals in 2006 and

2010. Guess what? The out-of-stock rates of 8 percent and 17 percent

remained the same in each study. All of the inventory management

techniques and smartest minds came up with the same out-of-stock

rates over an 8-year period of improvement. Here is the kicker: Remem-

ber the illustration of the MIT Beer Game? Over the thousands and

thousands of times that game has been played online and in class-

rooms, a little-known fact comes out: The retailer in the MIT Beer

Game suffers from 8 to 10 percent out-of-stock rate and a 15 to 20 per-

cent promotional out-of-stock rate (as shown by the initial reaction to

large orders).3

What is going on in today’s supply chain where extremely smart

people with decades of experience are performing at the same level as
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first-year college students playing a supply chain simulation game for

the first time?

Retailers tend to use a supply chain formulation called aggregate

and buy. The turn and promotional ordering is done using an aggre-

gation of the demand and the addition of a number to create a days

of coverage or days of supply. There is very little stock positioned for the

variance of demand and supply. Finally, the upstream trading partners

are seeing an “interpretation” of the customer demand via an order. In

Figure 12.1, we begin to see the problem. The store is seeing an instan-

taneous view of customer demand. However, each level upstream is

delayed. The retail DC is 3 to 10 days (7 to 20 if you add a distributor).

The vendor/manufacturer is 10 to 20 days (20 to 45 days, if you add

a distributor). The raw material suppliers are 20 to 60 days (45 to 80

days, if you add a distributor).

As you can see, the demand signal delay, coupled with interpretive

demand, creates massive opportunities for inventory mismatches. Let’s

look at how inventory optimization can help in each of these situations

in the chain. Then we are going to take a look at the projected results

each segment could attain with inventory optimization.

Figure 12.1 Inventory Optimization Study / Supply Chain Insights / Lora Cecere / May

2015
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RETAIL: LIFE AT THE END OF THE CHAIN

Retail offers a special problem for inventory optimization. In almost all

engagements, the focal point of inventory optimization is on inventory

reduction and the corresponding improvements in having a nimble

and effective inventory. However, as indicated over the past 30 years,

retailers have effectively shifted a lot of the inventory burden onto

upstream vendors and reduced their days of supply to some of the

lowest of any industry! This shifting of inventory risk and the posi-

tioning of retail at last step of the supply chain creates a unique prob-

lem. With extremely tight inventories and vendors with no visibility

into customer demand, the retailer has trouble reacting to unforeseen

demand.

When it comes to retail, the focus is on out-of-stocks, customer

satisfaction, cash-to-cash cycle time, and lost revenue!

Right product, right place, at the right time is the mantra of the

industry, but OOS and lost sales at the shelf is a constant battle.

The days-of-supply KPI leads to a mismatch of inventory at both

the retailer and the vendor. Since the vendor has no visibility to the

customer demand, it will overreact in a classic bullwhip fashion when

the retailer unexpectedly expedites an order. However, the damage

has already been done—at the very least, the lag time from vendor

to retailer allows for an out-of-stock for 3 to 10 days. Worst yet is

when the vendor has no way of anticipating the unforeseen demand

and is also caught with an out-of-stock. Now the lag time to the

shelf could reach 20 to 40 days. The former is most often seen in

regular turn merchandise, but the latter happens often in promotional

merchandise. The retailer has lost sales and the vendor will have

increased inventory since it reacted too late for the demand increase.

The out-of-stock and lost revenue problem was cited to be upward

of 4 percent of revenues according to the GMA/FMI study.4 This

worldwide out-of-stock problem equates to billions of dollars!

The Long-Tail Problem

There is a deeper issue in play than just a lack of visibility. With the pro-

liferation of products and the positioning of those products closer and

closer to the final customer, the granular nature of the demandmakes it
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“In this scenario, traditional inventory techniques—
safety stock logic based on normal demand
distribution —just don’t work”
         Lora Cecere, “Of Long Tails and Supply Chains”, January 2008 

Companies are:

∙    Proliferating produts

∙    More frequent replenishment control and more granular
     forecasting
∙    Adding replenishment locations closer to the customer

∙    Trying to deliver 98% - 99% service levels

SKU Count

Head The Long Tail

S
al

es
 V

o
lu

m
e

Figure 12.2 Long-tail products are slower moving and more difficult to forecast,

resulting in higher-than-normal safety stocks.

extremely hard to forecast (see Figure 12.2). The slower-moving prod-

ucts in the long tail tend to have extremely large safety stocks due to

demand variances. Not only do they have large safety stocks, the actual

forecast could be grossly incorrect so that no amount of safety stock can

cover. If both the retailer and vendor are in low stock levels, there is an

obvious problem, but we have found in the majority of cases that the

retailer could have helped themselves with better analytics. Indeed, if

the correct demand and supply variances had been understood by the

retailer, the entire vendor/retailer interaction could be calmed. We are

not talking about increasing your days of supply and accepting more

of the inventory burden. We are talking about arranging the days of

supply for better performance!

How does the retailer’s activity amplify the problem?

Reaction Time

The retail reaction time to unforeseen demand is the shortest in

the supply chain. The stores have an instantaneous view and the

distribution center has a one- to three-day reaction. Since the vendor

has little, if any, visibility into the short-term demand at the customer

level, it would seem prudent that the retailer would have increased

safety stocks to cover that problem at the DC level. The problem is that
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retailers don’t do that. They tend to treat their warehouse as a

waystation between the stores and the vendor. This is where the

supply chain is out-driving the headlights. The reaction time has been

artificially shortened due to extremely low safety stocks.

Safety Stock Buffer

Most retailers have extremely low safety stocks compared to vendors.

Over the years, vendors have taken on more days of supply inventory,

but the reaction time between retailer and vendor negates the extra

inventory. Indeed, the bullwhip effect at the first-line inventory posi-

tion on the vendor tends to be larger than any other supply chain due

to the inability to see customer demand effectively. The vendor will

overreact with extra inventory positioning after the retailer sends the

expedited demand signal. The OOS is already occurring, and the ven-

dor missed out with lost sales during the expedite period.

Retail tends to downplay demand variance in their planning pro-

cess. A planning number is positioned and the retail order is placed

against that number with the aggregate-and-buy mentality. There is no

upper or lower confidence level. Unless there is an automatic overes-

timation, the number will come in less than the required inventory to

hit 98 to 99 percent service level. In turn, little emphasis is placed on

lead-time or fill-rate variance. Transaction replenishment systems do

not compute this. This creates an assumption of 100 percent fill rate

and 0 percent lead-time variance. These two factors literally negate

adequate safety stocks at the retailer level.

The Result?

Retailers tend to be much more receptive to OOS than just about any

other participant in the supply chain and the inventory alert process and

expedited ordering has not worked in 30 years of trying.

How Do You Fix It?

Optimized inventories at DCs that reflect true confidence levels and an

overall strategy of service level attainment will greatly reduce OOS and

maintain inventory levels!
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Focusing only on what and when to buy, then sending it up the

supply chain, is a hallmark of the bullwhip effect. This rapid replenish-

ment process assumes the vendor has a 100 percent SL and can expedite

when required. While it creates excess inventories at the vendor level,

it leads to extensive out-of-stocks at the retailer. Inventory optimiza-

tion creates something called the efficiency frontier. In simple terms, let’s

say you have a 95 percent SL with a $2 million on-hand inventory and

pipeline. The optimization will allow you to have the 95 percent SL at

$1.4 million or a 99 percent SL at $2million. This range is the front side

of the efficiency frontier. All of the space between the old cost curve

and the new cost curve allows you to fine-tune for best results. This is

the frontier!

RETAIL BENEFITS OF INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

According to a recent study done by Lora Cecere at Supply Chain

Insights, 70 percent of the installations of inventory optimization have

been done in the process and discrete manufacturing verticals. This

was done to negate the bullwhip effect and reduce redundant safety

stocks in upstream locations. In most cases, this was successful and

continues to be a great opportunity to process manufacturers. It has

been my experience to see a different view of inventory optimization

over the past 15 years. I have been involved in inventory optimization

installs from process manufacturing to distribution to retail. It has

always amazed me at the benefits attained by retailers. Their success

is not so much in curing the bullwhip effect, because there is very

little at that end of the chain. For the retailer, it’s in making the

inventory work smarter! The retailer finally gets its warehouse to act

as a buffer instead of a simple transfer point. It reduces the amount of

out-of-stocks and increases revenues.

The retailer has a long history of reducing inventory at the end of

quarters and end of the fiscal year to make its numbers look good on

the balance sheet. This reduction would always lead to a rebound of

inventory after the books are closed; otherwise, out-of-stocks will soar.

With inventory optimization, the inventory safety stock is repositioned

for better results. The 70/10/20 split would enable the reduction of

inventory, but there were far more benefits.
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Table 12.2 Time-Phasing Inventory Benefits for a Retailer

Benefit Increase/Decrease When?

Inventory Reduction 20% reduction Bleed-out occurs over 3–9 months
Inventory Carrying Cost 2–4% of the reduction Stays constant to the reduction
Increased Revenues 2% conservative estimate Starts at month 2–3 and increases
Reduced Freight/Logistics 1% conservative estimate Immediately
Increased Service Level 1–3% conservative estimate Immediately
Margin Improvement .5% to 1% increase Immediately

Table 12.2 shows the types of benefits a retailer can expect when

using inventory optimization.

Moreso than anywhere else in the chain, the retailer has the

benefit of massive improvements in revenue and margin. Else-

where, the upstream collaborators to the retailer are looking to

streamline the supply chain and gather benefits from the internal

performance. The retailer holds the key to the entire chain’s revenue

and margin improvements by selling product at the right place and

right time. If the retailer drastically reduces the 8 percent/17 percent

out-of-stock rates on turn and promotional product, the retailer,

distributor, and manufacturer greatly enhance their bottom line. With

a 4 percent revenue improvement opportunity, billions of dollars are

at stake—everyone benefits!

DISTRIBUTION: BEING IN THE MIDDLE OF SIBLINGS WHO
DON’T PLAY WELL WITH EACH OTHER

As indicated in Figure 12.3, the addition of the distributor or emerg-

ing economies can have an effect on the length and complexity of

the distribution supply chain. The distributor’s function is to hold

inventory for specific customers/clients. Oftentimes, the distributor is

working with unwieldy spreadsheet-based planning systems rooted

in tribal knowledge, extended lead times, and gut feel. This type of

planning might have worked 30 years ago, but in today’s fast-paced

supply chain, this type of process is going to overwork the best of

plans. Furthering the problematic nature of the distributing business,

the requirement to carry products for specific customers extends the
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Figure 12.3 Retailers have effectively pushed inventory risk back onto the vendors.

long-tail phenomenon. Instead of all products going to all “stores,”

the distributor must divide the inventory into groupings of stores or

banners.

Whereas most vendors and retailers can manipulate the product

volume by way of demand shifting and shaping, the distributor must

anticipate and react to short-term demand sensing as a way of coping

with the variation of demand. New products, end-of-life products, and

supersession play key roles with the distributor because they have little

hands-on effect and have to deal with the obtuse behavior of down-

stream customers.

Key Distribution Problems

Anticipating Downstream Demand

A distributor is much like the vendor in reacting to the retail

aggregate-and-buy process, but they have to deal with less inventory

buffer and an added one to three weeks of lead time. Just like in

the wholesale warehouse I was dealing with as a buyer back in the

1980s, we find distributors watching the downstream withdrawals of

product at the one- to four-week demand window. The reaction to the

demand shifts will, most likely, be based on a rule-of-thumb inventory

requirement or a forecasted demand number with little demand
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variance. Since many of the products in the distributor portfolio are

long tail in nature, the forecast will become more and more suspect.

This leads to a large number of overstocks in the distributor system.

The Expectation of Extremely High Fill Rates

To amplify the distributor problem, the downstream customers are

expecting at least 98 or 99 percent fill rates and, in many cases, their

systems are expecting 100 percent due to single-stage calculation

techniques of their replenishment models. They will also want 0

percent tolerance of lead-time variation. As indicated in Figure 12.2,

they want the impossible! Imagine the long-suffering planner/buyer

in a distributor trying to manage an inventory with little visibility to

the actual demand, relying on the ability to anticipate the demand

without having the ability to shape it and keep the inventory in line

with target KPIs. That is a daunting challenge.

The Result?

Most distributor inventories are running 20 to 30 percent above

needed levels to attain the 98 percent fill rate required of them. Given

the tight profit margins on the industry vertical any improvement

to providing a nimble and supportive supply chain should be the

goal. Yet, we are seeing more and more pressure being exerted on

the distributor for better and better customer service. Distributors

are literally choking themselves on inventory in an effort to support

fill-rate expectations. The noose around their necks is the cash-to-cash

cycle. The cash-to-cash cycle is imperative to the survival of the

distributor. Keeping cash tied up in inventory is the death rattle for a

distributor working in a small margin industry vertical.

How Do You Fix It?

Just like in retail, the distributor needs to view its inventory as a buffer

against unanticipated demand and supply problems instead of as a

simple waystation for product flowing to the end customer. Days of

cover or days of supply management techniques will not work, as indi-

cated in Figure 12.2. The distributor needs to recognize the variation of
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supply and demand and build inventory based on flow of products and

not just the snapshot of inventory gained by days of supply.

DISTRIBUTOR BENEFITS OF INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

I have actually seen extensive improvements in inventory control by

simply using point-of-sale information and an extrapolation of demand

at a distributor. Indeed, using inventory optimization as an extension

of the regular distributor forecast is going to dramatically improve the

majority of long-tail products and produce results in normal volume

items. The best of all worlds is the combination of accurate forecasting,

coupled with inventory optimization.

It used to be that most demand planning and forecasting experts

saw that the only way to improve inventory was to implement high

confidence forecasting first. The idea was to improve your forecasting

horizon with confidence levels. This would give you the majority of

improvement; then you could come in behind with inventory opti-

mization to fill in the gaps. We are beginning to find the opposite to be

true. The inventory optimization can produce amuch faster and deeper

improvement to a company inventory than increasing the accuracy of

the forecast. Indeed, a recent installation of forecasting and inventory

optimization proved that every 1 percent improvement of mean actual

percent error (MAPE) provided a 2 percent reduction in safety stock.

However, at the same time, inventory optimization generated a savings

of 30 percent of the total inventory and did it in 60 days for an ROI of

less than 40 days!5

The distributor offers a unique challenge. Given the need to

improve the forward planning horizon and position the correct

inventory, the forecasting option is a great fine-tuning opportunity

when given the ROI from inventory optimization. This 1 + 1 = 3

option is perfect for the distributor industry vertical.

Table 12.3 shows the types of benefits a distributor can expect when

using inventory optimization.

The key deliverables to the distributor industry vertical are the

reduction of inventory and the margin improvements. The reduction

in the cash-to-cash cycle is a huge benefit. When a company is dealing

with a 2 percent 10-day or 30-day discount period, being able to turn
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Table 12.3 Time-Phasing Inventory Benefits at a Distributor

Benefit Increase/Decrease When?

Inventory Reduction 10–30% reduction Bleed-out occurs over 3–9 months
Inventory Carrying Cost 2–4% of the reduction Stays constant to the reduction
Increased Revenues 1% conservative estimate Starts at month 2–3 and increases
Reduced Freight/Logistics 2% conservative estimate Immediately
Increased Service Level 1–3% conservative estimate Immediately
Margin Improvement 1–2% increase Immediately

merchandise and get favorable accounts payable rates will pay hand-

somely. In an industry segment that works on a 2 to 4 percent margin,

the ability to double it can be a competitive advantage. Improving the

fill rates and customer service will help gain new customers. The net

results will be amuchmore robust balance sheet and income statement

for the optimized distributor.

Finally, in many of the distributor engagements I have been

involved with, the inventory reduction took on a secondary advan-

tage. The sheer size of the inventory reduction contributed to a

footprint reduction. Once it was shown that the inventory could be held

at the optimal level over time, management viewed the increased

warehouse space as an advantage. It gave them flexibility to gain

a competitive advantage in growth areas by providing additional

SKUs when required or an added space/focus on Internet sales versus

normal distribution.

CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS MANUFACTURING:
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN

In virtually no other industry is the burden of inventory pushed up the

chain like it is in the retail/CPG distribution chain. CPG vendors are

creating consumer forecasts with the latest in sophisticated third-party

data like IRI and scanner information, but then have to react to unpre-

dictable retail demand requests. The result can be some of the worst

examples of the bullwhip effect!

The key to the CPG vendor is the ability to extend the reaction

time between the expected (and unexpected) consumer demand and

the unforeseen retailer reaction. As we have seen, the 8.3 percent OOS
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rate and expanding inventories show the old technique of warnings,

reporting, and reaction do not work. High-powered analytics canmake

you predictive instead of reactive. It can extend the reaction time so

you are able to anticipate the disconnect between consumer demand

and retailer reaction for lower costs and higher fill rates.

Walking the Tightrope

The CPG vendor has devised a promo/nonpromo demand plan out into

the future. However, the CPG supply chain relies on a retail partner to

facilitate the final customer interaction. Brand loyalty and store loyalty

is a jointly shared bond. If a store is out of stock, the brand and the

store’s customer loyalty take a hit. The last 100 feet of the CPG supply

chain can be a totally unknown pathway to many, if not most, CPG

companies. Is the product on the shelf? Did the retailer perform the

promotion as promised? Did a competitor run a promotion prior to

ours, and did it cannibalize the promotion?

Here is where it gets sticky. Since the vendor has a somewhat-

opaque view down to the current customer demand the vendor will

tend to hold higher-than-normal stocks to cover the lack of safety

stock at the retailer. The required high level of fill rate negotiated with

the retailer contributes to an even higher level of inventory. Using a

single-stage inventory management plan creates bloated inventories

on 70 percent of the products in the portfolio. Even with the bloated

inventory, there are still 20 percent of the products close to running

out of stock. Over the last 15 years, retail/CPG inventories continue to

climb, but the same 8 percent out-of-stock level remains!

Why?

◾ The reaction time at the retail link in the chain is extremely

small. Due to seasonality and/or volatile promotions, a miscal-

culation of demand can result in massive out-of-stocks within

days, if not hours! Since order review periods are periodic, this

information is not relayed until the out-of-stocks are both in

the DC and most stores. The delay is further amplified by the

fact that the vendor’s replenishment facility is days or weeks

away, depending on network requirements.
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◾ Retailers tend to use a single planning number, given a forecast

and/or a formula to project the inventory requirement. Most

retail forecasts focus on a planning number with no upper or

lower confidences. This means little or no demand variance in

the plan. Add in the fact that very few retailers factor in sup-

ply variance—less than complete fill rate or faster or slower

delivery—and the safety stock at a retailer DC is almost nil.

◾ Increasing rule-of-thumb days of supply to cover an inefficient

supply chain creates an exponential increase in costs as you get

to higher service levels in the 97 to 99 percent range. However,

at those levels, the rule-of-thumb metric can’t overcome the

retail aggregate-and-buy rapid replenishment reaction to low

stocks.

The key to the CPG vendor is to embrace the current inventory risk

and use it to an advantage to evaluate the out-of-stock problem in the

industry, while closely evaluating the operational excellence of your

organization.

CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS MANUFACTURING
BENEFITS OF INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

As indicated earlier, prior to 1990, both retail and CPG companies had

roughly the same days of inventory outstanding. However, since that

time the retail segment has embraced just-in-time (JIT) inventory con-

trol. As shown in Figure 12.4, today the CPG suppliers are now holding

60 to 75 percent more days of inventory outstanding than their retail

trading partners. Yet, there continues to be the ever-present 8 percent

out-of-stock rate on the retailer’s shelves. While a lot of the problem

is based on retail practices, there is enough blame to be shared at the

CPG vendor level.

The lag time between understanding true customer demand and

facilitating retail purchase orders creates a bullwhip effect around

needed stock in the customer-facing distribution centers within the

CPG supply chain. This redundant inventory amplifies right up the

CPG chain to the plant warehouses and leads to whipsaw production.

The CPG supplier needs to calm the overreaction to aggregate-and-buy
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Industry Sector
Median Days

Inventory
Outstanding

Aerospace and Defense 46

Apparel/LuxuryGoods 51

Auto Parts and 
Components

31

Beverages 20

Building Products 36

Chemicals 46

Communications
Products

27

Computers and 
Peripherals

27

Containers and 
Packaging

40

Department Stores/Mass 
Merchants

63

Electrical Equipment 45

Industry Sector
Median Days

Inventory
Outstanding

Food Manufacturing 45

Grocery and Drug 
Retailers

26

Household 
Products/CPG

40

Machinery/Industrial 52

Medical Devices and 
Suppliers

46

Metals/Mining 51

Paper/Forest Products 39

Personal Care Products 43

Pharmaceuticals 46

Semiconductors 42

Specialty Retail 57

Figure 12.4 “Let’s Put Working Capital to Work,” Lora Cecere, August 30, 2011

techniques and get a better view on actual consumer demand in its

forecasting process. Once this occurs, the inventory can take on a

much closer flow pattern to the customer need.

Charlie Chase’s book, Demand Driven Forecasting, 2nd edition, looks

into this faulty shipment style forecast process. He shows how, with

the addition of syndicated data, the forecast going into inventory opti-

mization can provide a much better and much more forward-thinking

demand number. The methodology is called multitiered causal analysis,

or MTCA.

MTCA integrates sell-through data such as POS and or syndicated

scanner data (ACNielsen/IRI) into the demand forecasting process to

determine the effects of consumer demand on supply/shipments. In

essence, a second model is overlaid on top of the first causal model.

It measures and quantifies the lag time between shipments and actual

demand. This extra visibility allows for a much better way of creating

demand sensing, shaping and shifting.

Up until this time, most CPG companies have tried to create highly

adaptive demand sensing processes. They are trying to anticipate
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demand or extend their ability to see into the future. We have all seen

the marketing hype around demand sensing in the forecasting circles.

Indeed, the “our numbers are better than your numbers” are starting

to rival those old “our math is better than their math” rants about

inventory optimization.

Demand sensing is extremely important, but CPG suppliers hold

a trump card few other manufacturers have—the ability to shape and

shift demand through customer analysis. With demand sensing, you

are in a reactive mode. With demand shifting and shaping, you are in a

predictivemode.Lookat theexampleof sensinganunexpecteddramatic

upswing in demand. “If” you catch it in time, you have the ability to

drive additional production to cover for the increase.Most sophisticated

forecasting models have the ability to sense demand, but is a 1-for-1

reaction to it the ideal way to produce the highest profitability?What if

thatunexpecteddemandcannibalizes the rest of yourproductportfolio?

Using MTCA and demand shaping/shifting, the user has the ability

to manipulate the demand for best results. The forecast overlaid with

customer data allows the user to see, shape, and shift the demand for

best results—not just a lot of product out the door. We want product to

fly off the shelf—not just onto the shelf! With MTCA and optimization,

the CPG supplier has the ability to profitably shape demand and the

resulting distribution. Indeed, as I found many years ago, if the sup-

plier can think and act like a retail collaborator, the distribution to the

customer quandary can and will be solved.

As always, it seems that inventory optimization works best in a

multiechelon inventory optimization situation like that of a manufac-

turer with a long, complicated supply chain. Indeed, 70+ percent of all

IO installs are in manufacturing. If there is a sweet spot for inventory

reduction, the CPG supplier is the best place to garner that result, but

there is so much more to the optimization story than just reduction

of stock.

The out-of-stock problem in the retail/CPG supply chain creates

a 7.8 percent shortfall in revenue according to the research firm IHL.

This equates to over $1.1 trillion globally, or $158.00 for every man,

woman, and child on the planet. Just in the United States the revenues
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lost to out-of-stocks are equal to the combined annual revenues of

Kroger, Home Depot, and Target!6

The CPG manufacturers need to break away from the reactionary

mode of inventory management and embrace the concept of predictive

analytics and optimization to overcome the present aggregate-and-buy

techniques. Forecasting with MTCA overlays, collaborative planning

via consensus inputs, demand shaping and shifting, and a focus on

out-of-stocks via inventory optimization will drive long-term growth

beyond short-term inventory reductions. Almost every installation of

inventory optimization I have been involved with has started off as a

way to be more nimble but ended up with better service levels, better

fill rates, and fewer out-of-stocks than the more robust outcomes.

Reducing the out-of-stock problem at a company like Procter &

Gamble by 2 percent would mean generating $1.66 billion in revenue

during their 2014 fiscal year. That would have raised their net income

by 15 percent.7 You see? Reducing inventory is nice, but the whole

process of inventory optimization should be to reduce the dreaded

out-of-stock problem in the CPG supply chain and drive up revenue

and market share for everyone in the chain. Too often, the players in

this industry have attempted to collaborate, but the collaboration will

always fall short when the aggregate-and-buy process is used.

Table 12.4 shows the types of benefits a CPG vendor can expect

when using inventory optimization.

Table 12.4 Time-Phasing Inventory Benefits at a Consumer Packaged Goods
Manufacturer

Benefit Increase/Decrease When?

Inventory Reduction 20–30% reduction Bleed-out occurs over 6 months
Inventory Carrying Cost 2–4% of the reduction Stays constant to the reduction
Increased Revenues 2% conservative estimate Starts at month 2–3 and increases
Reduced Freight/Logistics 2% conservative estimate Immediately
Increased Service Level 1–3% conservative estimate Immediately
Margin Improvement 1–2% increase Immediately
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HEY, WAIT A MINUTE: WHERE ARE YOU GETTING THESE
TIME-PHASED NUMBERS?

The last step in the process of developing a business case for inventory

optimization is to develop a strategic value assessment, or SVA. The idea is

to meet with potential customers and spend quality time, usually one

to two days, going over their business to understand the processes,

expectations, and present indicators. This allows the participants to get

onto the same page with what can be accomplished during an installa-

tion of inventory optimization. Refer back to Chapter 10 for the steps

of an SVA.

That’s where those time-phased numbers came from.
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Up until the mid-1980s, most manufacturers were entrenched in

the classic push supply chain. The focus was to create long and

efficient production runs designed to produce products at the

lowest possible cost. The marketing of those products was based on

pushing products out to the consumer and creating demand through

advertising. This drove a push-pull process.

At the time, most manufacturers were the tail that wagged the

dog when it came to supply chain management. The key influencer

was price. Companies lowered the price to create incentives to buy.

This process was called index marketing. For instance, by using the food

industry as an example, we can make a point of this process. Index-

ing means the amount of consumption in an area based on a national

average. The national average will be 100. An area with a high index

meant that that area or city had more consumption that an area of low

consumption. A good example of this would be refried beans. Due to

the ethnicity of the southwestern cities of Phoenix and Los Angeles,

the refried bean index for those cities might be 170 to 180 compared

to a city like Seattle, where the consumption is an average 105 to 107.

Market indexing would make a refried bean manufacturer push a

lower price in Phoenix and Los Angeles compared to Seattle. This index

marketing worked well until the advent of computers and the Internet.

It didn’t take long for grocery retailers to put their product pricing on

the Internet—kind of like Craigslist for retailers. All another retailer

had to do was figure in the freight costs of moving the refried beans

from Phoenix to Seattle and, if the price point was below the one being

dealt in Seattle, the retailer would place an order to the Phoenix retailer

and divert a portion of the Phoenix retailer’s purchase up to Seattle.

Remember what I said in Chapter 1 about the manufacturer’s

view that “a happy buyer is a loaded buyer”? The retailer found

the Achilles’ heel of the manufacturer’s push supply chain. This

did not just happen in the grocery supply chain—it was happening

everywhere, much to the chagrin of the manufacturer. Indeed, at

first, manufacturers’ sales managers were only dealing with volume

as the key performance indicator (KPI) requirement. Manufacturers

were rewarding key account managers (KAMs) with bonuses and

trips, while those KAMs were dumping excess inventory across the

country. Indeed, many times national sales managers would cut deals
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with a single co-op warehouse in Kansas City at the end of the fiscal

year and not sell another can of product for eight months nationally.

Instead of the manufacturer, the retailer was becoming the tail that

wagged the dog by taking advantage of the inefficiencies of the manu-

facturer supply chain.Moreover, the retailers were takingmore steps to

become efficient. In the early 1990s, most retailers began to act like the

infamous Toyota/Kanban production facilities. They were becoming

very efficient with point-of-sale information and using it to better their

overall functionality. The offshoot of this was that very few retailers

made any attempts to transfer that information on to manufacturing.

Until Walmart began passing information on to manufacturers via its

collaborative web portal in the early 2000s, most retailers put up a brick

wall when it came to collaborative demand information. Most man-

ufacturers had to rely on third-party data via Information Resources

Incorporated or Nielsen.

Given the lack of information, coupled with retailers reducing

overall inventory positions, the pathway was set for a Toyota/Kanban

environment, and indeed that is what happened. Costs were passed up

the chain to the manufacturers, and with the lack of visibility to actual

predictive customer demand the bullwhip effect was rampant in most

manufacturing and retailing supply chains. During this transformation

period, the supply chain industry began to embrace the idea of pull

supply chains as the methodology that could overcome the inability

to quickly react to end-of-the-chain needs.

As Erik Kruse states, perfectly efficient supply chains were thrown

out of whack in an effort to become pull focused.1 As we pointed out

in our example about candles in Chapter 2, the manufacturers were

trying to do the same things as before, but simply calling it pull supply

chains, by running smaller and smaller batch runs that were deemed

customer focused. Now the longstanding production run–centric capa-

bilities of manufacturers were cut short. Instead of reductions in inven-

tory, the inventories went up because there was little or no visibility

to the customer-facing demand. They were still working on the same

delayed and aggregated information they had always had before.

It was in this situation that the inventory optimization process

started to take hold at the same time as the gulf between manu-

facturers and retailers was widening. The promise was to right-size
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inventories, but there was an important criterion that was left out:

Inventory optimization works by using one single demand signal—the

customer-facing location—to synchronize the entire network reaction.

The one big need of inventory optimization was lost on almost every-

one: When a supply chain network reacts systematically to customer-facing

demand, it is shifting behavior and becomes a pull-based environment.

I am not going to be so bold as to say inventory optimization is

the final step in the quest to provide a pull supply chain. What inven-

tory optimization does is allow the organization to focus its attention

on customer demand and synchronize the supply chain so it delivers

products to a service level at the lowest possible cost. Whether you

have a totally custom product or you are making long production runs

of a standard product, the principles of inventory optimization work to

allow a coordinated reaction to customer demand.

There is a tendency, even when all the information is placed before

you, to protect your turf. You will try to lower your inventory just as I

did when I was trying to lower my inventories as a buyer. Even in the

face of known volume on specific items, the buyer will shoot high. The

result is a seesaw battle of low inventory, expedited reactions to correct

it, and the ever-increasing supply upstream to counteract the human

nature reactions of the bullwhip effect. It is hard for seasoned buying

veterans to accept that analytical analysis and optimized policies will

correct the human tendencies and allow for correct purchasing options

and optimized inventories. If buyers accept the results, more often than

not they can run on autopilot.

ALIGNING THE INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION GOALS
TO CORRECT DEEP-SEATED BUSINESS ACTIONS
IN A COMPANY

When everything is said and done, inventory management is all about

balancing supply and demand to meet the customer need. Too little

stock results in lost sales. Too much stock increases the risk of lost cap-

ital in obsolete inventory and working capital tied up in inventory that

could be used in better business opportunities. The results can be a

company lurching back and forth trying to find an acceptable point,

only to jump from one inventory problem to the next.
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The goal of every company is to find that balance where it reaches

an acceptable balance of inventory costs and customer satisfaction.

This is the rub—once companies begin to explore their own efficiency

frontier, they need to make decisions based on company goals and

aspirations. Do they want the same service levels at lower inventory

costs? Do they want higher service levels at current inventory lev-

els? Do they want to change inventory techniques like practicing more

postponement activities in the wake of uncovering inventory improve-

ment opportunities? These are the kinds of next-step options compa-

nies need to explore as theywork through their inventory optimization

pathway. The thing is, “Companies that can come close to reaching

the illusive inventory optimization goal will have a substantial mar-

ket advantage over those that can only achieve middling performance

or worse.”2

INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION CAN’T DO WHAT WAS
DONE BEFORE

I often find companies that enter into an inventory optimization

engagement with a technology provider have been enticed by the

promise of right-sizing inventories for better customer service, but

the process gets bogged down in the minutia of what I call output

comparisons. This means that no one has taken the time to sit down

with the customer and discuss the various factors that drive inventory

levels or how inventory optimization helps to overcome those drivers

to facilitate improvements. If this is not made clear, the customer is

left wondering what black-box calculation delivered an inventory

projection of “500” when her output was “600.” It is quite clear that

the inventory optimization engagement is not centered on making the

supply chain more efficient; it ends up being focused on making this

new inventory optimization do the exact same things the old system

did, because that is a known outcome.

One engagement, in particular, comes to mind when I talk

about this phenomenon. A particular well-known retail supply chain

management system was pulling support for a hosted environment

for vendor-managed inventory (VMI). The manufacturer wanted

to replace that system with a new one supported by inventory
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optimization. During the entire engagement, the output from

inventory optimization was compared to the old replenishment

environment. Given that most of the in-house personnel at the

manufacturer were prior employees of the hosted replenishment, it

should have been expected. Given that their output was their “reality,”

everything was measured against that output stream. If there was

a marked improvement on inventory or replenishment, it was not

believed. Indeed, over time the inventory optimization calculations

were relaxed again and again to the point of having no discernible

effect. As indicated before, this kind of behavior can sink inventory

optimization engagements and leads to unacceptable results and bad

press for inventory optimization as an industry.

HOW TO CHANGE THE PLAYING FIELD

What does a supply chain executive with aspirations to improve oper-

ations with inventory optimization have to do to pave the way for

a successful engagement? One of the key things, just like what was

experienced at Matas (see Chapter 9), is to examine the business issues

contributing to out-of-balance inventories. This can quantify the prob-

lem instead of pushing the engagement into a comparison battle.

OVERARCHING BUSINESS ISSUES IMPEDE POSITIVE
INVENTORY CONTROL

The analyst firm Aberdeen created a wonderful report in 2004 that

still resonates today.3 Aberdeen laid out a strategy for an organiza-

tion to become more integrated in its supply chain activities. Its con-

tention was that organizations create functional silos in much the same

way islands of efficiencies are developed between inventory locations.

Although I read through the report almost 10 years ago, it continues

to point me toward how inventory optimization can help break down

the walls of an organization’s supply chain and create a thriving distri-

bution network.
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Supply Chain Organization

Is there an integrated approach to the supply chain and inventory decisions, or

are there functional silos? The less integrated, the more inventory problems are

likely to occur.

How does inventory optimization help?

In specific inventory optimization solutions, the scenario analysis

will have results based on both the overall view and the underlying

inventory points. This gives a much better understanding of the overall

decision. For instance, if awarehouseworking in an island-of-efficiency

mode decides to start reducing its days of supply, it will create ripple

effects both up and down the supply chain. The downstream invento-

ries might have more out-of-stocks. The upstream location might have

to carry extra stock to overcome the potential expedited orders coming

upstream. When multiechelon inventory optimization with advanced

scenario analysis is used, the reduction of inventory is coordinated so

that the overall network reduces inventory instead of simply shifting it

around, which is what most often happens in a siloed environment.

Supply Chain Network Design

The greater the number of stocking points, all things being equal, the higher the

level of inventory. The longer the supply chain (goods produced offshore), the

higher the level of inventory.

How does inventory optimization help?

This can be a serious problem in a supply chain network. Indeed,

the rollout of many inventory optimization projects in the early

2000s coincided with companies developing more and more offshore

inventory requirements. Even though inventory optimization was

being implemented, the overall inventory was increasing due to the

uncertainty of supply coming in from South East Asian locations. As

supply chains add more and more hierarchies, it is imperative to keep

the levels synchronized so that the dreaded bullwhip effect is not cre-

ated. This is especially true of offshore situations. The transportation

link extends the lead time and the supply uncertainty increases the
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variance. Inventory optimization can help position safety stocks in the

right locations at the lowest possible costs to overcome the lead time

and lead-time variance requirements.

Customer Service Policies

The company’s strategies and goals related to customer service, both generally

and at an A, B, C category level, will greatly impact inventories.

How does inventory optimization help?

What often happens is days of supply and customer service get

melded together into an inventory position that is not really aligned to

efficiency. A general rule-of-thumb days-of-supply number is placed

on a product and the overarching product group as part of an inven-

tory plan. As indicated in the Goldilocks example in Chapter 4, over

time, up to 70 percent of the products become overstocked due to this

assignment of days of supply over service level. The ABC categorization

can help to sharpen a focus on the more important items in a portfolio,

but as long as the focus is on days of supply over the service level at

the lowest inventory cost, the inventory will float higher than needed.

Inventory optimization makes the days-of-supply number an

outcome of the service level/lowest-cost inventory computation. The

projected service level needed is the focal point, and the calculated

balance between inventory costs, ordering costs, and lead-time logis-

tics derives a unique days-of-supply number for the product/location

pairing. Moreover, the synchronized assignments up and down the

supply chain enable the reduction of redundant stock because the

entire chain runs on one demand signal and not a delayed and

aggregated signal.

Safety Stock Policies

Relatedly, how aggressive a company wants to be with safety levels and how

frequently a company revisits safety stock assumptions and stock-keeping unit

(SKU)-level targets are key variables.

How does inventory optimization help?

This is one of the key results of inventory optimization, the ana-

lytically calculated safety stock requirement for each product/location
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pairing. The supply-and-demand variances are constantly updated to

reflect the current confidence level due to ongoing performance of the

system. The better the forecast and the better the supplier performance,

the less safety stock is needed. In addition, the multiechelon inven-

tory optimization process allows for the reduction of redundant safety

stocks up the supply chain because of aggregated demand variance.

This greatly reduces the need for vast amounts of safety stocks at plant

or central warehouse locations.

One of the key attributes of multiechelon inventory optimization

is the overall reduction of the bullwhip effect because there is a com-

munication factor running throughout the supply chain where the

customer-facing demand signal is the driving force. The entire chain

can react to that signal in a logical and tempered manner instead of

reacting to delayed signals after each downward inventory location

is calculated and aggregated upward. This is the reason multiechelon

inventories are more efficient with 30 percent less inventory.

Degrees of Freedom for Inventory Decisions

The more individuals who have the ability to add inventory into the supply

chain, the higher the levels are likely to be.

How does inventory optimization help?

There is an old adage about forecasting: The more people who

touch a forecast the more inaccurate the forecast becomes. Even before

anyone does anything with inventory positioning and/or replenish-

ment, a forecast will start the planning process. Depending on who

deals with the forecast, the sheer numbers of people touching the fore-

cast will skew the numbers away from a statistically accurate forecast.

How many times has a forecast simply been morphed upward to the

exact number in the sales quota by sales management? The faulty fore-

cast is the first of many steps toward high inventories.

It is human nature to impart tribal knowledge on something. In

our discussion of Matas, we saw store personnel trying to add their

knowledge by overriding orders. In many cases, they were ordering

higher numbers just to get their fair share of the inventory, only to be

shorted. The end result of that kind of behavior is to spiral inventory

up to accommodate people trying to get their fair share. In the extreme
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example of Matas, the entire system became automated. With no one

touching the ordering system, the chain became efficient.

Management of Tradeoffs

Company-specific decisions about the traditional transportation and/or unit cost

tradeoffs have an impact on inventories. The lowest total cost will usually have

higher inventories than the lowest inventory cost option.

How does inventory optimization help?

Inventory optimization makes an organization take a long look in

the mirror at the various supply chain techniques they have used in

the past. Many times, the result of the examination is a failed inventory

optimization engagement. Why?

In some ways, inventory optimization is a leap of faith to become

more efficient. That leap of faith requires people to examine past prac-

tices to understand how inefficient those decisions can be. For instance,

bulk purchases to obtain a lower cost might, on the surface, be entic-

ing, but sinking working capital into that inventory might far outweigh

the lump-sum truckload allowance. Moreover, the buy-off of a prod-

uct’s off-invoice allowance might look good according to the cost of

money calculations versus the holding of the extra inventory, but the

net result is bloated inventory position, slower inventory turns, and

wasted working capital. Management needs to weigh the inventory

efficiencies with a different vision of costs. As indicated in the state-

ment above, if you focus on lowest total cost, the inventory tends

to be higher than if you focus on the lowest inventory cost option.

This shift in focus does not mean you have to throw out all of your

efforts to get the lowest costs; it means you have to weigh the benefits

and costs.

Inventory optimization enables the user to see when products go

into overstock situations. In the past, the planner/buyer was almost

totally focused on the short-supply products because of customer

service needs. With inventory optimization, the entire portfolio is

evaluated so that the products are right sized. The goal of inventory

optimization is to enhance the inventory KPIs on the company

balance sheet and income statement—not to pat a buyer on the back

for buying three trucks of extra product because of a hot deal.
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SUPPLY CHAIN INVENTORY STRATEGIES BENCHMARK
REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS

To stay competitive, companies need to buck conventional wisdom

about how to manage inventory. Companies need to redesign how

they manage inventory across their supply chains to lower costs

and improve customer service levels. Technology support will be

critical to selecting and executing a successful supply chain inventory

program. In particular, companies should seek solutions that let them

optimize globally across supply chain tiers rather than locally, scale

for item-location policies, and enable supplier-managed processes

such as min-max replenishment. Change management and metric

realignment also need to be part of the program.

Following are recommendations for action based on a company’s

current maturity stage in dealing with inventory optimization.

Whether a company is trying to move its supply chain inventory

practices from laggard to industry norm, to move from industry norm

to best in class, or to remain at best-in-class status, these actions will

help improve performance:

Laggard Steps to Success

1. Increase supplier-managed practices that use lean
principles. Share more information with suppliers and

give them more responsibility for keeping your company

optimally supplied with inventory. Some 70 percent of

manufacturing-intensive companies use supplier-managed

inventory today, along with 56 percent of distribution-intensive

companies. Investigate the benefits of moving to pull-based

processes and just-in-time delivery as part of the program.

2. Rethink hub-and-spoke inventory placement. Fully 60

percent of large companies surveyed report holding highly

variable finished goods inventory centrally at a hub versus at

each individual spoke. This method frees up working capital

while improving overall service levels. Supply chain modeling

tools can uncover these opportunities.

3. Move away from simple weeks-of-supply and ABCD
inventory policies. Simplistic methods lead to flabby supply
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chains. Companies facing high customer service levels, short

product life cycles, or multitier manufacturing or distribu-

tion networks have the most to gain from moving toward

item-location level inventory policies. Look to advanced

planning systems or multiechelon optimization solutions and

simultaneously look at increasing replenishment planning

frequency.

Industry-Norm Steps to Success

1. Appoint a single end-to-end owner of inventory. Less than
a quarter of companies have created a single owner for inven-

tory across the supply chain. Without this level of accountabil-

ity, local inventory reduction and service-level programs will

thrive. Locally optimized programs, despite their good inten-

tions, almost always lead to higher working capital costs and

service-level challenges. Make sure metrics are changed so that

local staff members are measured on how well they follow the

optimal supply chain inventory and service-level policies that

have been set, while central inventory planners are compen-

sated on how much they have been able to improve customer

service levels and take out cost from the total supply chain.

2. Act onmerge-in-transit, postponement, and risk-pooling
opportunities. The competition is becoming much smarter in

how it pools inventory and flows product, so every corporation

should be reexamining its product portfolio for additional oppor-

tunities. Nearly a quarter of manufacturing-intensive compa-

nies, for instance, say they plan to adopt new postponement

or merge-in-transit strategies in the next 18 months. Inventory

optimization tools that allow for scenario planning help define

and quantify the opportunities. Third-party logistics firms are

being used by 41 percent of respondents for execution and plan-

ning support for strategies such as these.

3. Accelerate lean supply chain benefits with collaborative
technology. Implement a supplier collaboration platform that

uses a red-blue-green or similar metaphor to enable informa-

tion sharing and proactive exception management. Also look

at the benefits of moving to a min-max supplier replenishment
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model, without requiring consignment inventory. In addition,

remember to readjust metrics—suppliers should be measured

in red-blue-green percentages rather than on-time delivery per-

centage.

Best-in-Class Next Steps

1. Actively manage in-transit inventory. Enterprises with

long transit times should investigate the different ways to use

in-transit inventory as a virtual inventory bin to lower safety

stock levels, reduce total delivered costs, and maximize revenue

opportunities.

2. Use a commercial multiechelon optimization solution.
The new generation of commercially available multiechelon

optimization solutions will enable companies to properly

account for variation in the supply chain. Companies with

multiechelon manufacturing or finished goods distribution

networks should not delay in investigating these solutions.

3. Make supply chain inventory goals part of the product
design process. Maximize inventory flexibility and efficiency

by designing products specifically to support potential risk

pooling and postponement strategies. Component-based design

should be a tenet of your organization.

IN CLOSING

Almost since the first commercially viable inventory optimization solu-

tions arrived on the scene in the early 2000s, the industry has been

overhyped. It has been truly amazing to see the number of focuses

placed on inventory optimization by various analyst organizations. Just

pulling them up on a search engine shows the metamorphosis from a

broadly defined space that covered everything from network design

and constraint theory to the current focuses on inventory policies.

Throughout it all, many companies, in their search for optimization,

simply searched for ways to mimic what they were already doing with

this newfangled thing called inventory optimization. Executives who

have attempted to explore options are inundated with promises too

good to be true and, in most situations, shown not to be true.
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However, it is too easy to blame the overhyping. Every new

software solution process goes through a trough of disillusionment.

Visionaries start off the process with proof of value engagements. The

software providers cut their installation teeth in places that might

not be the best fit, and, over time, word gets out that the promises

are not being met. The result ends up being a period of time where

inventory optimization starts to fall from the fashionable new business

opportunity.

As we have examined in this book, inventory optimization is a

viable option for the organization that understands the business prob-

lems it is suffering from and why it is leading to mismatched invento-

ries. Inventory optimization is not a technological magic pill. You don’t

simply install it and step back, expecting miracles. We saw how the

infighting between buyers and management stopped a perfectly good

engagement in its tracks. In turn, we saw how management’s ability

to overcome the objections and carry on resulted in a fully automated

replenishment system powered by inventory optimization.

Simply saying that inventory optimization will lower inventories

can turn an industry like retail away from ever trying inventory

optimization as an augmentation to replenishment planning. They

know all about the short-term benefits and long-term disasters put

in place by ratcheting down days of supply. However, if inventory

optimization is positioned as a way to overcome the documented

issue of human nature’s need to overcompensate for perceived supply

problems, resulting in the bullwhip effect, you might be on the

pathway to a wonderful inventory optimization opportunity.

Demand-driven inventory optimization and replenishment is all

about allowing the supply network to function as a synchronized entity

to support the customer-facing service-level requirement. This is the

baseline requirement for any supply chain wanting to move toward a

pull-based model. It won’t matter if you have products requiring little

customization or products that are almost completely made to order.

Demand-driven inventory optimization and replenishment get your

organization focused on the customer.

In the end, that old adage that a happy buyer is a loaded buyer

makes a lot more sense. You will have a happy buyer—the right one

that you should have been focused on all along—the one at the end
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of your supply chain who wanted the product at the right place, at

the right time, and at the right price. If you make the buyers happy,

they will keep coming back and will be happy to have you continue to

support their purchases into the future.

Good luck with your demand-driven inventory supply travels, and

I hope to see you along the way.
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Epilogue

Thank you for reading my book on demand-driven inventory opti-

mization and replenishment. I hope that you found it to be insightful

and that it will help you move your company along a successful path-

way in driving a pull-based supply chain focused on synchronizing

demand signals from the customer.

So, what happened with the lawyer’s house in Bremerton,

Washington? I have to smile at this, because I have made scores and

scores of presentations about demand-driven inventory optimization

and replenishment for at least 20 years, and invariably someone will

come up to me and mention the lawyer’s house instead of anything

regarding inventory optimization. I guess the old saw is true—leave

people with a picture in their minds and they will remember you

forever.

Whenwe left our little story about the lawyer in Bremerton,Wash-

ington, he and his family were the talk of the town. Everyone in their

middle-class homes aspired to be just like him and have all the trap-

pings of wealth and influence. As I said, the house was on every-

one’s list of places to show out-of-town visitors. People would drive by

and take pictures of the beautiful house on the hill overlooking Puget

Sound.

However, one night when no one was home, a fire started. Indeed,

the lawyer and his family were on an extended vacation. Due to the

location, neighbors did not see the flames until it was too late to save

the house. The fire raged for hours while fire trucks contained the

flames so that they did not spread to homes around the lawyer’s prop-

erty. The next day, the news of the fire had spread by word of mouth

and via newspaper and television accounts. People flocked to the prop-

erty to get a glimpse of the destruction.

At first, everyone was focused on the house itself. The glorious

homewas reduced to rubble. As they looked closer, everyone started to

say the same thing: Where’s the furniture?Where’re the cars? Where’s

anything?

291
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It was true—there was nothing inside the house. When the fire-

fighters arrived to find the house fully engulfed in flames, they also

learned that it was an empty house. Word spread quickly about the

strange happenings.

When the family came back from their vacation, they had to

confirm what the town now knew—the house was a façade to their

wealth. They had very little money, and everything was tied up in

being property-poor. This had been going on for years. They had sold

off most of their possessions and lived like paupers inside a mansion.

I first thought of this story from my youth when I visited the

grocery products paper company outlined in this book. This company

had won numerous awards for customer service excellence and

was a model for collaborative forecasting, planning, forecasting, and

replenishment. The vendor-managed inventory personnel were doing

extraordinary things with the likes of Walmart, SuperValu, Target,

Costco, and so on. However, with the advice of one of the planners,

I went to interview an internal logistics manager. He looked like his

hair was on fire. In an attempt to provide the best possible customer

service to its big clients, the company was literally burning down its

house with expedited orders between warehouses to cover potential

out-of-stocks.

When everything is said and done, a company is simply a giant

supply chain. Things go in, and there are some value-added activities,

and products or services flow out. When companies forget the basics

and focus on things that are external, they lose sight of the power in

their supply chain. Over the past 30 to 40 years, companies have touted

the idea that a pull-based supply chain is the best supply chain. The

problem is, they are getting twisted up in the nomenclature and trying

to mimic custom-built actions of a pull-based supply chain without

understanding that being demand driven and pull based requires that

the whole supply chain be synced up to the customer demand. The

basis of demand-driven inventory optimization and replenishment is

to shift the focus onto one demand signal and use the supply chain

process to synchronize the network reaction as one process—not steps

in demand aggregation.

The metaphor of the burning house is a way of asking executives

to realize that building a company without a total focus on supply
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chain excellence is like the lawyer building a house but having nothing

inside. People pointed at the award-winning company thinking it was

a model of supply chain excellence when, in reality, they were only

seeing the outside of the house and thinking the inside was the same.

Now is the time to review the focus of your supply chain, before

an accident happens. Don’t let your company be that burning house

on the hill.
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